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ABSTRACT 
In this dissertation I present the results of three studies examining the Peruvian-

Chilean Trench and Andes Mountains along the western margin of South America. Two 

studies focus on the southern end of the Peruvian flat slab (where the subducting Nazca 

oceanic plate descends at an angle of ~30° before flattening near 80 km to 100 km depth) 

and its effects on the overriding plate. The third study focuses on normal subduction 

(where the subducting Nazca oceanic plate descends continuously at an angle ~30°) in 

the Maule region of central Chile where I look at the Chile forearc associated with the 

Mw=8.8 2010 Maule earthquake. In all three studies I draw attention to similarities and 

contrasts between my observations of these regions and previous studies from similar 

tectonic settings. 

The first study uses teleseismic receiver functions to image the Mohos of the 

subducting Nazca oceanic plate and of the overriding South America continental plate. 

From these observations, I calculate and map surfaces representing the Moho of each 

plate to better understand their interactions. I find that the overthickened crust of the 

subducting Nazca Ridge forms the shallowest part of the southern segment of the 

Peruvian flat slab and lies at <80 km depth beneath the high elevations of the Peruvian 

Andes. This shallow segment extends several 100 km beyond the location where the 

subducted ridge crust appears to dehydrate and transform, at least partially, to eclogite. I 

show that the continental crust of the Andes thins from ~60 km to ~50 km above the 

shallowly subducted Nazca Ridge and that the ridge is in contact with the Andean crust 

along its southeastern edge. I interpret this to indicate that the ridge has removed the 

continental mantle lithosphere in this location and that the ridge has likely displaced the 

Andean lower crust. 
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The second study builds on these observations, as well as prior seismic 

tomography observations of the deeper parts of the Nazca slab, to better constrain the 

origin of the Fitzcarrald Arch. This arch lies within the foreland of the Peruvian Andes 

and has previously been shown to have uplifted (without significant upper crustal 

faulting) at the same time the subducting Nazca Ridge arrived in this part of Peru. I show 

that the ~1 km of uplift of the arch is best explained in terms of a basal shear model. This 

model suggests that shear between the subducted Nazca Ridge and the base of the 

continental plate has thickened the mid-to-lower continental crust beneath the arch by ~5 

km. This result suggests that the way in which basal shear has been assumed to operate in 

other flat slab settings may need to be reexamined. Rather than occurring over the full 

extent of a flat slab, basal shear is localized around the slab’s shallowest portions. 

The third study uses RFs to examine the relationship between the forearc Moho in 

the Maule region in Chile and the 2010 Maule Mw 8.8 earthquake. I find that the forearc 

can be divided into three distinct zones, which may reflect crustal structures inherited 

from earlier tectonic processes. I then examine the pre-Maule earthquake megathrust 

locking and the earthquake’s rupture in relation to these three zones. I then consider the 

implications of upper plate segmentation for prior models proposed to explain uplift 

along the South American active margin and to explain general characteristics of the 

seismogenic megathrust. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The collision of the oceanic Nazca Plate and the continental South America Plate 

along the western margin of South America represents the type locality for a subduction 

zone in which the overriding plate is in compression (Uyeda and Kanamori, 1979).  The 

Andes Mountains formed by this compression have long been considered one of the best 

active representatives of a Cordilleran mountain belt (Dewey and Bird, 1970). For the 

better part of two generations, work on the Nazca-South America collision has formed 

one part of a focus among geologists and geophysicists working to understand not only 

the contemporary processes in the Andes but also the geologic history and evolution of 

the North America Cordillera. The South America Cordillera is an active plate boundary 

with an active arc and back-arc shortening. In addition, the margin has two segments of 

flat slab subduction, Peru and central Chile and Argentina (e.g. Baranzangi and Isacks, 

1976; Ramos and Folguera, 2009). The North America Cordillera has collapsed but 

shows deeper exposures of a similar type of convergent margin. 

As I have studied in a department with a long history of research on both the 

North and South America Cordilleras, funded in part by experiments to investigate the 

development and evolution of cordillera mountain belts, I have focused on understanding 

cordillera-style convergent margins. The primary focus of much of this dissertation is on 

flat-slab subduction beneath the Andean Cordillera of central to southern Peru. My work 

with the Peruvian flat slab, along with prior studies of the Peruvian forearc (e.g. Le Roux 

et al., 2000; Clift et al., 2003) which have shown that the subduction of aseismic ridges 

associated with flat slabs can have a significant effect on forearc processes, subsequently 

led me to investigate the long-term interaction of subduction zone megathusts and 
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overriding plate structures in a different segment of the Andean Cordillera: central Chile. 

In central Chile a number of prior studies have observed structures in the forearc that 

have been persistent over time scales much longer than the great earthquake cycle (>106 

yrs compared to ~102 – 103 yrs respectively) and are thought to have significant effects 

on subduction zone behavior (e.g. Glodny et al., 2008; Hicks et al., 2014; Saillard et al., 

2017). The influence of the overriding plate on subduction in central Chile provides a 

contrast with central Peru where the subducting plate appears to be the controlling 

influence. Understanding the overriding plate’s influence in central Chile forms the 

secondary focus of my dissertation. 

The concept of flat-slab subduction began with observations of the Cordillera in 

the western United States (Fig.1). This concept, or its recognizable predecessor, appeared 

three years after the introduction of a fully developed form of Plate Tectonics Theory by 

Isacks et al. (1968) as an attempt to explain observations from the North American 

Cordillera. Noting the presence of igneous rocks typical of subduction induced arc 

volcanism within the continental interior of the western United States, Lipman et al. 

(1971, 1972) invoked a complex early to mid-Cenozoic subduction system beneath the 

North American Cordillera. This model called for an imbricated, flat to gently dipping 

subducted oceanic plate no longer connected to a trench and east of a more steeply 

dipping subducting oceanic plate linked to a trench on the west coast of North America 

(Lipman et al., 1971, 1972). Lipman et al. (1971, 1972) suggested that the combined 

effects of an increase in the North American plate’s absolute plate motion and density 

differences between the two subducting oceanic plate fragments could cause this 

imbrication. Refinements in igneous age data and greater understanding of the factors 
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controlling slab dip led Coney and Reynolds (1977) to challenge the imbrication model 

and introduce a model where continuous changes in slab dip over time were due to 

changes in convergence rate between plates, the subduction of young (warm, and 

therefore buoyant) lithosphere, and/or the subduction of aseismic ridges. 

While geologic observations of the North American Cordillera were being 

reinterpreted in terms of changes in subduction, continuing geophysical studies of 

seismicity beneath the Andes led to the recognition of extensive segments of shallowly 

dipping (10° to 15°) subducting plate beneath Peru (Isacks and Molnar, 1971; Stauder, 

1975) and central Chile-Argentina (Stauder, 1973). While these initial estimates of the 

Nazca slab’s shape were later significantly refined (Baranzangi and Isacks, 1976), they 

provided a basis for the first explicit model of flat-slab subduction incorporating slab 

geometry, termination of arc volcanism, and the formation of compressional orogenic 

structures in the overriding plate (Megard and Philip, 1976; Noble and McKee, 1977). 

These South America based studies also proposed two additional mechanisms to explain 

the flattening of a subducting slab: hydrodynamic suction (Baranzangi and Isacks, 1976; 

Tovish et al., 1978) and slab break off or tearing (Megard and Philip, 1976; Noble and 

McKee, 1977). 

Dickinson and Snyder’s (1978) explicit importation of the South American model 

of flat-slab subduction into North American Cordilleran geology represents an important 

analogy between Cordilleran and Andean tectonics used to understand flat-slab 

subduction. Less than a decade after the introduction of Plate Tectonics, the work leading 

to Dickinson and Snyder’s (1978) synthesis had significantly modified the simple model 

of Isacks et al. (1968) by introducing a mechanism capable of affecting the interior of 
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plates hundreds of kilometers from an active convergent margin. In Dickinson and 

Snyder’s (1978) model, a shallowly dipping to flat slab dragged along the bottom of the 

North American plate during flat subduction, causing compressional stress within the 

North American plate far from the plate boundary. This introduction offered a single 

mechanism to explain both patterns in volcanism and deformation deep within a 

continental interior—two processes difficult to reconcile with the initial formulation of 

Plate Tectonics (Isacks et al., 1968). In broad outline, the majority of mechanisms 

suspected of inducing flat or shallow dip subduction were already proposed and many 

subsequent studies focused on interpreting specific aspects of the North American 

Cordillera and South American Andes within the context of the flat-slab subduction 

model. 

The next significant development in understanding flat subduction focused on 

potential causes, often drawing on observations from the contemporary Andean flat slabs 

to generate hypotheses for the North American Cordillera. Pilger (1981, 1984) argued 

that the age of the subducting plate, convergence rate, and absolute rate of plate motion 

for the South America system were all too uniform from north to south to explain why 

flat subduction occurred in only two locations rather than along the subduction zone’s 

entire length. Earlier studies had shown that the thick crust of oceanic aseismic ridges 

tended to affect the shape of intra-oceanic subduction zones (e.g. Vogt, 1973; Kelleher 

and McCann, 1976). This was taken to indicate that the aseismic ridges’ thick crust made 

them more buoyant than the rest of the oceanic crust, making them more difficult to 

subduct (Vogt, 1973; Kelleher and McCann, 1976). Pilger (1981, 1984) built on these 

observations to argue that a sufficiently buoyant ridge would resist subduction enough to 
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cause a flat slab. Pilger (1981,1984) used plate reconstructions to support this argument 

by showing that the timing and location of flat subduction in South America broadly 

coincided with the subduction of two major aseismic ridges. 

At the same time Pilger (1981) was investigating contemporary South American 

flat slabs, plate reconstructions provided new ways to investigate the Cordilleran flat slab. 

Livaccari et al. (1981) first noted an association of oceanic plateaus and aseismic ridges 

with unusually large-scale volcanism at spreading ridges and then utilized the symmetry 

of oceanic plates about a spreading center to argue that the North American flat slab 

episode had been caused by subduction of a conjugate feature to the Hess Rise (Livaccari 

et al., 1981). These models, combined with the highly developed foreland basement cored 

uplifts above the Chile-Argentina flat slab, drew extensive attention to the Argentine 

Sierras Pampeanas as a contemporary analogue for Mesozoic to Cenozoic Cordilleran 

flat-slab subduction (see Jordan and Allmendinger, 1986 and references therein). 

At approximately the same time investigations into the precise timing and 

geochemical character of volcanism during the flattening of the Chile-Argentina flat slab 

began to provide a better understanding of a flat slab’s effect on volcanic arcs. Kay et al. 

(1987, 1988) examined the spatial and geochemical patterns of pre-flat slab volcanism 

above the Chile-Argentina flat slab and found an eastward displacements of arc 

volcanism above the Chile-Argentina flat slab over time, including a jump in volcanism 

to a location ~700 km from the trench between ~11 Ma and 7.5 Ma just prior to the 

termination of significant volcanism in the region. Within this context, the geochemical 

signature of a garnet containing source for the volcanic rocks predating the inboard jump 

in volcanism was taken to reflect both thickening of the overriding plate’s crust and 
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cooling of the asthenospheric mantle wedge (permitting garnet stability) as the slab 

flattened (Kay et al., 1987, 1988). This approach, along with analysis of the regional 

timing of Andean contractional structures and plate reconstructions, has led to the 

proliferation of proposed paleo flat slab occurrences along the South American active 

margin (e.g. Ramos and Folguera, 2009 for a partial compilation). 

A different approach to using arc volcanism emerged in investigations of the 

Cordilleran flat slab. Dumitru (1990) and Dumitru et al. (1991) used fission track 

thermochronology modeling to infer the Cretaceous and early Cenozoic geothermal 

history of the Sierra Nevadan arc. This modeling placed constraints on the cooling of the 

arc’s lithosphere driven by the presence of the comparatively cold flat slab. 

Less work on understanding arc volcanism’s relationship to flat subduction 

occurred in relation to the Peruvian flat slab. Instead, work on the Peruvian flat slab 

centered on understanding the structure of the subducting slab. The Peruvian flat slab has 

been periodically interpreted as broken or torn along one or more of its edges (beginning 

with Isacks and Molnar, 1971), in part due to its comparatively aseismic character (James 

and Snoke, 1990), and this became the focus of intense scrutiny during the 1980s. 

Hasegawa and Sacks (1981) and Grange et al. (1984) first demonstrated that in Peru the 

flat slab transitioned to its south into a normally dipping segment without tearing. James 

and Snoke (1990) then found that the slab was continuous, though aseismic, from its flat 

portion down to a depth of 500-600 km where earthquakes occur below the Peru-Brazil 

border. While less conclusive, Suárez et al.’s (1990) and Dorbath’s (1996) work with 

local earthquake locations and tomography, respectively, above the Peruvian flat slab 

between 11°S and 13°S indicated a continuous slab. 
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Following on Dickinson and Snyder’s (1978) suggestion that a flat slab could 

induce coupling and compression in the overriding plate’s lithosphere, Bird (1984, 1988) 

used numerical models to study basal shear induced during flat subduction. Bird (1984, 

1988) utilized relatively simple models of the North American plate and an 

underthrusting flat slab to try to explain features of the deformation caused by the North 

American Cordilleran flat slab. These models showed that basal shear would produce 

distinctive patterns of lithospheric scale thinning in the portion of North America 

underlain by the flat slab and thickening at the flat slab’s inboard edge. 

While widely distributed, volumetrically large amounts of volcanism in western 

North America during the mid-Cenozoic (termed the ignimbrite flareup) had previously 

been associated with the end of flat subduction (e.g. Coney, 1978), a more developed and 

influential model for this association appears in Humphreys (1995). This model notes that 

ignimbrite volcanism in the North American Cordillera consists of two distinct sweeps, 

one moving from North to South and a second moving from South to North. To explain 

this, Humphreys (1995) suggests that the Cordilleran flat slab buckled more or less along 

its center and folded inward while normal subduction may have been re-established along 

the trench at around the same time. While ignimbrite activity has been associated with the 

termination of flat subduction in parts of the Andes (e.g. Kay and Coira, 2009 and 

references therein), the North America Cordilleran paleo flat slab differs significantly 

from many models for the south central Andes and the Argentine flat slab. In these 

models (e.g. Kay and Coira, 2009), flat slab termination occurs less abruptly, and without 

extreme folding of the slab. This reflects the association of flat slab subduction in the 

Andes with the gradual southward migration of the Juan Fernandez Ridge (Yáñez et al., 
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2001) and southward progression of ignimbrite centers (Kay and Coira, 2009 and 

references therein). The possibility that subduction may re-initiate behind a flat slab 

segment has also been recently proposed for the Peruvian flat slab (Antonijevic et al., 

2015), suggesting a range of behaviors may be possible for the termination of flat slab 

subduction. 

The late 1990s and early 2000s lead to an increased interest in flat slabs as well as 

an increased interest in comparisons between the Cordilleran-Andean flat slabs. 

Representative of this increased interest is Humphreys et al.’s (2003) reinterpretation of 

1970s models (Coney and Reynolds, 1977; Dickinson and Snyder, 1978) of flat 

subduction. This new model attempted to provide a unifying framework for the evolution 

of the North American Cordillera during and subsequent to the period of flat slab 

subduction. This increase in interest is also reflected in the introduction of numerical 

models in relation to specific (e.g. English et al., 2003 for North America; van Hunen et 

al. 2002a for Peru) and general cases of flat subduction (e.g. van Hunen et al., 2002b; van 

Hunen et al., 2004). The same period has also seen renewed geophysical interest in South 

American flat slabs (e.g. Gutscher et al., 2000; Wagner et al., 2006; Wagner et al., 2008). 

Collectively, these efforts mark an unparalleled level of interest in understanding flat 

subduction. 

Within the Andes, Gutscher et al. (2000) and Anderson et al. (2007) provided one 

of this period’s key accomplishments: a clear image of the overall form of the South 

American flat slabs. Gutscher et al. (2000) analyzed earthquake locations and, more 

importantly in the case of the Peruvian flat slab, global teleseismic tomography models to 

image both the seismogenic and aseismic portions of the South American flat slabs, 
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providing a baseline for future numerical models. Anderson et al. (2007) mapped local 

earthquakes in the Argentine flat slab to show that the shallowest part of this flat slab lies 

along the continuation of the aseismic ridge previously hypothesized to support the flat 

slab. These results provided strong evidence for unusually thick subducted oceanic crust 

playing a driving role in flat subduction. 

Numerical models of the period likewise found that buoyant oceanic crust was a 

necessary condition for flat subduction (van Hunen et al., 2002a, 2002b), supporting 

many of the earlier arguments of Pilger (1981, 1984). However, additional models 

suggested overthrusting of the upper plate played an almost equally important role (van 

Hunen et al., 2004). Subsequent numerical models have also suggested that 

hydrodynamic suction forces and the proximity to cratonic keels are the key drivers of 

flat subduction (e.g. Manea et al., 2012), showing the cause of flat subduction is still 

disputed. 

Seismic observations for the Argentine flat slab (see Gilbert et al., 2006 and 

Alvarado et al., 2009 for interpretation and references there in) also provided significant 

new observations. These observations include evidence for the presence of a partially 

eclogitized lower continental crust above the flat slab. This may be consistent with the 

expectations of Kay et al. (1987, 1988) for this region. These observations also highlight 

the potential for the transmission of stress from the flat slab into the overriding plate—

reminiscent of Dickinson and Snyder’s (1978) expectations for conditions above a flat 

slab. 

In North America, both Humphreys’s (1995) model and its subsequent 

modification by Humphreys et al. (2003), as well as older models of the region, have 
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prompted a number of studies examining mantle xenoliths for evidence of hydration 

along with studies of rock uplift (e.g. Smith et al., 2004; Smith and Griffin, 2005). At the 

same time an unexpected insight into the North American flat slab emerged from 

reinterpretation of the structure of the southern Sierra Nevada. Saleeby (2003) found that 

the subducting oceanic plateau had sheared off the Cretaceous arc’s mantle lithosphere. 

This contrasts sharply with the processes observed in the Argentine flat slab (e.g. 

Alvarado et al., 2009; Gans et al., 2011; Porter et al., 2012). 

Following the late 2000s a more pronounced move towards synthesis has been 

evident in which direct comparisons between elements of the Andean and Cordilleran 

system have returned to prominence (e.g. Ramos and Folguera, 2009; Dougherty and 

Clayton, 2015) and more wide-ranging models have begun to appear (e.g. DeCelles et al., 

2009; Kay and Coira, 2009). At the same time, attention began to return to other 

contemporary examples of flat subduction. An occasional tendency to closely reexamine 

aspects of some of the early flat slab studies is also apparent. This is most obvious in Peru 

where a set of studies have partially repeated the work of the 1980s, demonstrating once 

again that the southern edge of the Peruvian flat slab smoothly transitions to normal 

subduction without tearing (Phillips and Clayton, 2014; Dougherty and Clayton, 2015; 

Kumar et al., 2016). At the same time, proposals for tears have proliferated for other parts 

of the Peruvian flat slab (e.g. Antonijevic et al., 2015; Kumar et al., 2016; Scire et al., 

2016). 

This brief outline of prior research into flat slabs highlights a number of questions 

that remain unanswered or in need of further consideration. The cause of flat slabs 

remains unclear. While a number of numerical models have provided insight into what 
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conditions could potentially cause flat subduction, observation of flat slabs is necessary 

to determine which conditions may be operative for a given flat slab. The effect of flat 

slabs on the overriding plate remains unclear. In the Cordilleran paleo flat slab, later 

geologic events have partially obscured the effects of flat subduction. Observations from 

the Andean flat slabs can provide a test of models developed to explain structures in 

western North America potentially caused by the Cordilleran paleo flat slab. The process 

accommodating the return to normal subduction following flat slab subduction also 

remains unclear. Determining if and how a flat slab may tear may provide insight into the 

change back to normal subduction. 

These questions provide the context for my work, presented here as Appendices 

A, B, and C. Appendices A and B focus on the southern portion of the Peruvian flat slab 

(see Fig. 1). Both studies involve concepts and ideas outlined above. In Appendix A, I 

use teleseismic receiver functions to map out the continental Mohorovičić discontinuity 

(Moho) of the South American plate and the subducted slab oceanic Moho of the Nazca 

plate. Through this, I evaluate models for some of the driving forces for flat slab 

subduction, for slab tearing, and for the potential of a flat slab to couple to the overriding 

plate. The observations and results in Appendix A lead to my investigation presented in 

Appendix B of the potential connections between a subducting aseismic ridge and a 

large-scale foreland upwarp on the overriding plate. In both appendices, I develop 

analogies with other flat slab occurrences to gain greater insight into the features that I 

document in Peru. In Appendix C, I examine the Maule region of central Chile as a 

contrast to a flat slab setting (see Fig. 1). In contrast to the rapid tectonic erosion 

observed in the Peruvian forearc driven by the subduction of an aseismic ridge since the 
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Miocene (e.g. Clift et al., 2003), the Maule region presents a forearc that has been largely 

stable since the late Paleozoic or early Mesozoic (Glodny et al., 2006). This setting 

permits me to investigate the role of inherited structures on subduction processes and 

develop a model for features of the subduction zone that are obscured during aseismic 

ridge subduction—in effect providing a subduction baseline model to contrast with more 

complicated regions. 
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SUMMARY OF WORK 

I present my methods, results, and conclusions of my work within the three papers 

that are appended to this dissertation. Below I present a summary of the key findings 

from each study. 

The study presented in Appendix A is focused on the southern Peruvian Andes 

where the Nazca Ridge is subducting beneath southern central Peru. The goal of this 

study is to map out the continental Moho and the downgoing slab Moho in this portion of 

the Peruvian flat slab to improve our understanding of flat slab subduction and the effects 

of subducting ridges on the overriding plate. 

I utilize teleseismic P-to-S converted phases to calculate receiver functions (RFs). 

This technique is highly sensitive to rapid (~1 km scale) changes in the Earth’s velocity 

structure beneath a seismometer but is not significantly sensitive to absolute seismic 

velocity. This makes the technique useful in identifying major structural discontinuities 

of the Earth’s lithosphere, like the Moho at the base of the continental crust and the 

oceanic slab Moho. In this appendix, I use a layer over half-space velocity model derived 

from prior local tomography studies of the region (Dorbath, 1996) and my calculation of 

the regional crustal P-wave velocity to S-wave velocity ratio (Vp/Vs) obtained through a 

Wadati plot of regional seismicity to provide additional constraints. I use the common 

conversion point (CCP) stacking technique modified from Dueker and Sheehan (1997) 

and Sheehan et al. (2000) to migrate my RFs to depth using these constraints. 

Figure 2 presents Appendix A’s key findings in map view. Figure 2A shows the 

depth from sea level to the South American continental Moho. I find that much of the 

high topography of central to southern Peru is underlain by 55 to >60 km thick 
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continental crust. The exception to this lies along the inboard projection of the subducting 

Nazca Ridge (gray lines in Figure 2A), where the continental Moho beneath the high 

topography lies at <50 km. In the depth contours of Figure 2B, I show the depth to 

oceanic Moho of the subducted Nazca plate to 130 km depth overlain on the 130 km 

depth slice of a teleseismic S-wave tomography model for the region (Scire et al., 2016). 

I find that the shallowest portions of the southern part of the Peruvian flat slab largely 

appear along the projection of the subducting Nazca Ridge. However east-southeast of 

the ridge’s projection the subducted plate’s Moho remains shallow for an additional ~200 

km, overlying a large low S-wave velocity anomaly in the tomography results that 

appears beneath the slab; this suggests that this low velocity feature may provide some 

support to the overlying flat slab. Figure 2C presents the distance between the continental 

Moho depth shown in Figure 2A and the subducted plate’s Moho depth shown in Figure 

2B. This shows that the separation between crust of the two plates is remarkably small 

along the east-southeast edge of the flat slab. Given that the unsubducted portion of the 

Nazca Ridge is ~18 km in thickness (Hampel et al., 2004), the crust of the two plates are 

likely in contact at this location. This requires the near complete removal of any South 

American continental mantle lithosphere at this location and may indicate that the 

lowermost continental crust is being displaced eastward. Figure 2D uses a Nazca-South 

America plate reconstruction (Hampel, 2002) to explore this possibility. I find that over 

the last ~4 Myrs the east-northeast movement of the Nazca Ridge would have moved the 

shallowest portion (<80km depth) of the flat slab through the area with an unusually 

shallow continental Moho—indicating that the subduction of the ridge has displaced 

much of the lowermost Andean continental crust in this location. This finding appears to 
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represent an active analogue to Saleeby’s (2003) observations of the effects that the 

subduction of an oceanic plateau had on the southern Sierra Nevada (noted above in the 

introduction). This suggests that the subduction of thick oceanic crust may be an 

important process in shaping the overriding plate. 

In Appendix B, I examine the Fitzcarrald Arch (outlined in blue in Figure 3), a 

large, mostly unfaulted uplift within the Andean foreland. The goal of this study was to 

evaluate the formation of the Fitzcarrald Arch and any connection to the subducting 

Nazca Ridge. The Fitzcarrald Arch is a long wavelength uplift in the Andean foreland 

eastward of the Andean deformation front and along the projection of the subducting 

Nazca Ridge. The Fitzcarrald Arch has been shown to have uplifted over the last ~4 

Myrs, contemporaneous with flat-slab subduction in this part of Peru, (Espurt et al., 

2010). In light of the new constraints on the flat slab geometry presented in Appendix A 

and from additional regional seismic studies (Antonijevic et al., 2015; Scire et al., 2017), 

I examine possible mechanisms for the Fitzcarrald Arch’s formation.  

I first use constraints from the exposure of Miocene to Pliocene sedimentary units 

for the region (Espurt et al., 2010; shown as varying shades of blue in Figure 3) to 

estimate the total amount of rock uplift associated with the arch. I then investigate models 

for the amount and style of alteration to the South American plate necessary to induce 

this rock uplift and evaluate these models in light of geologic and geophysical constraints 

for the region. I find that a basal shear induced crustal thickening model (purple contours 

in Figure 3 show area of effect) similar to that proposed by Bird (1984, 1988) for the 

North American Mesozoic-Cenozoic flat slab is the best model for Fitzcarrald Arch. In 

contrast to Bird’s (1984, 1988) model, I find that rather than occurring throughout the 
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whole of the flat slab region, basal shear above the Peruvian flat slab concentrates around 

only the shallowest (~80 to 90 km, see orange and red contours contour lines in Figure 3) 

part of the flat slab, corresponding to the subducted continuation of the Nazca Ridge (see 

discussion of Figure 2 above and Figure 4). In Appendix B, I conclude by suggesting that 

the comparatively localized concentration of basal shear around the shallowest part of flat 

slabs may help to explain observations of deformation of the upper plate from the North 

American Cordilleran paleo flat slab. Bird’s (1984,1988) model for the Cordilleran flat 

slab indicates that most of the lithospheric mantle of western North America should have 

been removed, however subsequent studies have shown that this lithospheric mantle 

remained largely intact (Livaccari and Perry, 1993). In seeming contradiction, recent 

studies (e.g. Haxel et al., 2016) have shown evidence for the near complete to complete 

removal of the North American lithospheric mantle in some locations due to the flat slab. 

In Appendix B I suggest that localization of strong coupling to the overriding plate 

around a subducting aseismic ridge or oceanic plateau may lead to extensive basal shear 

around these subducting features but little shear at other locations above a flat slab. 

Finally, in Appendix C, I present a RF study of the Maule region of Chile in order 

to examine the down-dip region of the megathrust zone. The goal of this study is to map 

out the intersection of the continental Moho and the seismogenic megathrust zone and 

investigate the effects of upper plate forearc structure in relation to this zone. Extensive 

geophysical observations of this region following the 2010 Maule 8.8 MW earthquake 

provide a rich data set which I use to calculate RF CCP stacks. I constrain both the 

overall structure of the subducted Nazca Plate and the location of the intersection 

between the continental Moho and seismogenic megathrust. This intersection has been 
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theorized to play an important role in both seismogenic processes of the megathrust (e.g. 

Wang and Tréhu, 2016 and references therein) and in the long-term development of 

topography along the South American coastline (e.g. Melnick, 2016). I show that the 

Maule region can be divided into three zones, with general structures similar to the RF 

CCP stack profiles presented in Figure 5. 

The northern zone (see Figure 5B for RF profile) is characterized by relatively 

thick continental crust near the coastline, with the continental Moho intersecting the 

megathrust at ~35-40 km depth. The central zone (see Figure 5C for RF profile) is 

characterized by continental crust that tapers gradually towards the coast before 

intersecting the megathrust at ~15-20 km depth, potentially offshore. The southern zone 

(see Figure 5D for RF profile) is characterized by continental crust that is again relatively 

thick, with a continental Moho intersecting the megathrust near ~35-40 km depth. Figure 

5E shows the extent and location of these three zones identified by the position of the 

megathrust-continental Moho intersection. In Appendix C, I compare these results with 

prior estimates of pre-Maule earthquake megathrust locking (Moreno et al., 2010) and 

coseismic slip (Yue et al., 2014) to show that locking and Maule earthquake rupture 

extended to similar depths in all three regions. This has important implications for models 

of the megathrust which are discussed in detail in Appendix C. My division of the region 

into three zones also appears to correlate well with inherited structures of the continental 

forearc crust in the region, suggesting that these features may play an important role in 

behavior of the forearc. 
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FIGURES 

 

Figure 1. Map of North and South America showing flat slab locations referenced in 

introduction (C.F.—Cordilleran (or Laramide) Flat Slab (after Saleeby, 2003); P.F.—

Peruvian Flat Slab (from Espurt et al., 2008); A.F.—Argentine (or Sierras Pampeanas) 

Flat Slab (from Espurt et al., 2008)) and study locations marked by red boxes (1 and 2—

Appendices A & B; 3—Appendix C). 
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Figure 2. Peruvian flat slab region, with station locations, results, and interpretation 

(Appendix A). A) Contour map of RF continental Moho in relation to projection of the 

subducting Nazca Ridge (gray lines). B) Contour map of RF slab subducted oceanic 

Moho in relation to projection of the Nazca ridge. C) Contour map of the separation 

between continental Moho from A and slab Moho from B. D) Map showing relationship 

between continental Moho from A and the movement of the subducted Nazca Ridge over 

last ~4 million years.  
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Figure 3. A) Map showing the relationship between the shallowest part of the Peruvian 

flat slab and the uplifted Fitzcarrald Arch (Appendix B). Broad area of topography ~300-

400m in elevation (orange to yellow) makes the topographic expression of arch while 

blue outlines mark the location of uplifted sedimentary rock formations associated with 

arch (from Espurt et al., 2010). Orange line marks RF 80 km slab Moho contour (see 

Figure 2 and Appendix A), while red line marks the 90 km tomography derived slab 

contour from Antonijevic et al. (2015). White line marks limit of Andean faulting. Green 

line marks location of the Nazca Ridge from Hampel (2002). Black arrows mark average 

Nazca-South America plate convergence over last 5 million years (Somoza and Ghidella, 

2012). B) Green box marks simplified area of contact between the slab and overriding 

plate and purple lines are qualitative crustal thickening rate contours due to basal shear 

induced along this contact (modified from Bird, 1984). Other features as in A. 
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Figure 4. Overview of the Nazca Ridge’s interactions with the South American Plate 

(Appendix A and Appendix B). Solid black lines above topography mark boundaries 

between geomorphic features, dashed black line marks inferred location of the edge of 

the stable Brazilian Craton. Light blue on subducting Nazca plate and slab represents 

basaltic crust, purple represents eclogitized crust associated with end of intermediate 

depth Wadati-Benioff zone seismicity (black circles representing hypocenters from 

Kumar et al. (2016) ±150 km from cross-section, see Appendix A and Appendix B for 

discussion of eclogitization). Dark blue represents oceanic mantle lithosphere, with 

broadening slab velocity anomaly in the mantle transition zone (Scire et al, 2017) and 

deep seismicity (International Seismological Center, 2011) interpreted as representing 

deformation of the slab as it begins to enter the lower mantle. Red feature below the slab 

represents potentially buoyant low seismic velocity feature (Antonijevic et al., 2015, 

Scire et al., 2016) beneath the flat slab. Within the crust of the over-riding South 
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American plate (gray, note change in vertical exaggeration at 8 km depth to 

accommodate topography/bathymetry), solid red lines mark the location of active 

(reactivated?) Subandean thrust faults while dashed red lines mark inactive pre-

Cretaceous faults (following Devlin et al., 2012) while area in orange marks the 

approximate location of mid-to-lower crustal thickening I predict to drive the uplift of the 

Fitzcarrald Arch (see Figure 3 above as well as discussion in Appendix B). Purple arrows 

provide sense of motion for the region of crustal thickening beneath the Fitzcarrald Arch. 

This motion imparts a top-to-the-west sense of shear to the ductilely deforming mid-to-

lower crust, opposite to the overall top-to-the-east sense of shear caused by Subandean 

thrust-faulting in the neighboring upper crust. The thickness of the cratonic lithosphere 

(light blue beneath overriding plate) is uncertain, however gradually increasing elastic 

thicknesses towards the east (see Sacek and Ussami, 2009 for compilation) suggest it may 

be somewhat tapered, with an increasing thickness towards the east. See Appendix B for 

discussion. 
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Figure 5. Overview of the Maule region of central Chile (Appendix C). A) Location of 

seismic stations used in this study, location of cross-sections A, B, and C (shown at 

right), location of 2010 Maule 8.8 Mw earthquake hypocenter (red star) from Duputel et 

al. (2012), and volcanic arc (red triangles) from Global Volcanism Program (2013). 

White arrow marks orientation of the Nazca plate’s motion with respect to South 

America (Kendrick et al., 2003). B) RF CCP-stack profile from the northern segment of 

the Maule region. Vertical dashed line is the volcanic arc thermal front (after Völker and 
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Stipp, 2015), magenta line is the continental Moho (dashed where inferred), and the cyan 

line is slab Moho (dashed where inferred. C) Profile from central zone, lines as in B). D) 

Profile from southern zone, lines as in B). E) Map showing position of constraint points 

used to determine the approximate (~15 km to ~30 km range) position of the 

megathrust—continental Moho intersection, shown as line lying between these 

constraints. The northern zone in red is characterized by ~35-50 km thick crust and an 

intersection relatively far from coast. The central zone in orange is characterized by <30 

km thick crust and an intersection at the coast or slightly offshore. The southern zone in 

yellow is characterized by ~35-40 km thick crust and an intersection far from the coast. 

Purple points mark the position of RF profiles sampling either complex crustal structure 

or with insufficient coverage near the coast to determine the location of the megathrust—

continental Moho intersection. The line of intersection is inferred to smoothly transition 

between profiles lacking clear constraints and neighboring profiles with an observed 

megathrust—continental Moho intersection. See Appendix C for further discussion of 

this feature. 
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ABSTRACT 

Flat or near-horizontal subduction of oceanic lithosphere has been an important 

tectonic process both currently and in the geologic past. Subduction of the aseismic 

Nazca Ridge beneath South America has been associated with the onset of flat 

subduction and the termination of arc volcanism in Peru, making it an ideal place to study 

flat-slab subduction. Recently acquired seismic recordings for 144 broadband seismic 

stations in Peru permit us to image the Mohorovičić discontinuity (Moho) of the 

subducted oceanic Nazca plate, Nazca Ridge, and the overlying continental Moho of the 

South American crust in detail through the calculation of receiver functions. We find that 

the subducted over-thickened ridge crust is likely significantly eclogitized ~350 km from 

the trench, requiring that the inboard continuation of the flat slab be supported by 

mechanism other than low-density crustal material. This continuation coincides with a 

low-velocity anomaly identified in prior tomography studies of the region immediately 

below the flat slab, and this anomaly may provide some support for the flat slab. The 

subduction of the Nazca Ridge has displaced most, if not the entire South American 

lithospheric mantle beneath the high Andes as well as up to 10 km of the lowermost 

continental crust. The lack of deep upper plate seismicity suggests that the Andean crust 

has remained warm during flat subduction and is deforming ductilely around the 

subducted ridge. This deformation shows significant coupling between the subducting 

Nazca oceanic plate and overriding South American continental plate up to ~500 km 

from the trench. These results provide important modern constraints for interpreting the 

geological consequences of past and present flat-slab subduction locations globally. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Near-horizontal subduction or flat slab subduction of oceanic lithosphere occurs 

along ~10% of all subduction zones today and has been postulated to have occurred in 

many subduction zones in the past to explain patterns of overriding plate magmatism and 

deformation (Gutscher et al., 2000; Kay and Mpodozis, 2002). In this mode of 

subduction, the descending slab initially dips at a normal angle (~30°) down to a depth of 

~80-100 km, then becomes horizontal for several hundred km, before descending more 

steeply into the mantle. Studying present-day flat slab subduction, including the Peruvian 

flat slab, may provide important insights into this process. How strongly coupled the 

downgoing and overriding plates may be in a flat slab system has long been debated, and 

our study suggests that the South American and Nazca plates are strongly coupled in the 

segment of the Peruvian flat slab associated with the subduction of the Nazca Ridge. The 

causes of flat subduction and the effects on the upper plate also remain topics of vigorous 

debate. Numerous studies suggest several factors are important, including the age of the 

subducting slab, the absolute motion of the plates, and the presence of buoyant features, 

such as aseismic ridges on the descending plate (e.g. Gutscher et al., 2000; van Hunen et 

al., 2002a). Other studies suggest these features are not sufficient and that dynamic 

effects and the structure of the upper plate play an important role (e.g. Gerya et al., 2009; 

Manea et al., 2012; O’Driscoll et al., 2012). Additional parameters potentially influencing 

flat subduction include changes in the viscosity and geometry of the mantle wedge 

separating the two plates, with relatively shallow low viscosity regions in the mantle 

wedge acting to enhance slab flattening by reducing viscous resistance (Manea and 

Gurnis, 2007).  Prior studies of the proposed Cretaceous to mid-Cenozoic Laramide flat 
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slab beneath the western United States and the present-day Sierras Pampeanas flat slab 

beneath Chile and Argentina have argued that flat slab subduction leads to both the 

termination of arc volcanism (e.g. Dickinson and Snyder, 1978 for Laramide; Barazangi 

and Isacks, 1976 for Sierras Pampeanas) and compressional thick-skinned crustal 

deformation in the upper plate (see Erslev, 2005 for a review of the Laramide; Jordan and 

Allmendinger, 1986 for the Sierras Pampeanas). However, not all instances of present-

day flat subduction are associated with these features. The Mexico flat slab occurs in 

association with an inboard active arc and a neutral to extensional state of stress in the 

upper plate (Suter et al., 2001; Gérault et al., 2015), while the Peruvian flat slab is 

associated with a cessation of arc volcanism (e.g. Rosenbaum et al., 2005) and long 

spatial wavelength foreland uplift (Espurt et al., 2007). This diverse range of behavior 

indicates that no single set of upper plate responses can be linked to all flat subduction 

occurrences (see Manea et al., 2017 for a detailed review of present-day flat slab 

systems). 

We present new receiver function images of the flat slab region in southern Peru 

calculated using data from recent deployments of broadband seismic stations. We identify 

both the South American continental Moho and subducted Nazca oceanic Moho, map the 

depths to both discontinuities and calculate an isopach map of the thickness separating 

the two. The results show up to 20 km of continental crustal thickness variation and 

delineate the flat slab’s depth and areal extent. The new information on the geometry of 

the flat slab and the structure of the overlying continental crust, in conjunction with 

recent tomographic results, reveal new clues on the causes of flat subduction and provide 

details on the tectonic effects in the overlying plate. 
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SOUTHERN PERUVIAN FLAT SLAB 

The Nazca and South American plates have a present convergence rate in our 

study region of ~7 cm/yr oriented at an azimuth of 71˚ (DeMets et al., 2010), a significant 

departure from the calculated 0 Ma to 5 Ma average convergence value of 8.5 cm/yr 

oriented along an azimuth of 82˚ (Somoza and Ghidella 2012). The oceanic Nazca plate 

first subducts at an angle of ~30˚, then flattens near a depth of 100 km to become nearly 

horizontal in the uppermost mantle beneath South America between 2˚S and 15˚S and 

subducts at a continuous angle of ~30˚ south of ~15˚S (Gutscher et al., 2000). The 

modern gap in active arc volcanism characterizing northern and central Peru was 

established between 2 and 3 Ma (Noble and McKee, 1982; Rosenbaum et al., 2005) 

following a significant pulse of magmatism between 16 Ma and 4 Ma (Rosenbaum et al., 

2005). Approximately perpendicular to the Peruvian Trench lies the Nazca Ridge, an 

aseismic ridge with ~17—20-km-thick oceanic crust (Hampel et al., 2004; Tassara et al., 

2006) formed from the interaction of the Easter-Salas Hotspot and the East Pacific Rise 

(Coffin and Eldholm, 1994; Ray et al., 2012). Subduction of the Nazca Ridge has been 

linked to the cessation of volcanism and ongoing flat slab subduction between ~9˚S and 

15˚S (Fig. 1) (e.g. Gutscher et al., 1999; Gutscher et al., 2000; Hampel, 2002, Rosenbaum 

et al., 2005; Antonijevic et al., 2015). Slab seismicity relocated by Kumar et al. (2016) 

for a 2.5 year period shows earthquakes at depths of <~100 km in the region where the 

Nazca Ridge subducts and a gap in deeper seismicity > ~100 km along the projection of 

the subducting Nazca Ridge (Fig. 2). 
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The western margin of South America between 9˚S and 17˚S can be divided into 

seven major morphostructural units (Figure 1, modified from Espurt et al., 2010; 

Carlotto, 2013). From west to east, the forearc, Western Cordillera (WC), Eastern 

Cordillera (EC), Subandes, and Amazonian foreland basin extend along a northwest-

southeast trend throughout the study region. The Altiplano Plateau is localized in the 

southeastern corner of our study region and the Fitzcarrald Arch is a broad foreland uplift 

aligned with the inland projection of the oceanic Nazca Ridge (Fig. 1). While uplift of the 

forearc (e.g. Macharé and Ortlieb, 1992; Salliard et al., 2011) and the formation of the 

Fitzcarrald Arch (e.g. Espurt et al., 2007; Espurt et al., 2010) have been proposed to 

correspond to the ongoing subduction of the Nazca Ridge, no ridge-related deformation 

inboard of the 500 m elevation contour of the WC has been documented within the 

Cordillera (Wipf et al., 2008). 

Crustal seismicity in the WC is limited to <10 km depth, while that in the EC is 

limited to <20 km depth (Dorbath et al., 1990; Dorbath et al., 1991; Devlin et al., 2012) 

in contrast to seismicity observed at >30 km depth in the Subandes (Dorbath et al., 1991; 

Devlin et al., 2012). This suggests a comparatively shallow brittle to ductile transition 

depth in the WC and EC relative to the Subandes.  East of the forearc, little to no 

seismicity is observed between this seismogenic zone in the upper 20-30 km of the 

continental crust and the normal to strike-slip mechanism seismicity that begins at ~70 

km depth and locally extends to >100 km (Suárez et al., 1990; Kumar et al., 2016), 

interpreted as earthquakes occurring within the downgoing Nazca slab (see also slab-

related seismicity in Fig. 2). 
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DATA AND METHODS 

We utilized data from a total of 144 broadband seismic stations to investigate the 

structure of central and southern Peru. Thirty-eight of these seismic stations (Figure 1, 

green diamonds) were deployed (October 2010 to June 2013) for the PULSE temporary 

network (Wagner et al., 2010; Eakin et al., 2014). We also used data from eight 

seismometers (Figure 1, purple diamonds) deployed (October 2010 to July 2012) for the 

Central Andes Uplift and Geodynamics of High Topography temporary network (Beck et 

al., 2010; Ryan et al., 2016). Ninety-seven broadband seismic stations (Figure 1, blue 

diamonds) are part of the Peru Subduction Experiment temporary network deployed 

between June 2008 and February 2013 (PeruSE, 2013). Finally, we used data recorded at 

the permanent broadband Global Seismic Network station NNA, (Scripps Institution of 

Oceanography, 1986) located near Lima, Peru (Figure 1, orange diamond). 

We first calculated receiver functions (RFs) from the three-component broadband 

seismic data using an iterative time domain method (Ligorría and Ammon, 1999) and 

then used common conversion point (CCP) stacking (Dueker and Sheehan, 1997; 

Sheehan et al., 2000) to make lithospheric-scale depth cross sections (Fig. 3). To migrate 

the 2752 RFs that we calculated to depth, we used a simplified 1-D layer over half-space 

velocity model using an average crustal velocity for the region of 6.0 km/s Vp (Dorbath, 

1996) to 75 km depth with a Vp/Vs of 1.75 determined from a modified Wadati plot (see 

Methods in Supplemental Material and Figure S1) and consistent with adjacent regions 

(e.g. Phillips et al., 2012, Ryan et al., 2016). The half-space from 75 to 200 km depth was 

assigned a Vp of 8.1 km/s and a Vp/Vs of 1.8, equivalent to the IASP91 mantle model 

averaged to 200 km depth. We used bootstrapping with 400 iterations to calculate each 
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CCP stack and required that each plotted CCP-stack bin contained a minimum of four 

RFs to reduce the effects of noise and ensure that no single RF dominated any portion of 

our stack. Uncertainty in our depth calculation for features observed in the CCP-stacks is 

strongly dependent on the uncertainty in the velocity model used to migrate the RFs from 

time to depth. Because detailed seismic-velocity models for the entirety of our study 

region are not yet available, we estimate our depth uncertainty based on departures from 

the simple regional starting model. Forward modeling shows that a feature at 60 km 

depth in our CCP stacks can be moved ~±0.8 km by Vp/Vs variations of 0.01 or ~±2.6 

km by a 5% change in average P-wave velocity of the entire crustal column. The largest 

errors are associated with the forearc, where the seismic velocities and crustal thickness 

as well as the shallow slab structure are significantly more complex than our simple 

model. More detailed estimates of uncertainty require a better knowledge of the regional 

seismic velocity structure than is presently available. 

We used a variety of bin spacings to accommodate the variable interstation 

distances in our data set. The CCP-stack cross section in A-A’ (Fig. 3) uses rectangular 

bins of 15 km x 25 km; B-B’ uses square bins of 25 km x 25 km (Fig. 3); C-C’ uses 

square bins of 15 km x 15 km (Fig. 3); D-D’ (Fig. 3) uses square bins of 30 km x 30 km; 

and 1-1’ and 2-2’ both use square bins of 25 km x 25 km. All cross sections use a bin 

sharing (spatial overlap) with dimensions of 1.5x bin size. Further details of these 

methods are described in the Methods section in our supplemental material. The CCP 

stacks show a complex continental crustal structure in the region and this complexity is 

likely to create a number of multiple arrivals. We have examined the possible effects of 

multiple arrivals from the mid-crustal discontinuities on our interpreted primary Moho 
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arrivals. Evaluation of the influence of multiple arrivals from these crustal interfaces on 

the continental Moho and subducted oceanic Moho is presented in our supplemental 

material along with examples of intersecting CCP-stack cross-sections that have allowed 

us to better constrain the continental and subducted oceanic Moho (Figures S2 and S3). 

An examination of the potential effects of bin size and sharing is presented in our 

supplemental material Figure S4. Here we focus on the depth to the continental Moho, 

the depth to the subducting plate’s Moho, and on the interpretation of these two features 

combined with previous studies in the region. 

 

INTERPRETATIONS OF CROSS SECTIONS 

We first picked the continental Moho and the subducted oceanic Moho on 

individual CCP stacks by identifying relatively high amplitude, laterally continuous 

positive arrivals at or near depths predicted by previous work. The continental Moho Ps 

phase is generally a positive high amplitude, continuous feature except under the forearc, 

where mantle hydration weakens and may even locally invert the amplitude (Bostock, 

2013). The oceanic Moho Ps phase is more variable in amplitude and becomes difficult to 

trace inland, but recently published slab seismicity locations obtained from analysis of a 

subset of the seismic stations used in this study (Kumar et al., 2016) have aided us in 

identifying the top of the slab. We required that the RF arrivals identified as these 

features match constraints from prior geophysical studies and that these arrivals be 

laterally continuous between intersecting trench perpendicular and trench-parallel cross-

sections (see supplemental Figs. S2 and S3 for examples of intersecting cross-sections). 

The CCP cross-sections in Figures 3 and 4 show our interpreted continental Moho (light-
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blue lines) and subducted oceanic slab Moho (purple lines) based on our receiver 

function results (solid lines) and prior seismic (Hampel et al., 2004; Antonijevic et al., 

2015; Kumar et al., 2016; Scire et al., 2016) and gravity (Fukao et al., 1989; Tassara and 

Echaurren, 2012) studies of the region (dashed lines).  

Profile A-A’ (Fig. 3) is a trench-perpendicular cross-section located slightly south 

of the inboard projection of the Nazca Ridge. We observe the continental Moho’s depth 

(given in depth below sea level) increasing from ~20 km depth at the coastline (where it 

may coincide with the top of the subduction channel) to more than 60 km depth beneath 

the WC and undulating between 55 km and 60 km depth beneath the EC and Subandes 

before gradually reaching less than 50 km depth in the Amazonian foreland. The 

subducted oceanic Moho of the Nazca Plate appears at less than 50 km depth at the coast 

and dips at a relatively steep angle beneath the forearc to ~80 km beneath the WC before 

following the variations in the South American continental Moho. This undulating 

structure is consistent both with slab earthquake hypocenter locations (Kumar et al., 

2016) and RF-constrained surface-wave results sampling this location (Ma and Clayton, 

2015). The amplitude of the oceanic Moho Ps phase is very high beneath the western 

portion of the WC and then diminishes abruptly into a low-amplitude phase farther 

inboard, a characteristic observed on other trench-perpendicular cross-sections. We 

utilize slab earthquake locations and seismic tomography results to constrain the inboard 

locations and show the feature with dashed lines where it is poorly constrained (see 

supplemental material for a discussion of crustal interface multiples that may potentially 

influence the low-amplitude oceanic Moho Ps phase and an example in Fig. S2). 
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Profile B-B’ (Fig. 3) is a trench-perpendicular cross-section located slightly 

askew to the inboard projection of the Nazca Ridge axis; the vertical red line marks the 

intersection of the profile and the projection of this axis. The continental Moho signal is 

very weak or perhaps inverted beneath the forearc and much of the WC, and we show an 

interpretation consistent with our other cross lines and with offshore data (Hampel et al., 

2004). The continental Moho signal increases in strength and depth towards the east, 

reaching ~50 km depth beneath the EC and the Subandes. The depth to the continental 

Moho along this profile is significantly shallower than the continental Moho observed to 

the south (see profile A-A’) and north (see profile C-C’), where it reaches >60 km depths. 

Over the ~375 km separating the forearc and western Subandes, the subducted oceanic 

Moho lies at ~80 km depth, making it the shallowest part of the flat slab. This upwarp of 

both the continental and oceanic Mohos across the subducted Nazca Ridge is observed 

most clearly in the along-strike and oblique cross-sections described below. 

Trench-perpendicular profile C-C’ (Fig. 3) crosses the Andes north of the 

subducted Nazca Ridge. The continental Moho in the forearc lies at ~45 km depth before 

increasing to more than 60 km depth beneath both the WC and EC. The gradational 

character of the forearc Moho arrival may indicate a structural complication or gradual 

rather than abrupt transition between mantle and crustal velocity materials in this 

location. Along this profile, the Nazca Plate’s subducted oceanic Moho lies at ~60 km 

depth near the Peruvian coast to ~80 km depth near the edge of the WC. The slab Moho 

appears discontinuous under the WC and is offset rapidly from ~80 km to ~110 km depth 

near the central portion of the WC (see supplemental material and Fig. S3 for additional 

details), before flattening for ~225 km inland and then re-steepening beneath the 
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Subandes (Scire et al., 2016). This separation between the South American crust and 

Nazca Plate is several tens of kilometers greater than the separation we observe 

elsewhere in the region and is located where Antonijevic et al. (2015) hypothesized a 

trench parallel slab tear from surface wave tomography results. 

Profile D-D’ (Fig. 3) is oblique to the trench and follows the 5 Ma to 0 Ma 

average 82˚ convergence vector between the Nazca—South America plates, and it 

intersects with the projected axis of the Nazca Ridge (red line) and its southern edge 

(orange line). Although there is a large gap in coverage at crustal depths in the WC, we 

include this profile because it clearly shows the shallowing of the continental Moho from 

depths >60 km south of the Nazca Ridge to <50 km over the ridge. This variation in 

Moho topography is not reflected in the surface elevation along the profile, where the 

average elevation of the WC and EC remain ~3.5 to 4 km. In addition, this large variation 

in Moho depth occurs in a region characterized by relatively uniform Cretaceous to Late 

Miocene geology and tectonic shortening histories (Oncken et al., 2006; Pfiffner and 

Gonzalez, 2013), suggesting this variation may relate to the underthrusting of the Nazca 

Ridge. The slab Moho signal is strong under most of the WC and weakens abruptly under 

the dense line of stations in the central part of the high cordillera. Based on a few slab 

earthquakes and tomography results we interpret the slab to remain flat ~180 km beyond 

the projection of the Nazca Ridge’s southeastern edge, suggesting the subducted ridge 

may be wider or less linear than the non-subducted portion. Alternately, this may indicate 

that additional factors are promoting flat-slab subduction in this area. Under the forearc, a 

large negative arrival near 50 km depth appears to correspond to megathrust related 

earthquakes (gray dots in Fig. 3, Langer and Spence, 1995) and the down-dip projection 
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of the top of the subducting slab (dashed dark-blue line, Hampel et al., 2004), suggesting 

this feature marks the top of the slab. If so, the subducted ridge has a crustal thickness of 

~20 km, indistinguishable from the non-subducted portion of the oceanic ridge crust 

within the limits of our resolution and uncertainty. 

Profile 1-1’ (Fig. 4) samples the forearc, highlighting the complicated nature of 

the continental forearc Moho structure in this region. Aside from the area near the 

intersection of this line with A-A’, the continental Moho appears as a diffuse or low-

amplitude arrival that is much weaker than the underlying subducted slab oceanic Moho. 

This indicates that the velocity contrast between the forearc mantle material and 

overlying crust in this region may be significantly less than that farther inboard or that the 

forearc Moho represents a gradational rather than abrupt velocity structure. It is also 

possible that the high amplitude negative arrival near 50 km depth along the inboard 

projection of the Nazca Ridge (area between the orange lines, Fig. 4) marks a location 

where the continental crust is in direct contact with the underlying subducted oceanic 

crust. However this interpretation is difficult to reconcile with megathrust coseismic slip 

depths in this location (e.g. Motagh et al., 2008) and gravity based estimates of forearc 

Moho depth (e.g. Fukao et al., 1989), which suggest separation between the overlying 

and subducting crust at these depths. This negative arrival approximately corresponds to 

the area where Dougherty and Clayton (2015) found evidence for a thin (≤3 km), slow 

velocity layer lying on top of the slab, which was interpreted as localized hydration of the 

mantle wedge. The spatial coincidence of our RF negative arrival and Dougherty and 

Clayton’s (2015) slow layer suggests the RF arrival may mark the top of this layer. We 

also note that extensive subduction erosion in this region (Clift et al., 2003; Hampel et al., 
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2004) may have introduced a large amount of near trench forearc crustal material into the 

subduction channel at this location and this may be partly responsible for the complexity 

of the continental Moho. Finally, we note a set of intra-slab strike-slip earthquakes 

reported by Langer and Spence (1995) (gray circles surrounding blue line, Fig. 4) with 

fault strikes trending perpendicular to the trench and at depths within the slab that 

occurred as aftershocks to a megathrust earthquake. These earthquakes correspond to an 

approximately 10 km offset in the slab Moho arrival, suggesting that this is a sharp 

monoclinal fold or zone of faulting that accommodates differential inboard postseismic 

motion between adjacent segments of the slab. 

Profile 2-2’ (Fig. 4) approximately follows the strike of the WC and is nearly 

perpendicular to the inboard projection of the Nazca Ridge (region between the two 

orange lines, Fig. 4). The profile’s most prominent feature is a high-amplitude positive 

arrival on the northwest side at 60 km depth that drops to 70 km at the projected edge of 

the Nazca Ridge and then dips down to ~80 km by the profile’s middle. The arrival’s 

apparent continuity suggests it is a single feature; however, our interpretations along the 

intersecting profiles C-C’ and B-B’ reveal that this arrival is the continental Moho to the 

NW of the edge of the Nazca Ridge but is the oceanic Moho under the Nazca Ridge 

itself. With this interpretation, the continental Moho makes a 10 km step down off the 

northwestern edge of the Nazca Ridge and the oceanic Moho “sags” down from 80 km 

under the Ridge to ~100 km under profile C-C’. This interpretation is supported by the 

relocated slab earthquakes (Kumar et al., 2016) and previous interpretations of a “sag” in 

the subducted flat slab to the north of the ridge based on long-term seismicity (Gutscher 

et al., 1999). On this profile, the depth of the South American Moho changes from ~60 
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km near 11°S to ~ 50 km depth above the inboard projection of the subducting Nazca 

Ridge before increasing to ~60 km near 14°S. The absence of a significant topographic 

change across this boundary suggests the average density structure across this significant 

change in lithospheric structure must be on average equivalent. In addition, the ~20 km 

separating the continental and oceanic “Mohos” suggest there is little to no continental 

mantle remaining above the subducted Nazca Ridge, consistent with an observed lack of 

local S-wave splitting along the inboard projection of the Ridge (Eakins et al., 2014). 

Assuming the subducted portion of the ridge’s crust is comparable to the unsubducted 

portion with 17-20 km thick oceanic crust, less than ~3 km of continental mantle 

separates the subducted ridge’s crust and the overriding continental crust. 

The rapid change in the subducted oceanic Moho depth from ~80 to ~60 km depth 

where profile 2-2’ crosses the northwest edge of the Nazca Ridge (left orange line in Fig. 

4) suggests the presence of a trench perpendicular lithosphere scale fold or fault in the 

Nazca Plate. This feature is inboard and oriented approximately along the same strike as 

the intra-slab strike-slip fault Langer and Spence (1995) observed in seismicity patterns 

that we discussed above in relation to profile 1-1’. This suggests that this feature may be 

a continuation of the fault system. It is also approximately in line with a possible slab tear 

or hole hypothesized in the deeper slab based on teleseismic tomography (Scire et al., 

2016). This suggests that the fault system may control, at least in part, the rapid drop of 

the flat slab from ~80 km depth along the inboard projection of the Nazca Ridge to ~100 

km depth to the northwest. 

South of the flat slab region, we follow slab seismicity (Dougherty and Clayton, 

2015; Kumar et al., 2016) and prior tomography results (Scire et al., 2016) to infer the 
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slab’s location. In this area (near 15.23˚S), a prominent, paired negative-over-positive 

arrival appears in the uppermost mantle below the northernmost active arc volcanic 

center. We associate this with a significant mantle low-velocity zone imaged by surface 

wave tomography (e.g., Ma and Clayton, 2014; Ward et al., 2016). We interpret the 

negative arrival as marking a location where mantle material is significantly slower than 

the overlying continental crustal material, resulting in an inverted Moho, and the deeper 

positive arrival as marking the bottom of the low velocity zone. This feature is likely 

related to active arc processes at this location. 

 

SUMMARY MOHO MAPS 

In addition to calculating CCP stack profiles shown in Figures 3 and 4, we also 

picked the continental and subducted oceanic Moho from a second set of CCP stacks 

covering the study region in a 25 km x 25 km grid. We then created interpolated maps of 

the continental Moho (Fig. 5A) and the subducted oceanic Moho (Fig. 5B) augmented by 

additional constraints from prior studies. Additional continental Moho constraints are 

from James and Snoke (1994), McGlashan et al. (2008), Tassara and Echaurren (2012), 

and Ryan et al. (2016). See Figure S5A in our supplemental material for a map of the 

Moho constraints and locations used as well as Supplemental Table 1 for latitudes, 

longitudes, and depths of each constraint. Additional oceanic Moho constraints are 

augmented by data from Hayes et al. (2012) and Scire et al. (2016). See supplemental 

material Figure S5B for a map of the slab constraints and locations used as well as 

Supplemental Table S2 for latitudes, longitudes, and depths of each constraint. We then 

subtracted the depths to these surfaces to obtain a map showing the separation between 
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the continental and subducted oceanic Mohos (Fig. 5C). All maps have been filtered 

using a low-pass spatial filter passing spatial wavelengths greater than 650 km and 

rejecting wavelengths less than 50 km, with a cosine taper over wavelengths between 

these two values. We applied this filter to eliminate any features smaller than 50 km x 50 

km, which are effectively below the lateral resolution of our array. The South American 

continental Moho depth map (Fig. 5A) shows the close correspondence between the 

shallow Moho beneath the WC (see profiles D-D’, 2-2’ above) and the likely location of 

the subducted Nazca Ridge (region bound by gray lines in Fig. 5A). Here continental 

Moho depths ~60 km typically associated with the high Andes shallow to ~50 km, 

strongly suggesting that the thick crustal root of the cordillera has been partially 

displaced by the subducting ridge. This location also corresponds to the shallowest 

section of flat subduction and may relate to the subduction of the main body of the over-

thickened Nazca Ridge. The southeastern edge of the ridge is likely to correspond to the 

increase in continental Moho depth to >60 km. This depth increase may partially reflect 

the eastward displacement of crustal material as ridge subduction progresses. 

Compilation of our subducting slab depth map (Fig. 5B) is complicated by 

differing criteria used by different authors to determine slab depth.  In the region sampled 

by our array we have used the subducted oceanic Moho from our RF results to constrain 

slab depth. In this region, the top of the slab itself is likely to be ~8 to ~20 km above the 

mapped slab Moho depth. In the areas outside our array coverage, we have used Slab1.0 

(Hayes et al., 2012) to define the slab above 95 km and seismicity (Dougherty and 

Clayton, 2015; Kumar et al., 2016) along with tomography-based contours (Scire et al., 

2016) to define the slab below 95 km depth. Both Hayes et al. (2012) and Scire et al. 
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(2016) use different criteria to define their slab locations (slab surface and center of high-

velocity slab anomaly, respectively). To reduce potential artifacts resulting from the 

incorporation of these disparate data sets, we maintained a gap of at least 25 km where 

the data sets gave differing values, allowing for a gradual shift between what are 

presumably nearly parallel surfaces in the subducting plate. We further avoid 

interpretation of the slab Moho surface near the edge of individual data sets (especially 

the rapid re-steepening of the surface to the east) and focus on only large-scale features. 

For the locations of the slab depth constraints used in the calculations of Figure 5B, see 

supplemental Figure S5B. 

We also note the similarity of our slab contours at and below 90 km depth to those 

determined independently by Antonijevic et al. (2015) using surface wave tomography 

and slab earthquake locations. Differences above 90 km depth likely reflect  greater 

vertical resolution by receiver functions than that possible with surface-wave 

tomography. The southeastern corner to the flat slab, in a region well sampled by our 

array, extends well beyond the southern margin of the Nazca Ridge projection and 

directly above a prominent sub-slab low-velocity zone image at 130 km depth by 

teleseismic S-wave tomography (Fig. 5B) (Scire et al., 2016) and surface-wave 

tomography (Antonijevic et al., 2016). These low velocities could be produced by 

increased temperature, the presence of partial melt, and/or the presence of hydrous 

phases, implying that more buoyant material is present in this area than in the 

surrounding mantle (Antonijevic et al., 2016 ;Scire et al., 2016). The correspondence 

between the 100- and 120-km contours and the edge of the low-velocity anomaly is 

consistent with the southern margin of the flat slab being partially supported by this 
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material. We further note that this location corresponds to an area of complicated mantle 

anisotropy identified in shear-wave splitting results; this area contrasts with observations 

immediately to the north and south of the ridge (Eakin et al., 2015), further indicating the 

mantle beneath the subducted ridge is distinct from other parts of the upper mantle. 

The slab, where it re-steepens to the southeast, appears to be continuous despite 

the rapid change in slab dip. This contrasts with the behavior we observe northwest of the 

Nazca Ridge where smaller changes in slab dip are associated with a clear down-drop of 

the slab from 70 km to 100 km depth. A trench-perpendicular fold or fault zone, imaged 

by our RFs at ~80 km depth which may develop into a slab tear at 120 km to 300 km 

depth as imaged by teleseismic tomography (Scire et al., 2016), accommodates this 

down-drop. This feature intersects a second, trench parallel apparent offset that we image 

on profile C-C’ at the same location as Antonijevic et al. (2015) inferred a tear from 

surface-wave tomography. This offset corresponds to the southern margin of the “sag” in 

the flat slab proposed by Gutscher et al. (1999). These proposed tears and/or faults would 

allow the continuation of flat subduction NW of the subducted Nazca Ridge, but at a 

depth >20 km deeper than along the ridge itself. While our observations are consistent 

with the “sag” feature of Gutscher et al. (1999), we lack the coverage to test for the 

hypothesized “Lost Inca Plateau,” which Gutsher et al. (1999) proposed as a second, 

buoyant subducted oceanic feature to explain the northern segment of the Peruvian flat 

slab.  

Figure 5C shows a map of the separation between the South American continental 

Moho and the slab Moho based on the previous maps. The subducted ridge requires a 

minimum of ~17 km of separation between these two surfaces to accommodate the over-
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thickened oceanic crust. This suggests that the southern edge of the ridge is in contact 

with the overriding continental crust, consistent with a comparison of the continental 

Moho contours and the 70 km and 80 km slab Moho contours (Fig. 5D). These slab 

contours closely follow the complex geometry of the continental Moho, suggesting 

coupling between the two features. Figure 5D also shows the present position of the 

Nazca Ridge in blue and the simplified outline of the < 80 km depth segment of the flat 

slab (transparent blue) and the position of the ridge and this < 80 km depth segment at ca. 

4 Ma (transparent orange). Assuming that the shallowest part of the observed flat slab, 

characterized by a subducted oceanic Moho lying at < 80 km depth, has remained at this 

depth or shallower over the past 4 m.y., we find an interesting relationship between the 

shallow slab and the overriding continental crust. Figure 5D indicates that this shallow 

segment passed directly beneath the region of the WC and EC with anomalously thin 

crust. We return to this possibility later in the following discussion. 

 

DISCUSSION 

Our results have important implications for the possible explanation for flat slab 

subduction and its effects on the overriding plate. We suggest that continued flat 

subduction in central Peru, while related to the subducting Nazca Ridge, cannot be solely 

attributed to buoyancy of the ridge’s comparatively thick crust and is likely to be 

associated with additional buoyancy from mantle anomalies below or within the 

subducted Nazca Plate. We also suggest that the near-horizontal subducting ridge has 

significantly thinned both the South American lithospheric mantle and the South 

American crust. We discuss these major results below. 
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Causes of Flat Slab Subduction in Southern Peru 

Numerical and analogue modelling of flat slab subduction (e.g. van Hunen et al., 

2002a; Martinod et al., 2005; Espurt et al., 2008; Currie and Beaumont, 2011; Manea et 

al., 2012) has repeatedly shown that over-thickened oceanic crust is insufficient to 

account for flat slab subduction extending for >300 km from the trench without the 

contribution of factors related to the overriding plate. Exceptions to this (e.g. van Hunen 

et al., 2004; Arrial and Billen, 2013) require a significantly delayed basalt-to-eclogite 

conversion of the subducting crust—a proposition that is readily testable through the 

relative amplitude of Ps conversions from the subducted oceanic Moho recorded in RFs 

and directly analogous to the interpretation of changing subducted oceanic Moho seismic 

character discussed by Rondenay et al. (2008) in Cascadia and Alaska. The strong 

velocity contrast between basaltic crust and the underlying mantle lithosphere of the 

oceanic plate should produce a high-amplitude Ps conversion. This contrast would be 

increased if the crust is hydrated and the mantle was relatively dry, as proposed for the 

lithosphere under the thick crust of the Nazca Ridge where the ridge remains seismically 

active (Kumar et al., 2016). A crust with a significant eclogitized component should have 

a much weaker velocity contrast with the underlying mantle lithosphere, yielding a lower 

amplitude Ps conversion. 

We observe a rapid decrease in Ps conversion amplitude approximately 300 to 

400 km inboard of the trench along our profiles A-A’, B-B’, and D-D’, indicating a 

significant fraction of the subducting Nazca Ridge has been eclogitized well trenchward 

of the point where the Nazca slab resumes steep subduction in tomographic results 

(Antonijevic et al., 2015; Scire et al., 2016). This decrease in Ps amplitude corresponds to 
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a transition in S-wave velocity structure at 75 km depth from relatively slow velocities 

typical of sub-eclogite facies material to high velocities typical of eclogite-facies material 

(Fig. 6). We further note that the slab seismicity from Kumar et al. (2016) appears to 

correspond primarily to areas where a strong subducted oceanic Moho Ps conversion is 

present (see Figs. 3 and 4). This region with a strong subducted oceanic Moho Ps 

conversion also has an inboard extent that approximately matches that of a supra-slab 

ultra-low velocity layer likely related to slab dehydration identified by Dougherty and 

Clayton (2015). The depth of this transition from a strong subducted oceanic Moho Ps 

conversion to a weak conversion and its relationship to slab dehydration is consistent 

with recent studies of instances of subducted oceanic material exhumed from pressures 

equivalent to 70 to 100 km (Beinlich et al., 2010; Dragovic et al., 2012; Klemd et al., 

2015) and with petrologic models that indicate that dehydration of subducted oceanic 

crust predominately occurs rapidly at the blueschist/eclogite transition (Hacker, 1996; 

John et al., 2012; Baxter and Caddick, 2013). This interpretation is also consistent with 

the inference by Kumar et al. (2016) that the rapid decrease in slab seismicity in the 

Peruvian flat slab in the vicinity of the subducted Nazca Ridge is a result of the ridge’s 

subducted oceanic crust largely being dehydrated by 80 km depth. Our results suggest 

that numerical models of flat slabs that model a rapid eclogite transition occurring 300 

km to 350 km from the trench (e.g. van Hunen et al., 2002a; Currie and Beaumont, 2011) 

are an accurate representation of the processes occurring within the Peruvian flat slab. 

In Figure 6, we summarize the relationship between this “eclogitization front,” the 

slab Moho contours, long-term (>40 year) patterns of slab seismicity from the 

International Seismological Centre (2011) catalogue (note similarity to patterns shown in 
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Fig. 2 from short-term (~2.5 years) seismicity relocated using local arrays), and the S-

wave velocity structure at 75 km depth from surface-wave tomography (Antonijevic et 

al., 2015). Two important relationships are revealed in Figure 6. First, the shallowest part 

(<80 km depth) of the flat slab resides roughly between the projected locations of the 

edges of the subducted Nazca Ridge and extends ~500 km inboard of the trench. While 

the precise shape and size of the subducted portion of the Nazca Ridge cannot be known 

with certainty, reconstructions (e.g. Hampel, 2002, Rosenbaum et al., 2005) indicate that 

as the ridge formed at the intersection of the Easter-Salas Hotspot and the East Pacific 

Rise, the Tuamotu Plateau is likely the Nazca Ridge’s conjugate and of comparable size. 

Given the size and position of the Tuamotu Plateau relative to the East Pacific Rise and 

given plate motion reconstructions, the present-day location of the end of the subducted 

Nazca Ridge is likely located approximately 400 to 500 km farther down-dip in the slab 

(Hampel, 2002) than the present inboard limit of flat subduction. This suggests that much 

of the ridge has been subducted and is presently located within the section of the slab that 

descends nearly vertically into the mantle (Scire et al., 2016). Second, the flat segment 

extends several hundred kilometers beyond the eclogitization front, indicating that 

additional forces (in addition to the positive buoyancy of the subducted oceanic crust) 

must be acting to maintain the flat geometry. Both our observations and those of Ma and 

Clayton (2015) using a similar data set show that some of the shallowest segments of the 

flat slab occur along the projection of the Nazca Ridge beyond 350 km from the trench in 

the area with at least partially eclogitized oceanic crust. Additionally, the southern edge 

of the flat slab appears to extend farther south than the projected southern edge of the 

ridge. While numerical models of flat subduction incorporating active over-thrusting of 
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the overriding plate (van Hunen et al., 2002; Currie and Beaumont, 2011) suggest that 

over-thrusting can promote flat slab subduction, the correspondence of the shallowest 

inboard part of the flat slab to the Nazca Ridge and a region of slow S-wave velocities in 

the mantle immediately beneath the shallow flat slab (Fig. 5B) suggest that a second 

source of buoyancy may also be acting on the slab, in addition to any dynamic effects, in 

agreement with findings by Antonijevic et al. (2016). The origin of this low-velocity 

feature remains unclear (Antonijevic et al., 2016; Scire et al., 2016). 

While this sub-slab, low-velocity feature’s origin is unknown, our observations 

and those of prior studies allow us to better understand its present-day relationship with 

the flat slab. Comparison of our subducted oceanic Moho depth over this region (~80 km) 

and the most intense negative velocity anomaly in tomographic results (concentrated 

between ~100 and 200 km though potentially extending to ~400 km depth (Antonijevic et 

al., 2016; Scire et al., 2016)) indicates that it is separated from the oceanic crust by at 

least 20-30 km of high velocity slab lithosphere. This indicates the anomaly is unlikely to 

be due to hydration-related serpentinization of the slab’s lithosphere, a mechanism 

invoked for other flat-slab occurrences (e.g. Kopp et al., 2004). Our observations support 

the interpretation of this feature as a region of anomalously hot mantle material 

(Antonijevic et al., 2016; Scire et al. 2016) or a portion of the mantle containing melt 

(Antonijevic et al., 2016). Calculations by Antonijevic et al. (2016) indicate the low-

velocity material can be explained by a mantle temperature anomaly of 200˚C or the 

presence of at least 1% partial melt. We emphasize that either possibility would decrease 

the density of mantle beneath this segment of the flat slab, helping to promote continued 

flat subduction. 
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The existence of complicated shear-wave splitting anisotropy in the mantle along 

the projection of the ridge (Eakin et al., 2015) further indicates that mantle beneath the 

ridge differs significantly from that to the north or south. Based on this correlation, we 

suggest that low-velocity, low-density upper mantle beneath the ridge may be a 

contributing factor to its continued buoyancy, somewhat analogous to other low-density 

mantle anomalies observed along the Juan Fernandez Ridge and associated Sierra 

Pampeanas flat slab (e.g. Kopp et al., 2004; Porter et al., 2012), though affecting the base 

of the oceanic lithospheric mantle rather than its top. 

There are two end-member possibilities for the geodynamic evolution of this flat 

slab geometry. One is that the flat geometry is initiated as soon as the ridge enters the 

subduction zone as implicitly assumed in Hampel (2002), Rosenbaum et al. (2005), and 

others. The other possibility is that the leading segment of the ridge is subducted at a 

normal angle until a sufficient volume of buoyant crust (or mantle) is subducted to 

compensate for the negative buoyancy of the lower part of the slab (Espurt et al., 2008). 

In the case of southern Peru, plate reconstructions show the ridge entered the trench ca. 

11 Ma (Fig. 1) but the volcanic arc was not extinguished until 4 Ma (Rosenbaum et al., 

2005), a delay of 7 m.y. between the initial subduction of the buoyant ridge and the 

formation of flat subduction under the arc that is consistent with the analogue modeling 

studies of Espurt et al. (2008) and numerical modeling studies by Hu et al. (2016). We 

have used the 5 to 0 Ma average convergence rate of 8.5 cm/yr (Somoza and Ghidella, 

2012) to restore the approximate position of what is now the 80-km-depth contour of the 

Nazca subducted oceanic Moho to its position at ca. 4 Ma (orange transparency in Fig. 

5D). Assuming that the slab material represented by this contour has remained at <80 km 
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depth since its subduction, we find that this shallow feature should have lain directly 

below the WC volcanic arc, indicating that it is likely associated with the final closure of 

the volcanic arc mantle wedge ca. 4 Ma. This association suggests that the current 

inboard hinge separating flat and steep slab subduction has progressed inboard since the 

full establishment of flat subduction at ca. 4 Ma with little re-steepening within the flat 

segment itself. 

Coupling of the Nazca and South American Plates 

The shallow depth of the subducted Nazca Ridge and the corresponding deep 

continental Moho, especially to the southeast of the ridge (see Fig. 5), suggest that strong 

mechanical coupling occurs between the Nazca and South American plates. The WC and 

EC southeast of the ridge are characterized by a number of short-wavelength changes of 

>5 km in Moho depth (see Fig. 5A). Variations on this scale over such short lateral 

distances are difficult to attribute to variations in crustal thickening due to variations in 

structural shortening amounts, which occur over a much larger spatial wavelength in this 

region (Oncken et al., 2006; Pfiffner and Gonzalez, 2013), or to variations in magmatic 

addition, as these features include areas free of Cenozoic arc volcanism (Rosenbaum et 

al., 2005; Mamani et al., 2010). These changes in Moho depth appear to interlock with 

changes in the depth to the subducted slab oceanic Moho (see Fig. 5B). The 

correspondence of these slab and continental features leads to the remarkably uniform, 

<20 km separation between the continental and oceanic Mohos in this area (see Fig. 5C), 

suggesting the overriding continental crust and subducting slab have deformed one 

another. When combined with the arch-like structure apparent in the continental Moho 

directly above the shallowest part of the flat slab (discussed in detail in the subsequent 
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two sections), we take this as evidence for significant displacement of upper plate 

material, and by extension we infer strong mechanical coupling of the plates in response 

to the subduction of the Nazca Ridge. 

The shallow depth and potential mechanical coupling in this portion of the 

Peruvian flat slab contrast with some other modern flat-slab occurrences where the 

subducting plate lies well below the continental Moho, as in Chile (e.g. Porter et al., 

2012), or a weak layer separates the plates, preventing significant coupling, as in Mexico 

(e.g. Kim et al., 2012). In central Peru, however, a number of observations suggest that 

strong coupling occurs between the two plates along the southern edge of the subducted 

Nazca Ridge. These observations include coseismic slip to 75 km depth associated with 

1996-1997 earthquake sequence (Spence et al., 1999), increased subduction erosion along 

the trench removing on the order of 100 km of the forearc (e.g. Clift et al., 2003; Hampel 

et al., 2004), and vertical uplift of the Peruvian forearc both near the trench (Hagen and 

Moberly, 1994) and inland of the present shoreline (e.g. Macharé and Ortlieb, 1992; le 

Roux et al., 2000; Wipf et al., 2008; Saillard et al., 2011). To further understand this 

coupling, we examine its effects on the lithospheric mantle and lower crust of the upper 

plate in more detail. 

 

Effects of Flat-Slab Subduction on the Upper Plate 

Displacement of the Continental Lithospheric Mantle 

The thick (>50 to ~60 km) continental crust beneath the WC and EC that overlies 

the subducted oceanic Moho of the Nazca Ridge observed at 70 to 80 km depth leaves 

little room for continental mantle lithosphere. Assuming the crustal thickness of the 
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subducted ridge is comparable to the 17 to 20 km thickness of its unsubducted equivalent 

(Hampel et al., 2004; Tassara et al., 2006), less than 3 km of continental mantle 

lithosphere may separate these features. Crustal shortening estimates for the WC and EC 

of ~30% for the Cretaceous through Cenozoic (Pfiffner and Gonzalez, 2013) would 

require proportional thickening of the mantle lithosphere. The present configuration of 

the subducted slab and overriding continental crust requires that much of the South 

American mantle lithosphere has been thinned prior to, or as a consequence of, ridge 

subduction. Thinning as a consequence of ridge subduction is consistent with shear-wave 

splitting for local S events and indicates that the subducting ridge actively deforms the 

mantle lithosphere as it moves with respect to South America (Eakin et al., 2014). These 

lines of evidence suggest the removal of a significant part of the mantle lithosphere is a 

response to ridge subduction in central Peru. The inboard extent of this removal is 

difficult to constrain; however, given both the thinning of the South American crust near 

the Shira Uplift in the Subandes (James and Snoke, 1994) and the re-steepening of the 

Nazca slab near 71˚W (Scire et al., 2016), it is possible that the lithospheric mantle 

remains thicker beneath the Subandes and Fitzcarrald Arch. 

Displacement of WC and EC Crust along the Subducted Nazca Ridge 

With the exception of the region along the projected axis of the subducting Nazca 

Ridge, we find that the South American Moho beneath the WC and EC extends to depths 

greater than 55 km and locally to depths greater than 65 km. These Moho depths are 

similar to those reported for the central to northern Altiplano immediately to the south 

(e.g. Dorbath et al., 1993; Tassara et al., 2006; McGlashan et al., 2008; Phillips et al., 

2012; Ryan et al., 2016) and somewhat surprising given the differences in tectonic 
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shortening between the two regions (~120 km to ~150 km for central Peru [Gotberg et al., 

2010; Pfiffner and Gonzalez, 2013] versus up to ~250 km for the central Altiplano [e.g. 

Oncken et al., 2006]). The similarity in Moho depth despite differing shortening histories 

may support models in which crustal flow moves material from the Altiplano to the 

regions to the north (e.g. Kley and Monaldi, 1998; Gotberg et al., 2010) or reflect the 

effects of regional variations in magmatic addition (e.g. Mamani et al., 2010; Chapman et 

al., 2015). 

It is interesting to note that the one location where we find significant 

disagreement between the gravity-derived Moho of Tassara et al. (2006) and the 

seismically observed Mohos reported by both Lloyd et al. (2010) and in our own results 

occurs directly over the shallowest part of the flat slab.  Both our results and larger 

patterns in continental crustal thickness observed by Lloyd et al. (2010) indicate the 

continental Moho is much shallower (by ~20 km) near 13˚S, 75˚W (see decrease in Moho 

depth beneath WC and EC in Fig. 5C) than the calculation by Tassara et al. (2006) from 

gravity data (prior to the availability of regional seismic constraints). This location marks 

both the intersection of the projected axis of the subducting Nazca Ridge, where we 

observe the subducted oceanic Moho of the Nazca Plate at depths of less than 75 km, and 

the high elevations of the WC and EC. We suggest that the unexpectedly shallow slab 

combined with the unusually thick oceanic crust of the subducting ridge may have 

complicated interpretation of the gravity data at this location. 

The migration history of the tip of the Nazca Ridge over the past 10 m.y., based 

on the plate reconstruction of the mirror image of the Tuamoto Plateau (Fig. 1) (Hampel, 

2002; Rosenbaum et al., 2005), suggests an apparent kinematic problem with the 
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formation of this crustal arch: if the Nazca Ridge produced flat subduction immediately 

upon entering the subduction zone, it should have passed at an equally shallow depth to 

the North, where crust >60 km thick remains (Fig. 5). We have already discussed the 

possibility that this apparent conflict is due to a delay in the start of flat subduction 

following initial subduction of the ridge. Alternately, progressive development of faulting 

and tearing along the northern edge of the ridge may have reduced the downward force 

exerted on the ridge by the rest of the slab and allowed this segment to shallow. This 

alternative is somewhat less likely given the continuity of the slab observed to the east 

and southeast (Schneider and Sacks, 1987; Phillips and Clayton, 2014; Dougherty and 

Clayton, 2015; Scire et al., 2016), in the overall plate subduction direction, that would be 

the dominant sources of downward slab pull. 

While we prefer the scenario presented above to explain the relationship between 

the overriding continental crustal structure and the subducting ridge, we are unable to 

conclusively rule out two other possibilities  that could also account for thicker crust 

north of the subducting ridge: (1) re-thickening of crust north of the ridge via crustal flow 

or (2) crustal underplating of material tectonically eroded from the near trench forearc. 

High temperatures  in the lower continental crust (~1000˚C at 40 km depth) have been 

reported immediately south of the subducting ridge (Chapman et al., 2015). These 

temperatures are sufficiently high to induce the formation of partial melt in the middle to 

lower crust (Clark et al., 2011) and above temperatures necessary to induce ductile flow 

(Jamieson and Beaumont, 2013). This raises the possibility that ductile flow at mid-

crustal levels may have supplied a path for material to pass over the shallowly subducting 

slab and fill in the region to the north as the ridge migrates. This requires that the crust of 
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the overriding plate remained at a high temperature following the onset of flat 

subduction. This requirement may be fulfilled; numerical models incorporating temporal 

transitions from normal to flat subduction (van Hunen et al., 2002a, 2002b; Arrial and 

Billen, 2013) indicate the crust of the upper plate above a flat slab may cool only slightly 

even >10 m.y. after the onset of flat subduction. Alternately, material may have been 

available to re-thicken the continental crust north of the ridge through underplating of 

tectonically eroded forearc materials. Significant forearc subduction erosion has been 

documented to the north of the Nazca Ridge (Clift et al., 2003; Hampel et al., 2004) and 

dated to a period following subduction of the ridge. This tectonically eroded material may 

have allowed extensive underplating to occur north of the Ridge. 

Although both of these mechanisms may be possible explanations for the 

presence of thick continental crust north of the subducting Nazca Ridge, they require 

processes that are not yet documented in central Peru and are more complicated than our 

preferred model, in which the ridge only begins to affect the continental crust at ca. 4 Ma 

when the mantle wedge is finally closed and volcanism ceases in this region (Rosenbaum 

et al., 2005). We also note that all four mechanisms discussed above require the 

modification of the continental crust by the subducting Nazca Ridge and strong coupling 

between the two plates. 

 

CONCLUSIONS 

We have used CCP receiver function analysis and prior geophysical studies to 

constrain the depth to both the South American Plate’s continental Moho and the Nazca 

Plate’s subducted oceanic Moho in the southern segment of the Peruvian flat slab. The 
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schematic plate-scale 3D model for the region in Figure 7 shows what we find to be the 

key features of the southern segment of the Peruvian flat slab. In this trench-parallel 

view, the subducted oceanic Moho of the Nazca slab is very close to the base of the 

continental crust, leaving very little room for continental mantle lithosphere between the 

two. Specifically, the oceanic Moho is separated from the overriding continental crust by 

less than 40 km, and locally less than 20 km. Given the 17-20 km thickness of the Nazca 

Ridge’s crust, less than 3 km of mantle lithosphere may locally separate the subducted 

Nazca Ridge and the base of the overriding continental crust. The thickness of the 

continental crust varies significantly over the subducted Nazca Ridge, suggesting that the 

ongoing subduction of the Nazca Ridge has driven deformation of the continental crust of 

the Western and Eastern Cordilleras, thinning it by ~5 to 10 km. This thinning may have 

displaced lower-crustal material to the southeast of the ridge, locally causing thickening 

in advance of the ridge. This clear thinning and possible displacement indicates that the 

subducting and overriding plates are strongly mechanically coupled around the 

subducting ridge. 

Our results show that the shallowest part of the flat slab corresponds to the 

inboard projection of the Nazca Ridge and extends considerably inboard of the 

blueschist-to-eclogite transition of the ridge’s over-thickened crust. This indicates that an 

additional source of buoyancy is required to support the flat slab; this support may be 

provided in part by a body of thermally or compositionally (partial melt) buoyant sub-

slab mantle material beneath the flat slab, consistent with low seismic velocities observed 

previously in the region. The origin of this buoyant material is unclear; however, the >30 

km separation between the observed slab Moho and this buoyant material suggests it is 
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present deep within the slab’s lithospheric mantle or in the underlying asthenosphere and 

is not a product of hydration and serpentinization at the base of the Nazca oceanic crust. 

These results may provide further insights for interpreting past flat subduction episodes 

such as the Laramide event in the western United States and introduce additional 

parameters to investigate in numerical modeling studies of flat subduction. 
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FIGURES 

 

Figure 1. Tectonic features of central Peru and adjacent regions with locations of 

broadband seismic stations used in this study and of receiver function profiles from this 

study. White line marks projection of Nazca Ridge axis; gray lines mark projection of 

ridge edges based on Salliard et al. (2011) seafloor bathymetry. These projections 

correspond to the uplifted Peruvian Forearc, the intersection of the Fitzcarrald Arch 

foreland uplift with the Andean thrust front, and the approximate termination of the 

active Holocene volcanic arc near 15˚S. Orange circles mark constraints on continental 

Moho depth from prior seismic studies (James and Snoke, 1994; McGlashan et al., 2008). 

Red circles and associated ages mark the approximate position of a point on the southern 

edge of the subducted Nazca Ridge through time as it passes through the PULSE area, 
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following the Hampel (2002) model. See text for details of morphostructural units 

(modified from Espurt et al., 2007; Carlotto, 2013) and seismic arrays. Holocene volcanic 

centers from Global Volcanism Program (2013), present Nazca-South America 

convergence vector at 12˚S from Somoza and Ghidella (2013) and Marotta et al. (2012). 
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Figure 2. Map of regional slab seismicity relocated using local seismic array data by 

Langer and Spence (1995) (colored diamonds) and Kumar et al. (2016) (colored circles). 

Kumar et al. (2016) used the PULSE and CAUGHT arrays to relocate regional slab 

seismicity between 2010 and 2013. Langer and Spence (1995) used a local seismic array 

to relocate the aftershock sequence to an October 3, 1974 8.1 Mw earthquake along the 

Peruvian Trench, providing locations we use to better constrain the slab in the forearc. 

Note that the overall patterns in seismicity are similar to those in the 43 year International 

Seismological Centre (2011) hypocenter record plotted in Figure 6. 
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Figure 3. Receiver function common conversion point (CCP) stack profiles. A-A’, B-B’, 

and C-C’ are trench-perpendicular cross-sections from south (A-A’) to north (C-C’). 

Cross-section D-D’ follows a strike parallel to the present South America Plate-Nazca 

Plate convergence vector. Receiver-f CCP stack bin size varies between profiles; line A-

A’ uses rectangular bins of 15 km x 25 km, B-B’ uses square 25 km x 25 km bins, C-C’ 

uses square 15 km x 15 km bins and line D-D’ uses square 30 km  x 30 km bins. All 

profiles use 1.5x bin sharing. Light-blue lines mark interpreted continental Moho, purple 

lines mark interpreted subducted oceanic Moho, dashed dark-blue line at western edge of 

D-D’ marks inferred top of subduction channel (see text). Moho and subducted oceanic 
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Moho lines dashed where inferred, approximate location of slab resteepening based on 

Scire et al. (2016) and Antonijevic et al. (2015) tomographic imaging of the Nazca Slab 

while trench-ward features are based on location of trench, Slab1.0 megathrust surface 

(Hampel et al., 2004; Hayes et al., 2012). White dots mark slab seismicity from Kumar et 

al. (2016), while gray dots mark slab and megathrust seismicity from Langer and Spence 

(1995), projected on to each section from 30 km to each side. Black vertical lines show 

locations of intersecting profiles. Red vertical line marks intersection of profile with 

projected Nazca Ridge axis, orange vertical lines mark intersection of profile with 

projection of the edges of the ridge. Blue triangles mark location of seismic stations. 

Surface topography averaged across each profile and six parallel lines spaced at CCP 

stack bin width. 
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Figure 4. Receiver-function common conversion point (CCP) stack profiles. Cross-

sections 1-1’ and 2-2’ strike approximately perpendicular to the inboard projection of the 

Nazca Ridge Axis and trench-perpendicular cross-sections A-A’, B-B’, C-C’. Both cross-

sections use square 25 km x 25 km bins and 1.5x bin sharing. Blue vertical line in 1-1’ 

marks location where Langer and Spence (1995) report strike-slip earthquakes within the 

subducting Nazca Plate (see text). Dashed orange line in 2-2’ marks possible inverted 

continental Moho and bottom of mantle low velocity zone possibly related to magmatic 

arc processes (see text). All other symbols and topography features as in Figure 3. 
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Figure 5. Maps showing our results. Map symbols in A, B, and C are the same as in 

Figure 1. (A) Moho depth map of the South American continental Moho incorporating 

receiver-function (RF) constraints (CAUGHT Stations not included in Fig. 1) from this 

study and Ryan et al. (2016) along with additional seismic constraints (James and Snoke, 

1994; McGlashan et al., 2008) and gravity constraints from Tassara and Echaurren (2012) 

(see Figure S2A in Supplemental for locations of constraint on these features). Solid 

contours mark 10 km depth increments, dashed contours mark 5 km increments. B) Slab 

depth contour map for subducted Nazca Plate to 130 km depth overlain on S-wave 
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teleseismic tomography results from Scire et al. (2016) (130 km depth slice).  Slab Moho 

contours between 50 and 110 km depth are from our RF study; contours <~50 km are 

based on slab seismicity (Hayes et al., 2012) and contours >~110 km are based on slab 

seismicity (Dougherty and Clayton, 2015; Kumar et al., 2016) and tomography (Scire et 

al., 2016). Slab tear marked by white solid line seen in RF profile C-C’ (Figure 3), slab 

offset seen in profile 1-1’ (Figure 3); tear feature to northeast presented in Scire et al. 

(2016). See text for discussion. (C) Separation between South American continental 

Moho shown in A and subducted Nazca oceanic Moho shown in B. Solid and dashed 

contours alternate marking 10 km increments. Note that active volcanic centers terminate 

near the 40 km contour. The area of least separation between the continental Moho and 

slab Moho occurs well inboard of the trench and extends south of the inland projection of 

the southeastern edge of the Nazca Ridge. (D) Simplified outline of shallowest segment 

of flat slab and present location of Nazca Ridge (transparent blue) and location of same 

features (transparent orange) at 4 Ma following Hampel (2002) convergence vector plate 

reconstruction. Red arrow shows motion of the northeastern end of the shallow segment 

over the past 4 m.y.. Black contours are slab Moho as in Figure 5A. Present position of 

shallow segment links the current position of the subducting Nazca Ridge to the 

southwestern most part of the Fitzcarrald Arch and taken together with the ridge’s 

migration history suggest the shallow segment of the subducted Nazca Plate passed 

directly through the region of South American continental crust with a shallow 

continental Moho (see text for discussion). 
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Figure 6. Comparison of subducted oceanic Moho slab contours and replotted surface-

wave tomography at 75 km depth from Antonijevic et al. (2015) model. Earthquakes 

from International Seismological Centre (2011) catalogue (≥4.5 magnitude, 50 to 150 km 

depth, from 1970 to 2013). Red line marks location of rapid decrease in slab Moho Ps 

arrival amplitude, indicating decrease in slab crust-mantle velocity contrast; line also 

corresponds to inboard edge of Dougherty and Clayton’s (2015) dehydration related slab 

top low velocity layer. This boundary also corresponds to the transition from S-wave 

velocities characteristic of blueschist facies materials (velocity range from Cao and Jung, 

2016) to eclogite-facies materials (Worthington et al., 2013). See text for discussion. 
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Figure 7. Schematic 3D model of the Nazca Ridge’s subduction in central Peru. This is a 

trench-parallel view based primarily on cross-section 2-2’ in Figure 4. Continental crust 

(light blue) beneath the high cordilleras is generally separated from the subducted oceanic 

crust of the Nazca Plate (dark blue), but thinned due to deformation caused by the 

shallow subduction of the Nazca Ridge’s comparatively thick crust. The continental 

lithospheric mantle is not shown for clarity but generally occupies the space between the 

continental crust and subducted oceanic crust. The subducted oceanic crust is separated 

by the lithospheric mantle of the subducting plate (purple) from low-velocity material 

(orange to light orange) located beneath the subducting Nazca Ridge. This low-velocity 

material is likely to be relatively low density due to thermal (including partial melt) or 

compositional effects. 
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SUPPLEMENTAL MATERIAL 

RECEIVER FUNCTION METHOD DETAILS 

We obtained records of teleseismic direct P-phases (≥5.0 Mw, 30° and 90° 

distance, 1431 usable station-event pairs), PP-phases (≥6.0 Mw, 90° and 150° distance, 

1202 usable station-event pairs), and PKP-phases (≥6.0 Mw, 110° and 160° distance, 119 

usable station-event pairs, PKP- phase was not used for PeruSE stations as overlapping 

station coverage provided sufficient P-, PP-phase arrivals) arrivals from each 

seismometer for the calculation of teleseismic receiver functions (Langston, 1979) via the 

iterative time domain deconvolution technique (Ligorría and Ammon, 1999) using a 

Gaussian pulse width of 2.5 (equivalent to a low-pass filter with a corner frequency of 1.2 

Hz). This gave us a total of 2752 receiver functions. In addition we obtained records for 9 

local events with hypocenters >30 km depth reported in the Instituto Geofísico del Perú 

catalogue to find direct P- and direct S-phase arrivals (175 waveforms with both clear P- 

and S-phases) to better constrain the regional average Vp/Vs ratio using a modified 

Wadati Plot (Chatterjee et al., 1985) shown in Figure S1. 

We have utilized a regionally representative layer over half-space model to 

migrate our RF data to depth and corrected for elevation using the Common Conversion 

Point (CCP) stacking method with bin spacing, bin sharing, and orientations as described 

in the main text (Dueker and Sheehan, 1997, Sheehan et al., 2000). CCP-stacks were 

bootstrapped for 400 iterations. We used the high number of iterations to compensate for 

our 0.1 km vertical bin thickness. This fine vertical spacing (finer than our theoretical RF 

resolution) was selected to avoid potentially clipping the peaks of high amplitude 
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arrivals. All CCP-stacks plot only bins containing 4 or more RFs to dampen the possible 

effects of noise or a single, spurious RF trace. 

Our crustal layer is based on a regional crustal velocity study which found a 

vertically averaged P-wave velocity of 6.0 km/s (Dorbath, 1996) and the Vp/Vs value of 

1.75 +/- 0.01 we obtained from our modified Wadati plot, comparable to values 

determined elsewhere in central Andes (e.g. Dorbath and Granet, 1996, Phillips et al., 

2012 Chulick et al., 2013, Ryan et al., 2016). The mantle half-space extends to 200 km 

depth and was assigned a P-wave velocity of 8.1 km/s and a Vp/Vs of 1.8 (equivalent to 

IASP91 mantle P-wave velocity and Vp/Vs values averaged to 200 km depth). Forward 

modeling shows that a feature at 60 km depth in our CCP stacks can be moved only ~0.8 

km by Vp/Vs variations of 0.01 or only ~2.6 km by a 5% change in the average P-wave 

velocity of the entire crustal column. 

DISTINGUISHING PRIMARY (Ps) RF ARRIVALS OF DEEP (50-100 KM) 

STRUCTURE FROM CRUSTAL MULTIPLE (PpPs) RF ARRIVALS 

One of the challenges confronting interpretation of P-wave RFs lies in 

distinguishing Ps phases generated from interfaces in the lower crust and upper mantle 

from reverberations generated by the reflection of the P-wave (and its conversions) 

between an upper crustal interface and the surface (referred to as “multiples”, see Cassidy 

(1992) for discussion). For the case of a non-dipping or shallowly dipping interface, the 

first multiple to arrive after a Ps conversion (PpPs) has the same polarity as the Ps 

conversion while the second multiple (PpSs or PsPs) has a polarity opposite to the Ps 

conversion (Cassidy, 1992). For the case of a dipping interface, the first multiple (PpPp 

phase) will possess a highly varying polarity (negative when arriving from the up dip 
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direction, positive when from the down dip direction) and may arrive over a much wider 

time window than other multiples (Cassidy, 1992). The high variability of this PpPp is 

unlikely to be stacked coherently during the CCP-stacking process and while 

acknowledging this phase may locally complicate our interpretation of the continental 

Moho Ps and slab Moho Ps arrivals we do not attempt detailed modeling of this phase. 

Instead we consider in greater detail the PpPs and PpSs/PsPs phase multiples generated 

by crustal structure as these are the most likely phases to affect our interpretation. 

Supplemental Figures S2A and S2B show details of our CCP cross-section A-A’ 

from Figure 3. Section A-A’ shows a great variety of arrivals generated by crustal 

interfaces and shows the smallest amplitude arrivals that we interpret to be from slab 

oceanic Moho Ps. This makes A-A’ a representative test case for the influence of 

multiples on our interpretations. We examine this influence by utilizing the equations 

from Zhu and Kanamori (2000) describing the predicted arrival time of the PpPs phase 

and PpSs/PsPs phase: 

TPpPs = H * [ SQRT ( 1 / Vs
2 – p2 ) + SQRT ( 1 / Vp

2 – p2 ) ], (1) 

TPpSs/PsPs = H * 2 * [ SQRT ( 1 / Vs
2 – p2 ) ]. (2) 

where TPpPs is the arrival time of the PpPs phase, TPpSs/PsPs is the arrival time of the 

PpSs/PsPs phases, H is the depth to the interface generating the multiple phases, Vs is the 

S-wave velocity, VP  is the P-wave velocity, and p is the ray parameter. 

We then migrate these theoretical times to depth using our CCP-stack velocity 

model. As we are interested only in positive amplitude arrivals we do not consider the 

second multiple of positive Ps arrivals and the first multiple of negative Ps arrivals. 
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The ray path of a multiple is affected only by material separating an interface and 

the surface, and this consideration allows us to place limits on the P-wave velocity used 

to predict the multiples’ arrival times. We choose values of 5.0 km/s and 7.0 km/s 

(corresponding to a felsic and mafic dominated composition respectively) to provide a 

minimum and maximum arrival time for each multiple along with values of 5.6 km/s and 

6.3 km/s based on crustal velocity models proposed by Phillips et al. (2012) and Ma and 

Clayton (2014) respectively for our study region. We define our S-wave velocity using 

Vp/Vs ratios reported for the crust to the north and south of our study region. The values 

of Vp/Vs recorded by Condori et al. (2017) and Phillips et al. (2012) are dominantly 

contained within a range of 1.70 and 1.90; we take these as our minimum and maximum 

bounds for our models. An average Vp/Vs value of 1.75 has been repeatedly found to 

hold for our region through multiple methods (see above and Phillips et al., 2012, Ryan et 

al., 2016), and we have also used this value in our modeling. 

In the forearc (Figure S2A), we observe a single positive Ps arrival above our 

interpreted forearc Moho (filled black line). This phase arrives at 1.94 seconds (after 

correcting for ~0.6 km average station elevation). We find that the first multiple should 

arrive at: 6.67 seconds for a velocity structure with Vp = 5.0 km/s, Vp/Vs = 1.70; 4.82 

seconds for Vp = 7.0 km/s, Vp/Vs = 1.9; 6.10 seconds for Vp = 5.6 km/s, Vp/Vs = 1.75; 

and 5.94 seconds for Vp = 6.3 km/s, Vp/Vs = 1.75. Migrated with our CCP-stack velocity 

structure, these values translate to depths of 50.6 km, 36.5 km, 46.3 km, and 45.0 km 

respectively. These values are plotted as dashed lines in Figure S2A (the 46.3 km and 

45.0 km are too close to distinguish at the scale of Fig. S2A), and appear to correspond to 

an arrival that cross-cuts the feature we interpret as the forearc Moho. While this locally 
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complicates our interpretation, we are able to identify the dipping Ps arrival 

corresponding to the continental Moho throughout much of the forearc along A-A’. 

The crustal structure in the segment of A-A’ highlighted in Figure S2B is 

significantly more complicated than the forearc. Here four positive arrivals mark 

potential interfaces which could generate PpPs positive multiples that may complicate 

our interpreted slab Moho arrival, as well as a large negative arrival that could generate a 

PpSs/PsPs positive multiple. The earliest phase, after correcting for an average station 

elevation of ~2.8 km, arrives at 1.77 seconds (solid black line in Figure S2B). The first 

multiple (dashed black line in Figure S2B) should arrive at: 6.08 seconds for a velocity 

structure with Vp = 5.0 km/s, Vp/Vs = 1.70; 4.40 seconds for Vp = 7.0 km/s, Vp/Vs = 

1.9; 5.57 seconds for Vp = 5.6 km/s, Vp/Vs = 1.75; and 5.42 seconds for Vp = 6.3 km/s, 

Vp/Vs = 1.75. Migrated with our CCP-stack velocity structure, these values translate to 

depths of 46.1 km, 33.4 km, 42.2 km, and 41.1 km respectively (note that the 42.2 km 

and 41.1 km markers are again too close to distinguish at the scale of Fig. S2B). These 

values all lie above the continental Moho Ps arrival and as such have no effect on our 

interpretation of the slab. Likewise, the positive arrival at 2.53 seconds (white solid line 

in Figure S2B) would have multiples (white dashed lines in Figure S2B) arrive at 8.70 

seconds (66.0 km), 6.29 seconds (47.7 km), 7.96 seconds (60.4 km), or 7.74 seconds 

(58.7 km)—all of which are well above our interpreted slab Moho Ps arrival (again, note 

the 60.4 km and 58.7 km markers are too close to distinguish at this scale). The deeper 

positive arrivals at 5.01 seconds (solid green line in Figure S2B) and 5.45 seconds (solid 

purple line in Figure S2B) should generate multiples that would arrive significantly 

below our interpreted slab Ps. The 5.01 second feature’s first multiple (dashed green lines 
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in Figure S2B) may arrive at 17.22 seconds (142.1 km), 12.45 seconds (94.4 km), 15.76 

seconds (128.5 km), or 15.33 seconds (124.8 km). The 5.45 second arrival’s first multiple 

(dashed purple line in Figure S2B) is likely to arrive sometime between 18.73 seconds 

(155.6 km, not shown), 13.54 seconds (108.4 km), 17.14 seconds (141.4 km) or 16.68 

seconds (137.2 km). 

While the first multiple for the negative amplitude arrival at 3.56 seconds in 

Figure S2B would arrive as a negative, its second multiple would arrive at a positive and 

potentially affect our interpretation of the slab arrival. We find that the second multiple 

would arrive in the range of 15.29 seconds (124.4 km), 11.25 seconds (87.4 km), 14.06 

seconds (113.2 km), and 13.76 seconds (110.4 km). We recognize that the 11.25 

second/87.4 km arrival, requiring a high (7.0 km/s) P-wave velocity and unusually high 

(1.90) Vp/Vs, could potentially complicate our interpretation. However we note that no 

strong, negative first multiple is observed beneath the Ps arrival, suggesting that the first 

multiple is highly attenuated and indicating that the second multiple would be further 

attenuated and likely of a smaller amplitude than our interpreted slab arrival; likewise the 

positive arrival between 70 km and 80 km depth and slab seismicity (white circles in 

Figure S2B) suggests this feature is associated with the slab. 

In locations where crustal arrivals are less complicated, we have followed more 

qualitative standards to help distinguished the slab Moho arrival from crustal multiples. 

In locations near the Eastern Cordillera/Subandes, we have found that many crustal Ps 

arrivals have an opposite sense of dip from our slab Moho Ps arrivals. The amplitude and 

polarity of multiples of a dipping structure vary strongly by back azimuth (Cassidy, 

1992), behavior that is incapable of explaining the arrival we interpret as the slab Moho 
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Ps. We have also found that the use of intersecting CCP-stack cross-sections is helpful in 

distinguishing Ps arrivals from multiple arrivals (see Figure S2C). Many arrivals in the 

upper crust are discontinuous or decrease significantly in amplitude in either the trench 

parallel or trench perpendicular direction while deeper arrivals we associate with the 

continental forearc Moho or subducted slab oceanic Moho extend laterally well beyond 

these upper crustal features without noticeable changes in amplitude. These deeper 

arrivals cannot be fully attributed to crustal multiples given their comparatively much 

greater lateral extent and high amplitude. In locations (notably the forearc, see between 

lines C and B/D in Figure S2C) where arrivals appear broad and possess more than one 

peak we have inferred the lower or slightly stronger feature as a potential Moho arrival 

while acknowledging this interpretation is much more uncertain than in other locations. 

DISTINGUISHING SUBDUCTED OCEANIC MOHO AND CONTINENTAL 

MOHO OF THE OVERRIDNG PLATE 

The importance of examining intersecting CCP-stack lines to determine the 

geometry of the subducted Nazca plate’s oceanic Moho and to distinguish it from the 

overlying continental Moho of the South American plate is strongly emphasized in 

Figures S3A and S3B. The intersection of CCP cross-sections 2-2’ and C-C’ show a clear 

separation between a positive arrival near ~60 km depth and a second positive arrival 

around 100 km depth. This deeper feature is associated with normal to strike-slip 

intermediate depth seismicity (Kumar et al., 2016; white circles in Figure S3A,B mark 

hypocenter locations); this pattern of intermediate depth seismicity is consistent with 

prior studies of local seismicity by Dorbath (1996) and Suárez et al. (1990) that 

overlapped the region shown by our C-C’ section. The association of this seismicity and a 
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positive RF arrival is consistent both with the long-standing interpretation of intermediate 

depth seismicity with dehydration processes in the uppermost slab mantle or lower slab 

subducted oceanic crust (e.g. Kirby et al., 1996) and with our interpretation of the RF 

arrival as the slab subducted oceanic Moho. 

The small lateral separation between the slab subducted oceanic Moho beneath 

the forearc and the continental Moho of the Western Cordillera (see Figure S3B) must be 

less than our lateral bin spacing (~22.5 km accounting for possible bin sharing effects). 

Without constraints from seismicity and cross-section 2-2’, the most straight-forward 

interpretation of C-C’ would be that the RF arrival beneath the Western and Eastern 

Cordillera at ~60 km depth is the slab subducted oceanic Moho. However, with the 

additional constraints provided by seismicity and intersecting cross-sections, it is clear 

that this interpretation is incorrect. 

EFFECTS OF BIN SHARING AND STATION COVERAGE 

Since the CCP-stack bins used in our study are overlapped to improve lateral 

continuity of features, we have been generally reluctant to interpret features in the 

shallow crust. Figures S4A (25 km x 25 km bins with no bin sharing), S4B (25 km x 25 

km bins with 1.5 bin sharing), and S4C (50 km x 50 km bins with 1.5 bin sharing) show 

that while even the relatively sparse PULSE array has sufficient station coverage to 

resolve many features at continental Moho or slab depths, the shallow crust is much less 

sampled. This indicates that shallow features may be much less laterally extensive than 

they appear in our bin-sharing results. Furthermore, Fig. S4C indicates that using 

significantly larger bin sizes will greatly reduce our ability to resolve both the continental 

and slab Mohos. 
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We have generally avoided interpreting abrupt changes in the slab subducted 

oceanic Moho or continental Moho depth as these may be artifacts of bin sharing (hence 

our use of dashed lines for the interpreted continental Moho near 12.58˚S,74.89˚W on 

cross-section 2-2’ in Figures 4 and S3B). However, one feature that appears to be robust 

is the rapid offset in the subducted slab oceanic Moho near the projection of the Nazca 

Ridge’s northern edge (left orange line in Figure S3A,B). We interpret both the relatively 

weak positive arrival at ~80 to 100 km depth north of this projection and strong positive 

arrival at ~70 km depth south of this projection as the slab Moho due to their close 

association with normal to strike-slip seismicity documented at these depths by Kumar et 

al. (2016) (see discussion above for more details). This ~25 km change in slab depth must 

occur over less than the lateral distance of 1 bin width (25 km), much more rapidly than 

the transition to the south outlined through slab seismicity. 

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION ON CONTINENTAL MOHO AND 

SUBDUCTED OCEANIC MOHO CONSTRAINTS 

Supplemental Figure S5 shows constraints used to create the maps in Figure 5. 

Figure S5A shows the location constraints for the South American continental 

Moho. To obtain the Moho depth from crustal thickness estimates, we subtracted the 

elevation, rounded to the nearest 0.1 km, at each location from the values reported by 

McGlashan et al. (2008) and James and Snoke (1994). While some of our array does 

sample the forearc Moho beneath the Pacific Ocean, lateral coverage is limited and we do 

not interpret these locations. In order to avoid the introduction of artifacts at the edges of 

the map, we have included a number of locations from Tassara and Echaurren (2012) and 

Ryan et al. (2016) outside of the mapped region. See Supplemental Table 1 for a list of 
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the latitude, longitude, and depth to Moho of all constraints, including those outside of 

the mapped region. 

Figure S5B shows the location of the points we used to constrain the subducted 

Nazca plate. Within the much of the array (region covered by green dots), we interpret 

this surface to represent the subducted oceanic Moho of the Nazca plate. At other 

locations, this surface may represent other features within the Nazca plate. We emphasize 

that the depths we report represent the subducted Slab Moho only at the locations marked 

by green dots in Fig. S2B. Locations from Slab1.0 (orange dots) represent, following 

Hayes et al. (2012)’s interpretation, the top of the subducting oceanic crust, while those 

from Scire et al. (2016) (blue dots) represent the center of a fast P-wave anomaly, which 

can be interpreted as the core of the subducting Nazca plate. Locations based on 

earthquake locations recorded in Kumar et al. (2016) and plotted in Dougherty and 

Clayton (2015) (yellow dots) are by definition depth to the subducting Nazca plate’s 

Wadati-Benioff Zone, however this may approximate the depth to the subducting Nazca 

plate’s oceanic Moho in this location. We note that where the earhtquake hypocenter data 

set overlaps our RF results (see Figure 3), the earthquakes are predominantly located near 

or slightly below the imaged subducted oceanic Moho. We are unable to test if this 

relationship holds at depth as we lack the station coverage to image the deeper parts of 

the slab and as the slab oceanic Moho Ps conversion weakens with increasing distance 

from the trench. To avoid artifacts near the edge of our map, we included points from 

Scire et al. (2016) and Hayes et al. (2012) well to the north and south of our region. See 

Supplemental Table 2 for a full list latitudes, longitudes, and depths of constaints used to 

calculate the slab surface, including those outside of the map area. 
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FIGURES 

 

Figure S1. Modified Wadati Plot for 9 local events recorded by the PULSE network. 
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Figure S2 A) Comparison of our interpreted forearc Moho (blue line) and predicted first 

mulitples (dashed black lines) for a shallow interface in the forearc crust (solid black 

line). B) Comparison of our interpreted subducted oceanic Moho (Purple line) and 

predicted first mutiples (dashed lines) for potential crustal interfaces (sold lines). Colors 

of multiples correspond to colors of interfaces. C) Cross-sectons 1-1’ and A-A’ oriented 
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about their intersection to show how identification of forearc continental and subducted 

oceanic Mohos may be aided through comparsion of intersecting cross-sections. Note that 

the significant decrease in the shallow continental crustal arrival amplitude on 1-1’ and 

the continued high amplitude forearc continental Moho arrival directly below suggests 

that the Moho arrival is not significantly affected by crustal multiples. 
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Figure S3 A) Cross-section 2-2’ and C-C’ arranged about their point of intersection, 

viewed from southeast. B) Same cross-sections viewd from southwest. When cross-

sections are viewed separately, the subducted oceanic Moho of C-C’ in the forearc blends 

into Moho of the overriding plate, obscuring both features. When viewed together, and 

with slab seismicity, the subducted oceanic Moho beyond the forearc can be readily 
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identified at ~100 km depth. 
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Figure S4 A) Example of Cross-Section 2-2’ calculated using no bin sharing (25 km x 25 

km bins with no overlap). B) Example of 2-2’ calculated with bin sharing of 1.5 

(effectively 37.5 km x 37.5 km bins, overlapping one another by 12.5 km). Note that the 

relatively abrupt offset in the subducted oceanic Moho arrival (break in purple line in B 

below left orange line) corresponding to northern projection of Nazca Ridge edge (left 
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orange line in B) is also present in no bin sharing case. Also note that the subducted slab 

Moho immedately south of this offset merges with the continetnal Moho arrival in A, 

indicating that the transition between these to features occurs within the lateral resolution 

of the PULSE array (<25 km in this location). C) Example of 2-2’ calculated using 50 km 

x 50 km bins with bin sharing of 1.5 (effectively 75 km x 75 km bin, overlapping one 

another by 25 km). Note that average topography on each cross-section is calculated as a 

function of bin spacing. Limited lateral resolution causes difficulty in distingushing 

continental and slab Moho arrivals throughout this cross-section. See text for additional 

discussion. 
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Figure S5 A) Location of constraints for South American continental Moho. Green dots 
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mark the latitude and longitute of locations of individual RF CCP-stack gathers 

calculated in our study. Blue dots mark the locations with Moho depths from Ryan et al. 

(2016) based on RF results. Red dots mark locations with Moho depths derived from 

gravity modeling from Tassara and Echaurren (2012). Orange dots and yellow dots mark 

crustal thicknesses based on underside reflections (McGlashan et al., 2008) and converted 

P-to-S phases (James and Snoke, 1994) respectively. Other symbols and contours are as 

in Figure 5. B) Location of constraints for Nazca plate subducted Slab. Green dots mark 

the latitude and longitute of locations where individual RF CCP stack gathers were 

calculated for our study. Yellow dots mark the points where the depth to slab seismicity 

could be determined from the hypocenters reported by Kumar et al. (2016) and the EHB 

hypocenters plotted in Dougherty and Clayton (2015) (EHB hypocenters plotted by 

Dougherty and Clayton (2015) consistantly appear to be a better spatial match for the 

relocated hypocenters reported by Kumar et al. (2016) than the more extensive ISC 

events also plotted by Dougherty and Clayton (2015), suggesting these events record 

similar features within the Nazca plate). Blue dots mark P-wave tomography slab depths 

reported by Scire et al. (2016). Orange dots mark Slab1.0 depths calculated in Hayes et 

al. (2012). As Slab1.0 has a much denser sampling rate than any other data set, we have 

incorporated only those points immediately above and below a 10 km slab depth contour 

and the shallowest points from Hayes et al. (2012). Other symbols and contours are as in 

Figure 5. 
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SUPPLEMENTAL TABLES 

      

SUPPLEMENTAL TABLE 1. SOUTH AMERICAN MOHO CONSTRAINTS 

      

Lat Long Depth  Comment  
(°S) (°W) (km)       

      

This Study     

13.403300 76.603459 25.500000 RF Moho depth from sea level 

13.577829 76.459284 35.200000 Theoretical CCP-stack resolution  

13.752359 76.315108 34.400000   equal to 0.1 km  
13.926889 76.170932 36.300000    

14.101419 76.026756 38.200000    

14.275948 75.882580 37.900000    

14.450478 75.738404 41.400000    

14.625008 75.594229 41.500000    

14.799538 75.450053 41.000000    

12.912909 76.713769 31.600000    

13.087439 76.569593 29.900000    

13.261968 76.425417 27.600000    

13.436498 76.281241 26.800000    

13.611028 76.137065 28.000000    

13.785557 75.992890 28.100000    

13.960087 75.848714 35.800000    

14.134617 75.704538 36.300000    

14.309147 75.560362 36.300000    

14.483676 75.416186 38.600000    

14.658206 75.272011 38.400000    

11.898929 77.256605 44.900000    

12.073459 77.112430 44.800000    

12.247988 76.968254 44.100000    

12.422518 76.824078 40.200000    

12.771577 76.535726 31.200000    

12.946107 76.391551 29.600000    

13.120637 76.247375 29.800000    

13.295167 76.103199 27.100000    

13.469696 75.959023 27.200000    

13.644226 75.814847 26.700000    

13.818756 75.670672 36.900000    

13.993286 75.526496 37.700000    

14.167815 75.382320 36.300000    
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14.342345 75.238144 38.300000    

14.516875 75.093968 38.100000    

11.757597 77.078563 46.500000    

11.932127 76.934387 47.600000    

12.106657 76.790211 48.000000    

12.281187 76.646036 47.600000    

12.630246 76.357684 31.000000    

12.804776 76.213508 29.300000    

12.979306 76.069332 30.300000    

13.153835 75.925157 28.200000    

13.328365 75.780981 28.600000    

13.502895 75.636805 39.900000    

13.677424 75.492629 37.800000    

13.851954 75.348453 38.200000    

14.026484 75.204278 35.800000    

14.201014 75.060102 37.800000    

11.616266 76.900521 46.300000    

11.790796 76.756345 47.100000    

11.965326 76.612169 46.100000    

12.139855 76.467993 45.000000    

13.361563 75.458763 39.900000    

13.536093 75.314587 39.500000    

13.710623 75.170411 40.100000    

11.474935 76.722478 44.100000    

11.649464 76.578303 46.400000    

11.823994 76.434127 46.100000    

11.998524 76.289951 47.700000    

12.173054 76.145775 52.600000    

13.220232 75.280720 39.300000    

13.394762 75.136545 38.200000    

13.569291 74.992369 38.000000    

13.743821 74.848193 37.400000    

11.333603 76.544436 60.800000    

11.508133 76.400260 60.400000    

11.682663 76.256085 59.900000    

11.857192 76.111909 59.500000    

12.031722 75.967733 53.500000    

12.206252 75.823557 47.700000    

12.729841 75.391030 43.300000    

12.904371 75.246854 42.600000    

13.078901 75.102678 42.900000    

13.253430 74.958502 54.600000    

13.427960 74.814327 52.000000    
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13.602490 74.670151 52.800000    

13.777019 74.525975 52.400000    

11.192272 76.366394 63.000000    

11.366802 76.222218 63.000000    

11.541331 76.078042 61.900000    

11.715861 75.933866 59.900000    

11.890391 75.789691 58.600000    

12.064921 75.645515 58.600000    

12.239450 75.501339 58.000000    

12.413980 75.357163 59.300000    

12.588510 75.212987 43.100000    

12.763039 75.068812 42.700000    

12.937569 74.924636 41.800000    

13.112099 74.780460 54.100000    

13.286629 74.636284 52.400000    

13.461158 74.492108 53.300000    

13.635688 74.347933 53.100000    

13.810218 74.203757 60.900000    

11.050941 76.188352 58.000000    

11.225470 76.044176 58.600000    

11.400000 75.900000 60.900000    

11.574530 75.755824 59.900000    

11.749059 75.611648 58.700000    

11.923589 75.467473 58.500000    

12.098119 75.323297 58.200000    

12.272649 75.179121 58.700000    

12.447178 75.034945 42.400000    

12.621708 74.890769 42.700000    

12.796238 74.746594 42.000000    

12.970768 74.602418 46.700000    

13.145297 74.458242 50.400000    

13.319827 74.314066 51.000000    

13.494357 74.169890 52.400000    

10.909609 76.010309 57.600000    

11.084139 75.866134 58.800000    

11.258669 75.721958 57.900000    

11.433198 75.577782 60.800000    

11.607728 75.433606 58.800000    

11.782258 75.289430 58.800000    

11.956788 75.145254 58.300000    

12.131317 75.001079 58.800000    

12.305847 74.856903 51.300000    

12.480377 74.712727 51.000000    
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12.654906 74.568551 51.200000    

12.829436 74.424375 47.300000    

13.003966 74.280200 49.300000    

13.178496 74.136024 48.800000    

13.353025 73.991848 51.600000    

13.527555 73.847672 52.100000    

10.942808 75.688091 65.400000    

11.117337 75.543915 63.900000    

11.291867 75.399740 64.400000    

11.466397 75.255564 64.100000    

12.688105 74.246333 47.800000    

12.862634 74.102157 48.600000    

13.037164 73.957982 48.600000    

13.211694 73.813806 49.100000    

13.386224 73.669630 51.600000    

10.801476 75.510049 63.600000    

10.976006 75.365873 63.900000    

11.150536 75.221697 64.300000    

11.325065 75.077522 63.600000    

13.244892 73.491588 52.100000    

10.660145 75.332007 63.900000    

10.834674 75.187831 64.100000    

11.009204 75.043655 63.500000    

11.183734 74.899479 64.100000    

10.518813 75.153964 58.500000    

10.693343 75.009789 59.100000    

10.867873 74.865613 59.100000    

11.042403 74.721437 62.300000    

12.613170 73.423855 50.300000    

12.787700 73.279679 51.300000    

12.471839 73.245812 51.200000    

12.646368 73.101637 55.000000    

12.330507 73.067770 50.800000    

12.505037 72.923594 55.600000    

12.189176 72.889728 53.100000    

12.363706 72.745552 56.700000    

15.444843 75.487848 23.400000    

15.600848 75.322545 23.700000    

15.756853 75.157242 23.400000    

15.283296 75.328217 23.800000    

15.439300 75.162914 23.700000    

15.595305 74.997611 23.500000    

14.965743 75.333888 28.000000    
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15.121748 75.168585 29.700000    

15.277753 75.003282 31.300000    

16.213782 74.011464 34.800000    

16.369787 73.846161 35.900000    

16.525791 73.680859 35.400000    

14.960200 75.008954 37.500000    

15.116205 74.843651 35.900000    

15.272210 74.678348 36.700000    

16.052234 73.851833 35.500000    

16.208239 73.686530 35.500000    

16.364244 73.521227 35.500000    

16.520249 73.355924 24.900000    

16.676253 73.190621 25.500000    

14.642647 75.014626 53.600000    

14.798652 74.849323 53.600000    

14.954657 74.684020 54.300000    

15.890686 73.692202 36.400000    

16.046691 73.526899 35.700000    

16.202696 73.361596 35.000000    

16.358701 73.196293 25.000000    

16.514706 73.030990 25.700000    

16.982720 72.535081 19.400000    

17.138725 72.369778 19.400000    

17.294730 72.204475 19.000000    

17.450735 72.039172 19.500000    

14.325095 75.020298 51.300000    

14.481100 74.854995 51.500000    

14.637105 74.689692 51.000000    

14.793109 74.524389 53.300000    

14.949114 74.359086 55.500000    

15.105119 74.193783 54.200000    

14.319552 74.695363 52.400000    

14.475557 74.530060 61.800000    

14.631562 74.364757 64.100000    

14.787567 74.199454 61.800000    

16.659625 72.215819 42.800000    

16.815629 72.050516 40.100000    

16.971634 71.885213 38.500000    

17.127639 71.719910 35.900000    

17.283644 71.554607 30.800000    

14.314009 74.370429 59.900000    

14.470014 74.205126 59.300000    

14.626019 74.039823 60.500000    
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14.782024 73.874520 60.500000    

16.342072 72.221490 45.400000    

16.498077 72.056187 42.800000    

16.654082 71.890884 40.000000    

16.810087 71.725581 38.000000    

16.966091 71.560278 33.400000    

17.122096 71.394975 30.400000    

14.152461 74.210798 61.100000    

14.308466 74.045495 60.300000    

14.464471 73.880192 60.700000    

14.620476 73.714889 59.400000    

14.776481 73.549586 61.300000    

16.180524 72.061859 44.900000    

16.336529 71.896556 42.900000    

16.492534 71.731253 43.900000    

16.648539 71.565950 41.600000    

13.990914 74.051167 61.400000    

14.146918 73.885864 60.100000    

14.302923 73.720561 57.300000    

14.458928 73.555258 56.700000    

14.614933 73.389955 54.900000    

14.770938 73.224652 56.000000    

13.985371 73.726232 55.000000    

14.141376 73.560930 55.900000    

14.297380 73.395627 56.100000    

14.453385 73.230324 57.000000    

14.609390 73.065021 63.700000    

14.765395 72.899718 63.700000    

15.857429 71.742597 63.300000    

16.013434 71.577294 62.400000    

16.169439 71.411991 63.500000    

16.325443 71.246688 63.900000    

16.481448 71.081385 65.200000    

13.667818 73.731904 50.600000    

13.823823 73.566601 54.900000    

13.979828 73.401298 55.000000    

14.135833 73.235995 55.500000    

14.291837 73.070692 56.700000    

14.447842 72.905389 66.500000    

14.603847 72.740086 64.200000    

15.695881 71.582965 65.000000    

15.851886 71.417662 66.100000    

16.007891 71.252360 66.000000    
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16.163896 71.087057 67.100000    

13.506270 73.572273 52.100000    

13.662275 73.406970 54.000000    

13.818280 73.241667 55.100000    

13.974285 73.076364 59.000000    

14.130290 72.911061 61.500000    

14.286295 72.745758 62.900000    

14.442299 72.580455 63.500000    

15.534333 71.423334 64.700000    

15.690338 71.258031 67.600000    

15.846343 71.092728 67.400000    

16.002348 70.927425 68.000000    

13.344723 73.412642 51.300000    

13.500727 73.247339 55.200000    

13.656732 73.082036 55.700000    

13.812737 72.916733 62.500000    

13.968742 72.751430 61.500000    

14.124747 72.586127 62.500000    

14.748766 71.924915 59.500000    

14.904771 71.759612 60.100000    

15.060776 71.594309 60.000000    

15.216781 71.429006 63.600000    

15.372786 71.263703 69.300000    

15.528790 71.098400 68.500000    

15.684795 70.933097 68.600000    

15.840800 70.767794 68.200000    

15.996805 70.602491 65.600000    

13.183175 73.253011 56.100000    

13.339180 73.087708 57.400000    

13.495185 72.922405 62.000000    

13.651189 72.757102 62.800000    

13.807194 72.591799 62.000000    

13.963199 72.426496 62.400000    

14.587218 71.765284 59.800000    

14.743223 71.599981 61.500000    

14.899228 71.434678 62.000000    

15.055233 71.269375 63.800000    

15.367243 70.938769 68.000000    

15.523248 70.773466 67.600000    

15.679252 70.608163 67.800000    

15.835257 70.442860 63.800000    

13.021627 73.093379 55.100000    

13.177632 72.928076 59.500000    
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13.333637 72.762773 60.600000    

13.489642 72.597470 66.600000    

13.645646 72.432167 67.500000    

13.801651 72.266864 68.500000    

14.113661 71.936258 68.500000    

14.269666 71.770955 60.600000    

14.425671 71.605652 60.500000    

14.581676 71.440349 61.500000    

14.737680 71.275046 62.600000    

14.893685 71.109744 63.500000    

15.049690 70.944441 62.500000    

15.205695 70.779138 63.800000    

15.361700 70.613835 67.500000    

15.517705 70.448532 67.700000    

15.673709 70.283229 67.600000    

15.829714 70.117926 69.400000    

12.860079 72.933748 56.300000    

13.016084 72.768445 59.200000    

13.172089 72.603142 62.400000    

13.328094 72.437839 68.100000    

13.484099 72.272536 68.100000    

13.640104 72.107233 68.500000    

13.952113 71.776627 55.700000    

14.108118 71.611324 59.500000    

14.264123 71.446021 59.700000    

14.420128 71.280718 60.800000    

14.576133 71.115415 63.200000    

14.732138 70.950112 63.800000    

14.888142 70.784809 62.600000    

15.044147 70.619506 63.000000    

15.200152 70.454203 66.900000    

15.356157 70.288900 67.900000    

15.512162 70.123597 68.000000    

15.668167 69.958294 69.500000    

12.698532 72.774117 56.900000    

12.854536 72.608814 61.400000    

13.010541 72.443511 62.800000    

13.166546 72.278208 66.400000    

13.322551 72.112905 65.000000    

13.478556 71.947602 65.400000    

13.634561 71.782299 63.700000    

13.790566 71.616996 55.700000    

13.946570 71.451693 59.400000    
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14.102575 71.286390 59.300000    

14.258580 71.121087 60.300000    

14.414585 70.955784 63.000000    

14.570590 70.790481 63.500000    

14.726595 70.625178 62.300000    

14.882599 70.459875 63.100000    

15.038604 70.294572 67.500000    

15.194609 70.129269 68.100000    

15.350614 69.963966 69.100000    

15.506619 69.798663 72.700000    

12.536984 72.614486 58.200000    

12.692989 72.449183 61.900000    

12.848994 72.283880 61.500000    

13.004998 72.118577 62.600000    

13.161003 71.953274 62.900000    

13.317008 71.787971 65.000000    

13.473013 71.622668 62.100000    

13.629018 71.457365 54.700000    

13.785023 71.292062 57.000000    

13.941027 71.126759 57.500000    

14.097032 70.961456 59.800000    

14.253037 70.796153 61.300000    

12.375436 72.454854 61.300000    

12.531441 72.289551 62.500000    

12.687446 72.124248 62.200000    

12.843451 71.958945 57.300000    

12.999456 71.793642 55.400000    

13.155460 71.628339 55.700000    

13.311465 71.463036 58.300000    

13.467470 71.297733 62.300000    

13.623475 71.132431 61.300000    

13.779480 70.967128 60.900000    

13.935485 70.801825 61.300000    

14.091489 70.636522 61.300000    

14.247494 70.471219 61.300000    

14.403499 70.305916 56.000000    

12.213888 72.295223 45.400000    

12.369893 72.129920 45.400000    

12.525898 71.964617 45.400000    

12.681903 71.799314 54.700000    

12.837908 71.634011 55.400000    

12.993913 71.468708 55.400000    

13.149917 71.303405 55.800000    
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13.305922 71.138102 62.400000    

13.461927 70.972799 61.300000    

13.617932 70.807496 61.600000    

13.773937 70.642193 61.300000    

13.929942 70.476890 60.900000    

14.085947 70.311587 61.400000    

14.241951 70.146284 57.100000    

14.397956 69.980981 53.100000    

14.553961 69.815678 53.100000    

14.709966 69.650375 51.700000    

12.520355 71.639683 55.200000    

12.676360 71.474380 55.800000    

12.832365 71.309077 55.100000    

12.988370 71.143774 55.400000    

13.144375 70.978471 62.100000    

13.300379 70.813168 61.300000    

13.456384 70.647865 61.800000    

13.612389 70.482562 63.000000    

13.768394 70.317259 59.500000    

13.924399 70.151956 59.500000    

14.080404 69.986653 58.500000    

14.236408 69.821350 59.300000    

14.392413 69.656047 58.500000    

14.548418 69.490744 52.300000    

12.358807 71.480052 55.400000    

12.514812 71.314749 55.400000    

12.670817 71.149446 55.400000    

12.982827 70.818840 54.100000    

13.138832 70.653537 53.600000    

13.294837 70.488234 54.100000    

13.918856 69.827022 59.300000    

14.074861 69.661719 59.300000    

14.230866 69.496416 58.500000    

14.386870 69.331113 51.700000    

12.821279 70.659209 55.400000    

12.977284 70.493906 54.900000    

13.133289 70.328603 54.500000    

13.757308 69.667391 59.300000    

13.913313 69.502088 59.300000    

14.069318 69.336785 58.800000    

12.659731 70.499577 55.400000    

12.815736 70.334274 55.200000    

12.971741 70.168971 51.500000    
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13.127746 70.003668 50.200000    

13.283751 69.838365 48.900000    

12.810193 70.009340 48.100000    

12.966198 69.844037 49.400000    

13.122203 69.678734 49.100000    

13.278208 69.513431 50.400000    

      

Ryan et al., 2016     

18.073100 65.268900 50.000000 RF Moho depth from sea level 

17.913300 63.329200 44.000000    

17.045800 64.880800 36.000000    

18.283900 69.010300 63.000000    

21.848600 63.742800 50.000000    

19.393900 65.918100 70.000000    

14.895000 64.436900 30.000000    

19.670000 69.190000 48.000000    

19.131080 69.595530 25.000000    

19.597170 70.123050 10.000000    

19.761000 69.655700 18.000000    

18.614000 70.328000 10.000000    

18.336000 69.502000 32.000000    

18.335100 69.507670 32.000000    

19.868052 69.415750 20.000000    

19.158138 65.070045 58.000000    

19.850658 68.846214 50.000000    

19.810690 63.723930 43.000000    

20.461914 66.746880 62.000000    

19.606434 68.323330 60.000000    

19.625390 65.437416 62.000000    

17.777660 67.477750 60.000000    

18.827925 66.733100 63.000000    

19.147955 64.644646 58.000000    

17.292400 67.749000 63.000000    

16.922100 68.314700 62.000000    

19.620110 67.724530 68.000000    

19.374700 65.929500 70.000000    

19.299860 60.706450 30.000000    

19.353514 67.222130 58.000000    

20.075567 66.885120 60.000000    

19.485266 64.180290 49.000000    

18.388040 67.017280 70.000000    

19.103400 66.221200 70.000000    
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20.253782 63.161800 38.000000    

17.946667 67.816154 68.000000    

16.288000 68.131000 51.000000    

17.249380 65.906900 42.000000    

18.224253 68.938670 57.000000    

17.791587 68.286770 65.000000    

17.282753 67.746448 62.000000    

16.906045 67.136433 57.000000    

17.593578 69.446987 72.000000    

17.289673 69.213837 64.000000    

17.213062 69.003150 72.000000    

17.112670 68.779722 71.000000    

17.023525 68.604993 69.000000    

16.975450 68.420343 64.000000    

16.983300 68.192880 63.000000    

16.775114 68.080775 60.000000    

16.547820 67.953895 61.000000    

16.348468 67.817203 58.000000    

16.196800 67.698657 61.000000    

16.009510 67.612500 55.000000    

15.830117 67.564782 49.000000    

15.596395 67.370923 50.000000    

15.324910 67.082290 45.000000    

15.143435 67.035620 38.000000    

14.851038 66.748280 35.000000    

16.438257 68.865840 72.000000    

15.761890 68.650830 54.000000    

15.504417 67.866485 45.000000    

14.434588 67.538867 38.000000    

15.655625 69.120103 60.000000    

15.240360 68.747920 54.000000    

14.688690 68.394230 52.000000    

14.144857 67.887240 44.000000    

13.767990 68.119980 40.000000    

17.906810 70.157000 30.000000    

17.778270 69.960050 28.000000    

17.575000 69.679740 60.000000    

16.557870 71.450840 62.000000    

17.325430 70.994970 18.000000    

16.886160 70.373950 74.000000    

15.922810 69.824000 76.000000    

15.237910 69.531060 62.000000    

14.826160 70.400920 68.000000    
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12.874480 69.714140 40.000000    

      

McGlashan et al., 2008     

15.249000 72.708000 63.300000 Underside reflection Moho 

15.102000 72.723000 64.200000 
  corrected for 
elevation  

      

James and Snoke, 1994     

07.627300 76.694400 45.200000 P-to-S converted phase Moho 

07.835700 76.328100 47.300000 
  corrected for 
elevation  

08.207200 76.508100 48.200000    

08.792800 75.695500 39.400000    

07.417800 74.945400 32.800000    

07.650500 74.792700 36.800000    

07.901600 74.749800 38.400000    

08.433500 74.663000 43.800000    

08.390000 73.932100 41.800000    

09.891800 75.473800 45.000000    

10.457800 75.163100 53.600000    

11.094900 73.591800 34.100000    

      
Tassara and Echaurren, 
2012     

05.213930 72.534800 34.224000 
Gravity modelling Moho depth 
from 

05.352540 61.833600 34.052700   sea level   

05.911550 76.374200 34.634600    

05.962030 71.969500 35.163000    

06.034050 74.386700 33.312900    

06.331690 68.326700 34.037800    

06.355680 77.397700 39.807100    

06.571760 77.899100 46.902600    

06.577890 75.629500 34.326400    

06.789300 78.406400 55.122300    

07.037490 78.988500 32.332100    

06.962980 78.813300 46.902600    

06.905250 78.678200 53.590100    

07.035220 72.134300 35.903800    

07.201300 79.374800 15.964700    

07.118730 76.878800 38.112700    

07.232640 74.853900 34.794400    

07.301890 77.305400 41.947200    
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07.470070 80.011700 23.034900    

07.780890 78.430000 42.397700    

07.711550 78.266300 56.654500    

07.620210 78.051200 56.961000    

07.969490 78.876800 18.486500    

07.887750 78.682700 25.275000    

07.833590 76.243600 36.637900    

08.102030 76.870800 40.917100    

08.290590 79.642300 19.499800    

08.157670 79.324500 13.680400    

08.185860 74.762100 34.416400    

08.321790 72.787800 35.026300    

08.345890 79.775300 36.705000    

08.468690 77.734700 63.571200    

08.356190 77.468600 59.412500    

08.543970 77.912900 57.264200    

08.595980 71.140700 34.336800    

08.684830 69.090500 34.336800    

08.556480 60.127000 36.431700    

08.802810 76.199300 37.036900    

09.037940 63.272600 36.220000    

09.170420 77.066700 57.714600    

09.157650 74.714300 35.026300    

09.121020 65.623000 36.089700    

09.408480 77.633200 55.462200    

09.320980 77.424500 64.021700    

09.308850 70.489600 33.675900    

09.440290 75.374800 37.067500    

09.750390 76.105200 43.599000    

09.930550 69.632500 34.818500    

09.974280 78.996000 32.616000    

10.074200 76.874900 66.724800    

09.986310 76.665400 62.670200    

09.985590 74.331300 34.336800    

10.167900 77.099300 59.967200    

10.231400 63.671800 34.210200    

10.370100 72.913200 34.997700    

10.408800 66.235600 36.796100    

10.564000 75.692900 59.066200    

10.773400 78.563700 30.333000    

10.746800 76.128200 67.625600    

10.692300 62.507600 35.695100    

10.872200 76.428500 66.274300    
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11.014000 74.416000 36.980600    

11.017900 69.822800 34.876100    

11.368800 60.674600 35.741900    

11.723600 66.912200 35.321200    

12.105500 74.654600 50.804400    

12.074700 60.052700 36.510900    

12.212400 70.259800 37.043600    

12.306800 77.526300 31.163100    

12.360200 63.913000 36.432100    

12.411700 62.867000 35.835500    

12.452700 61.966700 35.321200    

12.733300 66.919000 34.443000    

12.794000 61.549100 35.915900    

12.973300 64.066000 34.204400    

13.115800 77.104900 21.062100    

13.089200 61.185800 36.432100    

13.297400 60.499300 37.364700    

13.502000 64.198100 32.284100    

13.430800 62.891300 35.321200    

13.621900 66.657300 34.140800    

13.560400 65.335500 33.143600    

13.918600 63.931900 33.909800    

14.007500 66.314400 34.550400    

13.927500 61.811800 36.856000    

14.228900 66.803500 36.607800    

14.126700 60.109600 37.040100    

14.339400 66.017800 34.903400    

14.349800 64.861700 33.909800    

14.279800 63.699900 35.321200    

14.306300 60.480000 37.040100    

14.484200 62.986300 36.337800    

14.738900 65.709900 35.127000    

14.660800 62.362100 37.226500    

14.676400 60.287800 36.076100    

14.952000 66.178400 35.127000    

14.829800 63.723200 35.617300    

14.850400 61.610200 36.603300    

15.144300 66.603200 36.908000    

15.085200 65.441600 35.321200    

15.005100 61.934100 36.603300    

15.008400 60.973900 36.076100    

15.086500 60.008300 36.875900    

15.207200 64.535500 35.617300    
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15.310600 63.743200 35.876200    

15.206900 62.358600 36.603300    

15.295300 61.571000 36.076100    

15.484100 66.318400 35.321200    

15.471300 65.108700 36.109000    

15.506000 62.991500 35.984500    

15.687000 65.580300 37.656400    

15.669000 62.355100 36.076100    

15.873400 65.990100 37.656200    

15.808100 64.816600 36.797600    

15.829000 61.544100 36.076100    

15.965200 66.192800 38.069900    

15.931900 63.901300 35.881100    

15.961000 61.820100 36.076100    

16.114900 66.524400 39.568900    

16.213300 65.702000 39.697900    

16.160700 64.394100 36.303500    

16.133300 62.181700 36.076100    

16.315600 66.971500 44.380000    

16.385900 66.082300 40.473600    

16.406600 64.928000 37.514400    

16.292600 60.388800 36.940500    

16.592600 65.334400 38.843500    

16.457900 64.035500 35.885200    

16.498400 62.953600 35.988300    

16.528400 62.033000 36.076100    

16.763100 66.921200 49.491500    

16.740800 65.659600 40.945600    

16.931800 73.059000 24.842800    

16.955700 66.134100 46.952300    

16.820000 65.834200 41.301000    

16.913000 65.022400 38.120700    

16.916000 61.681400 36.271200    

17.129000 66.519300 51.085400    

17.122000 64.290100 37.587800    

17.243900 72.704600 26.384800    

17.187100 65.623400 42.001100    

17.331700 64.745300 38.616300    

17.234700 61.390400 36.432100    

17.437900 66.178000 52.434000    

17.458400 65.021800 40.401500    

17.395600 62.690500 36.675100    

17.590300 72.252300 27.783500    
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17.535800 72.120400 25.517400    

17.688100 64.508100 39.038600    

17.618400 61.035900 36.834800    

17.875400 71.826300 30.915600    

17.843600 71.749800 27.286900    

17.840900 70.474100 32.265200    

17.769000 70.333900 37.742100    

17.849700 65.882700 49.722600    

17.734200 65.627000 44.923300    

18.061500 70.995200 24.433100    

17.991300 70.830600 24.765400    

17.914800 70.646000 27.431900    

17.920800 63.811900 38.014000    

17.935800 60.740500 37.169000    

18.205800 71.340200 25.031700    

18.140000 71.185200 24.700000    

18.238500 70.311100 32.052100    

18.140500 70.080400 41.637000    

18.200200 65.630000 47.412600    

18.110500 63.236900 37.169000    

18.160400 62.168100 36.932000    

18.264600 71.481500 28.327500    

18.364400 70.609600 26.962600    

18.262500 64.551400 42.481200    

18.586100 71.139500 26.611000    

18.491900 70.913400 26.196800    

18.494700 65.059000 46.265500    

18.557700 63.009400 37.266300    

18.632500 71.250700 29.991100    

18.775100 70.299800 25.316700    

18.695400 70.111100 28.629000    

18.654000 69.914600 38.301800    

18.736200 64.587000 45.319700    

18.919600 70.643800 26.157700    

18.923700 70.433400 27.345500    

18.803000 70.144900 32.865200    

18.947300 69.623300 43.941900    

18.834300 63.601200 43.329700    

18.928600 62.819500 37.347000    

18.822900 61.433000 33.071300    

19.041100 70.930300 29.397600    

18.981800 70.777100 26.874700    

19.066000 69.902700 34.320400    
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19.118400 64.215500 47.027400    

19.100900 59.913700 33.330800    

19.290300 70.435500 23.826900    

19.266900 70.379600 27.732900    

19.168900 70.146500 29.819100    

19.247200 64.495400 50.651800    

19.275500 62.383000 33.152500    

19.386900 70.666400 30.222100    

19.430800 66.119900 69.049600    

19.427000 64.888600 56.153800    

19.435300 63.905600 48.445200    

19.617400 69.921000 26.522900    

19.589400 69.781500 32.048600    

19.504600 69.481600 44.571100    

19.679700 66.679200 73.207000    

19.608600 66.518900 73.728000    

19.536500 66.356800 73.333600    

19.671500 64.418700 55.078500    

19.633500 63.144100 40.352900    

19.564400 62.016800 29.646100    

19.580700 60.899500 31.481700    

19.589100 59.960600 33.027100    

19.858500 70.504900 29.424200    

19.773100 70.285100 25.535800    

19.767300 70.107300 29.199200    

19.832900 69.349800 42.746000    

19.859100 68.128200 70.810200    

19.744100 66.824800 72.149600    

19.791100 65.693100 68.862600    

19.742800 65.585700 66.919100    

19.864600 63.640300 45.406200    

19.861000 61.481900 31.279900    

19.868300 70.528400 31.153700    

19.880300 70.378800 27.975500    

19.981400 69.700500 31.539500    

20.039200 68.545700 68.778500    

19.957000 68.354500 70.559500    

19.974500 67.348300 69.280900    

20.000700 65.140700 65.149500    

19.972600 63.873900 48.426200    

20.200200 70.221500 27.360100    

20.106800 69.998500 26.909000    

20.178900 68.864600 63.612800    
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20.223300 66.662200 75.143700    

20.155400 66.509000 75.722300    

20.222900 63.417100 42.865300    

20.110800 62.005200 31.279900    

20.109100 61.030300 32.655300    

20.265200 70.377700 32.040600    

20.343000 69.266300 45.876800    

20.234600 69.034800 59.654500    

20.351000 68.214800 70.609900    

20.324200 66.891100 74.710500    

20.269400 64.519900 53.043600    

20.310300 60.308900 34.364100    

20.528800 69.690500 31.776900    

20.455500 69.516300 34.942600    

20.580600 68.750100 66.074100    

20.493700 67.277600 72.869500    

20.419800 64.849500 57.630300    

20.413400 62.645400 37.321900    

20.570700 61.994800 32.655300    

20.507200 60.714200 34.168100    

20.739700 70.234100 30.179100    

20.695800 70.128700 28.697800    

20.618400 69.921500 29.235900    

20.713200 69.061800 51.978900    

20.669300 67.680500 72.603800    

20.611400 66.504400 80.156100    

20.722400 65.519600 68.333500    

20.676500 63.207300 39.819500    

20.720500 61.156000 34.168100    

20.775200 70.287700 32.568200    

20.826300 69.329200 40.722200    

20.882500 68.173800 69.438600    

20.932300 67.235000 74.259900    

20.769700 64.604700 51.341900    

20.928100 63.749900 43.695200    

20.843900 60.444700 35.450500    

21.110100 70.006200 29.437700    

20.981900 69.699100 30.553200    

21.122200 68.742900 60.352500    

21.022500 68.505400 67.089000    

21.125900 66.425000 74.397100    

21.005300 66.152900 74.017800    

21.057900 63.029400 37.254900    
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21.214300 70.257100 36.082000    

21.177900 70.169800 29.586100    

21.289600 69.135700 50.261600    

21.197200 68.915300 60.135300    

21.268200 66.748200 72.862100    

21.293000 64.545800 48.667700    

21.214000 62.191000 34.403200    

21.362100 69.301800 49.005700    

21.475300 68.493900 65.384900    

21.323800 68.139500 68.465500    

21.438600 67.137800 71.658100    

21.326000 65.839000 70.996300    

21.438200 62.666900 36.513800    

21.355000 60.364600 36.221900    

21.623100 69.930900 32.040300    

21.529900 69.707400 35.741500    

21.623400 68.842700 56.359600    

21.617900 67.550300 69.019100    

21.572600 66.395200 72.646100    

21.548600 65.110500 57.652500    

21.523200 60.711400 36.055100    

21.763900 70.274800 34.437700    

21.699800 70.115100 32.401800    

21.779500 69.213100 46.913400    

21.821000 65.718400 64.620400    

21.733500 64.495700 46.415900    

21.806800 63.458300 39.809000    

21.759900 62.357900 35.885300    

21.920900 69.550600 39.010600    

21.950500 68.325500 65.468900    

21.854600 68.100600 66.953400    

21.862100 67.055800 69.482300    

22.005100 66.132900 67.189400    

21.922300 65.949700 66.380400    

21.947000 61.593700 36.255300    

22.201400 70.228100 31.938100    

22.138400 70.075200 30.714100    

22.039800 69.836800 32.960300    

22.158000 68.867000 55.813800    

22.087600 68.671700 62.539200    

22.130700 66.418000 68.826400    

22.117300 64.133600 44.012800    

22.103600 60.940400 36.571300    
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22.250900 70.348700 35.109100    

22.319300 69.250700 46.342200    

22.268900 69.054200 54.812900    

22.277600 68.018600 70.022500    

22.378800 66.985500 68.451700    

22.274600 66.746400 67.815600    

22.237900 65.616000 59.250500    

22.367200 64.683000 45.452900    

22.265400 62.265500 39.060300    

22.245300 60.101100 36.467700    

22.542100 69.734500 35.121500    

22.449500 69.562600 38.580300    

22.413600 69.400400 44.668400    

22.538900 68.634000 65.335600    

22.416000 68.343800 71.285700    

22.389600 65.957800 63.396900    

22.442000 63.825000 41.975100    

22.720400 70.167500 30.514300    

22.626000 69.924800 32.578200    

22.676400 68.961200 55.036900    

22.579200 67.448900 66.717100    

22.621500 66.484300 66.411700    

22.730700 65.493100 54.917000    

22.599200 65.198500 51.342200    

22.810500 70.438900 33.498600    

22.790100 70.321200 30.605100    

22.829400 69.327600 44.950900    

22.901400 68.202700 65.306900    

22.780600 67.918600 64.708000    

22.813900 66.925800 67.583500    

22.800700 65.650300 56.819600    

22.904500 64.842900 44.636400    

23.094600 69.970000 27.995300    

22.956600 69.634800 34.878400    

23.107900 68.692000 63.462000    

23.044700 68.541700 64.345300    

22.952500 68.323100 64.568200    

23.060900 66.240000 63.234100    

22.954300 65.997700 61.850500    

23.041900 61.755800 36.467800    

23.269600 70.398800 24.582400    

23.219000 70.274100 24.463200    

23.278700 69.100400 54.426900    
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23.195700 68.905200 59.686100    

23.137800 67.677600 64.393100    

23.185100 66.524200 64.168600    

23.148600 65.388000 51.241500    

23.163800 64.206100 40.775500    

23.307500 70.491900 31.178500    

23.463200 69.618800 43.143500    

23.395000 69.453700 46.804000    

23.346800 69.268000 50.006600    

23.312400 68.087600 66.007800    

23.457900 67.153000 63.334400    

23.308400 66.807300 64.798300    

23.433200 66.031500 60.539100    

23.376900 64.677100 42.001300    

23.642600 70.055800 32.633700    

23.589400 69.889800 37.228300    

23.482600 68.491200 65.596900    

23.599000 66.410200 62.095600    

23.610500 65.198600 45.982300    

23.489800 64.928600 45.044400    

23.772900 70.305400 30.377800    

23.661300 70.032700 34.269600    

23.656900 68.907800 62.408900    

23.764500 67.870500 60.978000    

23.684300 67.681800 60.236900    

23.718000 66.683600 61.173400    

23.742300 65.495300 50.264600    

23.780000 64.534400 39.751100    

23.819900 63.421800 37.938100    

23.698300 60.995300 36.378700    

23.862700 70.598000 32.662400    

23.850400 70.497500 30.518100    

23.923500 69.552400 47.097000    

23.830000 69.325200 53.513300    

23.935800 68.276300 60.178500    

23.843000 68.056100 60.789200    

23.973800 66.011500 55.156800    

23.883800 65.815800 53.159900    

24.004700 65.035600 41.490400    

23.847800 62.465800 36.378700    

24.158500 70.128600 34.169300    

24.040800 69.839000 39.110800    

24.108600 68.689000 60.821200    
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24.016200 68.467900 58.715600    

24.147800 67.685200 52.922900    

24.121900 66.350400 59.392500    

24.054200 66.195200 57.382300    

24.177600 62.003500 36.068000    

24.366700 70.645500 34.697100    

24.331600 70.558200 30.983800    

24.256100 70.370200 31.799700    

24.356400 69.216200 52.516100    

24.295900 69.069200 56.699100    

24.198900 68.906200 60.650100    

24.320000 68.092800 55.582500    

24.367800 66.848400 56.873800    

24.312400 66.719500 57.628300    

24.233100 66.535800 57.891600    

24.268300 65.630300 46.858700    

24.318300 64.518000 39.184800    

24.216800 59.914400 36.114800    

24.535500 69.725600 38.004700    

24.446000 69.470600 46.147400    

24.491400 68.502200 59.474400    

24.537000 67.243900 55.245000    

24.439700 66.020400 52.565400    

24.545300 65.025400 42.471000    

24.422500 64.750300 39.989000    

24.461600 61.601400 35.798900    

24.676900 70.074700 30.082700    

24.614400 69.919900 33.294700    

24.658500 68.904800 59.158100    

24.699400 67.706100 56.884300    

24.639700 67.485800 54.380000    

24.634600 66.468700 59.872500    

24.696800 63.118800 37.394300    

24.621900 60.750400 35.856200    

24.898100 70.625800 33.046300    

24.860000 70.525600 30.075700    

24.776800 70.322700 28.554200    

24.836900 69.338800 45.315400    

24.858600 68.084100 57.779100    

24.827900 66.917200 59.602600    

24.859200 65.736200 48.936200    

24.779800 65.555300 46.297100    

24.781300 64.503400 38.697900    
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24.747100 60.064600 35.902300    

24.912100 70.633600 33.774900    

08.345890 79.775300 36.705000    

09.114400 79.277500 35.739700    

09.301670 79.730600 19.765700    

09.974280 78.996000 32.616000    

10.171500 79.477000 14.808600    

10.368200 79.959900 06.472040    

10.773400 78.563700 30.333000    

10.995500 79.108600 12.686700    

11.147400 79.483800 06.620980    

11.549500 78.070500 26.754200    

11.781500 78.642300 12.058000    

11.946500 79.051700 06.343460    

12.420300 77.806200 20.581800    

12.547800 78.122100 11.764100    

12.696200 78.491800 05.800450    

13.115800 77.104900 21.062100    

13.358600 77.707800 09.412680    

13.254100 77.447600 14.852300    

13.458000 77.956400 05.700430    

13.907400 76.636600 19.142800    

14.038400 76.961800 11.535300    

14.189800 77.340300 05.285660    

14.774400 76.351400 09.765170    

14.665700 76.081100 15.247300    

14.890000 76.640500 04.790690    

15.453700 75.595500 15.029000    

15.578600 75.906800 05.283680    

16.255500 75.140300 06.291580    

16.123100 74.811600 17.191200    

16.766100 73.959800 15.983600    

16.904100 74.301000 07.209240    

16.961900 73.136900 28.076200    

17.099100 73.463500 16.386400    

17.016100 73.269000 22.463300    

17.241100 73.821800 07.012260    

17.176800 73.663500 11.076300    

17.267300 72.761400 27.449100    

17.376600 73.027900 17.283200    

17.531200 73.406900 06.842320    

17.674000 72.458200 21.846300    

17.607300 72.293500 28.387700    



 

154 

 

17.836500 72.854300 09.534950    

17.751900 72.644800 15.654000    

17.875400 71.826300 30.915600    

18.030800 72.202200 18.101900    

18.182200 72.571300 06.834320    

18.364100 71.724400 23.402200    

18.286400 71.534100 30.950100    

18.576100 72.239100 06.902480    

18.503600 72.062600 11.636300    

18.437000 71.898200 17.038700    

18.646000 71.283300 32.125100    

18.920400 71.947400 06.962090    

18.791200 71.633600 17.642300    

19.139900 71.172700 24.123200    

19.057500 70.974300 31.603700    

19.283800 71.520500 11.751000    

19.213400 71.334900 17.812300    

19.342900 71.664100 07.227420    

19.405700 70.711500 31.162300    

19.558200 71.078600 17.349600    

19.700300 71.423200 07.452020    

19.943400 70.708900 26.407200    

19.872900 70.539600 32.763200    

20.188900 71.304000 07.445020    

20.108800 71.109200 12.190700    

20.049200 70.949000 17.168800    

20.271300 70.392300 34.127700    

20.457000 70.840300 16.229900    

20.605700 71.201800 07.439060    

20.919700 70.636800 21.178400    

20.871100 70.519100 26.026600    

20.786900 70.316000 34.117000    

21.019200 70.878500 13.685300    

21.128400 71.145300 07.381300    

21.300800 70.466500 26.412000    

21.214300 70.257100 36.082000    

21.422200 70.761800 16.034800    

21.559700 71.098400 07.333630    

21.819000 70.408600 32.294500    

21.777300 70.307400 36.216700    

21.933400 70.687600 21.734600    

21.868300 70.528800 27.734500    

22.129700 71.162400 07.622890    
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22.036200 70.939700 13.126400    

22.320100 70.517700 29.163900    

22.250900 70.348700 35.109100    

22.457300 70.854700 18.364200    

22.390300 70.690000 22.900100    

22.603400 71.216200 07.863230    

22.890300 70.634600 26.353700    

22.810500 70.438900 33.498600    

23.104200 71.113900 11.169600    

22.994800 70.892600 18.034400    

23.158900 71.250300 08.469190    

23.460200 70.870400 18.836400    

23.307500 70.492000 31.178500    

23.590500 71.195700 10.072900    

23.523400 71.027800 13.936500    

23.657000 71.362800 07.879570    

23.988800 70.911600 21.521400    

23.900900 70.692800 29.171900    

24.112000 71.220200 12.969000    

24.076500 71.131000 15.220100    

24.210100 71.396600 07.646250    

24.366700 70.645500 34.697200    

24.447100 70.846700 26.397100    

24.676000 71.425500 07.449700    

24.550200 71.106300 16.034200    

25.083600 71.094000 16.746900    

24.981700 70.836200 26.251600    

24.912100 70.633600 33.774900    

10.901100 71.837300 34.842900    

11.712400 73.723900 37.659600    
10.370100 72.913200 34.997700       
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SUPPLEMENTAL TABLE 2. NAZCA SLAB CONSTRAINTS 

     

Lat Long Depth  Comment 

(°S) (°W) (km)     

     

This Study (RF Based)    

12.879711 77.035987 065.600000 
RF subducted 
oceanic  

13.054240 76.891811 065.300000  Moho depth from sea 

13.228770 76.747635 070.800000  level  

13.403300 76.603459 072.400000 
Theoretical CCP-
stack  

13.577829 76.459284 073.000000   resolution equal to  

13.752359 76.315108 071.800000   0.1 km  
13.926889 76.170932 070.400000   

14.101419 76.026756 071.700000   

14.275948 75.882580 071.300000   

14.450478 75.738404 073.200000   

14.625008 75.594229 071.600000   

14.799538 75.450053 072.300000   

12.912909 76.713769 059.800000   

13.087439 76.569593 059.500000   

13.261968 76.425417 060.600000   

13.436498 76.281241 063.000000   

13.611028 76.137065 063.000000   

13.785557 75.992890 064.100000   

13.960087 75.848714 068.000000   

14.134617 75.704538 067.600000   

14.309147 75.560362 067.200000   

14.483676 75.416186 064.900000   

14.658206 75.272011 065.200000   

14.832736 75.127835 065.200000   

11.898929 77.256605 067.600000   

12.073459 77.112430 068.700000   

12.247988 76.968254 068.900000   

12.422518 76.824078 069.700000   

12.771577 76.535726 060.000000   

12.946107 76.391551 059.100000   

13.120637 76.247375 060.600000   

13.295167 76.103199 062.800000   

13.469696 75.959023 063.100000   

13.644226 75.814847 062.800000   
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13.818756 75.670672 067.200000   

13.993286 75.526496 067.100000   

14.167815 75.382320 066.800000   

14.342345 75.238144 064.800000   

14.516875 75.093968 065.100000   

14.691404 74.949792 065.200000   

11.757597 77.078563 070.700000   

11.932127 76.934387 071.000000   

12.106657 76.790211 071.000000   

12.281187 76.646036 072.000000   

12.455716 76.501860 074.800000   

12.630246 76.357684 059.700000   

12.804776 76.213508 059.000000   

12.979306 76.069332 060.700000   

13.153835 75.925157 063.500000   

13.328365 75.780981 063.300000   

13.502895 75.636805 062.400000   

13.677424 75.492629 066.100000   

13.851954 75.348453 066.900000   

14.026484 75.204278 068.000000   

14.201014 75.060102 064.900000   

14.375543 74.915926 064.900000   

14.550073 74.771750 065.000000   

11.616266 76.900521 071.000000   

11.790796 76.756345 074.400000   

11.965326 76.612169 076.300000   

12.139855 76.467993 079.000000   

12.314385 76.323818 081.800000   

13.536093 75.314587 065.200000   

13.710623 75.170411 066.900000   

13.885153 75.026235 065.200000   

11.474935 76.722478 072.900000   

11.649464 76.578303 076.700000   

11.823994 76.434127 077.300000   

11.998524 76.289951 079.300000   

12.173054 76.145775 081.200000   

13.220232 75.280720 065.400000   

13.394762 75.136545 065.200000   

13.569291 74.992369 066.900000   

13.743821 74.848193 065.500000   

11.333603 76.544436 098.900000   

11.508133 76.400260 102.100000   

11.682663 76.256085 100.300000   
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11.857192 76.111909 101.300000   

12.031722 75.967733 094.900000   

12.206252 75.823557 094.300000   

12.380782 75.679381 088.200000   

12.555311 75.535206 079.600000   

12.729841 75.391030 067.300000   

12.904371 75.246854 066.600000   

13.078901 75.102678 065.700000   

13.253430 74.958502 069.400000   

13.427960 74.814327 069.100000   

13.602490 74.670151 071.200000   

13.777019 74.525975 079.600000   

11.192272 76.366394 106.900000   

11.366802 76.222218 106.100000   

11.541331 76.078042 106.900000   

11.715861 75.933866 103.500000   

11.890391 75.789691 096.700000   

12.064921 75.645515 095.400000   

12.239450 75.501339 090.300000   

12.413980 75.357163 081.000000   

12.588510 75.212987 066.500000   

12.763039 75.068812 067.100000   

12.937569 74.924636 066.600000   

13.112099 74.780460 069.900000   

13.286629 74.636284 071.600000   

13.461158 74.492108 073.800000   

13.635688 74.347933 078.600000   

13.810218 74.203757 077.700000   

11.050941 76.188352 105.600000   

11.225470 76.044176 105.400000   

11.400000 75.900000 106.400000   

11.574530 75.755824 105.400000   

11.749059 75.611648 099.400000   

11.923589 75.467473 096.300000   

12.098119 75.323297 089.300000   

12.272649 75.179121 083.200000   

12.447178 75.034945 066.600000   

12.621708 74.890769 067.000000   

12.796238 74.746594 067.800000   

12.970768 74.602418 073.100000   

13.145297 74.458242 072.700000   

13.319827 74.314066 073.300000   

13.494357 74.169890 078.000000   
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10.909609 76.010309 105.400000   

11.084139 75.866134 105.400000   

11.258669 75.721958 106.400000   

11.433198 75.577782 106.900000   

11.607728 75.433606 099.800000   

11.782258 75.289430 095.700000   

11.956788 75.145254 090.400000   

12.131317 75.001079 086.900000   

12.305847 74.856903 087.500000   

12.480377 74.712727 087.500000   

12.654906 74.568551 086.700000   

12.829436 74.424375 071.800000   

13.003966 74.280200 072.900000   

13.178496 74.136024 072.900000   

13.353025 73.991848 072.900000   

13.527555 73.847672 063.900000   

13.702085 73.703496 065.700000   

10.768278 75.832267 105.600000   

10.942808 75.688091 104.800000   

11.117337 75.543915 105.000000   

11.291867 75.399740 104.800000   

11.466397 75.255564 104.800000   

11.640926 75.111388 112.700000   

11.815456 74.967212 116.700000   

12.688105 74.246333 071.800000   

12.862634 74.102157 072.600000   

13.037164 73.957982 072.400000   

13.211694 73.813806 074.100000   

13.386224 73.669630 064.900000   

13.560753 73.525454 067.400000   

10.626946 75.654225 106.400000   

10.801476 75.510049 105.700000   

10.976006 75.365873 107.300000   

11.150536 75.221697 105.400000   

11.325065 75.077522 107.000000   

13.244892 73.491588 064.700000   

13.419422 73.347412 070.300000   

10.485615 75.476182 106.700000   

10.660145 75.332007 105.400000   

10.834674 75.187831 106.100000   

11.009204 75.043655 105.000000   

11.183734 74.899479 108.200000   

12.754501 73.601897 074.500000   
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12.929031 73.457721 074.100000   

13.103561 73.313545 073.200000   

13.278091 73.169370 070.100000   

10.344284 75.298140 106.700000   

10.518813 75.153964 105.700000   

10.693343 75.009789 105.400000   

10.867873 74.865613 105.400000   

11.042403 74.721437 107.700000   

12.613170 73.423855 065.300000   

12.787700 73.279679 065.800000   

12.962230 73.135503 066.000000   

13.136759 72.991327 070.200000   

10.377482 74.975922 115.000000   

10.552012 74.831746 115.300000   

10.726541 74.687570 114.700000   

12.471839 73.245812 068.400000   

12.646368 73.101637 072.200000   

12.820898 72.957461 074.100000   

12.995428 72.813285 074.800000   

12.505037 72.923594 072.600000   

12.679567 72.779419 075.800000   

12.854096 72.635243 076.800000   

12.189176 72.889728 072.000000   

12.363706 72.745552 075.600000   

12.538235 72.601376 079.100000   

12.712765 72.457200 078.000000   

12.396904 72.423334 082.100000   

12.571434 72.279158 078.600000   

12.255573 72.245292 078.900000   

12.430102 72.101116 076.900000   

15.444800 75.487800 039.500000   

15.600800 75.322500 039.200000   

15.756900 75.157200 039.500000   

15.283300 75.328200 040.000000   

15.439300 75.162900 039.200000   

15.595300 74.997600 040.000000   

14.965700 75.333900 052.500000   

15.121700 75.168600 054.000000   

15.277800 75.003300 054.000000   

16.213800 74.011500 047.200000   

16.369800 73.846200 046.800000   

16.525800 73.680900 047.000000   

14.960200 75.009000 053.500000   
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15.116200 74.843700 054.400000   

16.052200 73.851800 046.700000   

16.208200 73.686500 047.000000   

16.364200 73.521200 050.900000   

16.520200 73.355900 053.300000   

16.676300 73.190600 052.900000   

14.798652 74.849323 074.000000   

14.954657 74.684020 074.000000   

15.890686 73.692202 068.700000   

16.046691 73.526899 068.700000   

16.202696 73.361596 066.700000   

16.358701 73.196293 064.400000   

16.514706 73.030990 064.200000   

14.637105 74.689692 076.500000   

14.793109 74.524389 078.400000   

14.949114 74.359086 079.900000   

15.105119 74.193783 081.700000   

16.041148 73.201965 098.800000   

16.197153 73.036662 098.800000   

14.475557 74.530060 079.900000   

14.631562 74.364757 081.100000   

14.787567 74.199454 082.500000   

14.943571 74.034151 083.400000   

16.503620 72.381122 094.400000   

14.314009 74.370429 081.400000   

14.470014 74.205126 081.900000   

14.626019 74.039823 081.400000   

14.782024 73.874520 084.100000   

14.938028 73.709217 090.400000   

14.152461 74.210798 081.400000   

14.308466 74.045495 082.500000   

14.464471 73.880192 079.800000   

14.620476 73.714889 075.500000   

14.776481 73.549586 076.100000   

14.932486 73.384283 084.600000   

13.990914 74.051167 078.300000   

14.146918 73.885864 078.200000   

14.302923 73.720561 075.400000   

14.458928 73.555258 071.800000   

14.614933 73.389955 071.800000   

14.770938 73.224652 073.000000   

16.174981 71.736925 122.100000   

16.330986 71.571622 124.700000   
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14.141376 73.560930 070.300000   

14.297380 73.395627 071.500000   

14.453385 73.230324 073.100000   

14.609390 73.065021 074.200000   

14.765395 72.899718 079.700000   

14.921400 72.734415 092.400000   

13.823823 73.566601 066.400000   

13.979828 73.401298 069.400000   

14.135833 73.235995 070.900000   

14.291837 73.070692 071.800000   

14.447842 72.905389 073.900000   

14.603847 72.740086 079.400000   

14.759852 72.574783 094.300000   

13.662275 73.406970 067.600000   

13.818280 73.241667 067.400000   

14.130290 72.911061 074.400000   

14.286295 72.745758 074.400000   

14.598304 72.415152 094.400000   

13.500727 73.247339 066.300000   

13.656732 73.082036 064.800000   

13.968742 72.751430 075.200000   

14.124747 72.586127 074.500000   

13.339180 73.087708 067.200000   

13.495185 72.922405 077.600000   

13.651189 72.757102 080.200000   

13.807194 72.591799 082.000000   

13.333637 72.762773 081.600000   

13.489642 72.597470 082.700000   

13.645646 72.432167 083.100000   

13.801651 72.266864 084.700000   

13.957656 72.101561 085.600000   

14.113661 71.936258 088.700000   

14.269666 71.770955 086.500000   

13.172089 72.603142 078.100000   

13.328094 72.437839 082.800000   

13.484099 72.272536 082.300000   

13.640104 72.107233 083.300000   

13.796108 71.941930 083.100000   

14.108118 71.611324 079.200000   

14.264123 71.446021 091.500000   

14.420128 71.280718 090.600000   

13.010541 72.443511 080.400000   

13.166546 72.278208 079.000000   
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13.322551 72.112905 080.400000   

13.478556 71.947602 083.600000   

13.634561 71.782299 083.700000   

12.848994 72.283880 079.100000   

13.004998 72.118577 081.200000   

13.161003 71.953274 083.700000   

13.317008 71.787971 085.100000   

13.473013 71.622668 082.000000   

13.629018 71.457365 080.400000   

12.687446 72.124248 080.700000   

12.843451 71.958945 094.100000   

12.999456 71.793642 091.800000   

13.155460 71.628339 091.100000   

13.311465 71.463036 090.200000   

12.525898 71.964617 075.300000   

12.681903 71.799314 093.300000   

12.837908 71.634011 091.900000   

12.993913 71.468708 091.100000   

13.149917 71.303405 090.700000   

12.520355 71.639683 093.200000   

12.676360 71.474380 092.100000   

12.832365 71.309077 091.200000   

12.988370 71.143774 090.300000   

     
This Study (Earthquake 
Based)    

15.110662 74.518717 073.100000 Wadati-Benioff zone  

15.266667 74.353414 074.900000  (subducted Moho  

15.422672 74.188111 076.600000   equivalent?) depth  

15.578677 74.022808 075.000000   from sea level 

15.734681 73.857505 072.800000   

15.261124 74.028480 084.700000 Value rounded to  

15.417129 73.863177 086.900000   nearest 0.1 km to  

15.573134 73.697874 089.100000   match RF results 

15.729138 73.532571 091.200000   

15.885143 73.367268 093.300000   

15.099576 73.868848 085.500000   

15.255581 73.703546 089.700000   

15.411586 73.538243 094.100000   

15.567591 73.372940 097.800000   

15.723596 73.207637 099.300000   

15.879600 73.042334 098.100000   

16.035605 72.877031 096.500000   
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16.191610 72.711728 095.600000   

16.347615 72.546425 094.400000   

15.094033 73.543914 093.700000   

15.250038 73.378611 097.400000   

15.406043 73.213308 101.400000   

15.562048 73.048005 105.100000   

15.718053 72.882702 108.700000   

15.874058 72.717399 111.500000   

16.030062 72.552096 111.500000   

16.186067 72.386793 100.300000   

15.088490 73.218980 090.600000   

15.244495 73.053677 097.300000   

15.400500 72.888374 103.600000   

15.556505 72.723071 110.000000   

15.712510 72.557768 115.700000   

15.868515 72.392465 116.300000   

16.024519 72.227162 116.000000   

16.180524 72.061859 115.700000   

16.336529 71.896556 107.500000   

16.492534 71.731253 099.400000   

14.926943 73.059349 082.500000   

15.082948 72.894046 091.700000   

15.238952 72.728743 100.600000   

15.394957 72.563440 109.900000   

15.550962 72.398137 118.600000   

15.706967 72.232834 122.400000   

15.862972 72.067531 126.200000   

16.018977 71.902228 127.900000   

15.077405 72.569112 100.400000   

15.233409 72.403809 107.400000   

15.389414 72.238506 114.700000   

15.545419 72.073203 122.000000   

15.701424 71.907900 130.400000   

15.857429 71.742597 137.800000   

16.013434 71.577294 131.200000   

16.169439 71.411991 124.900000   

14.915857 72.409480 100.600000   

15.071862 72.244177 108.600000   

15.227867 72.078874 116.600000   

15.383871 71.913571 124.700000   

15.539876 71.748268 132.700000   

15.695881 71.582965 139.700000   

14.754309 72.249849 101.900000   
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14.910314 72.084546 110.500000   

15.066319 71.919243 119.200000   

15.222324 71.753940 127.800000   

15.378328 71.588637 136.400000   

15.534333 71.423334 145.000000   

14.280752 72.420824 081.500000   

14.436757 72.255521 088.000000   

14.592761 72.090218 096.300000   

14.748766 71.924915 103.700000   

14.904771 71.759612 114.400000   

15.060776 71.594309 125.000000   

15.216781 71.429006 135.600000   

15.372786 71.263703 146.800000   

15.528790 71.098400 158.400000   

15.684795 70.933097 170.100000   

13.963199 72.426496 081.500000   

14.119204 72.261193 082.200000   

14.275209 72.095890 082.700000   

14.587218 71.765284 103.300000   

14.743223 71.599981 114.000000   

14.899228 71.434678 126.100000   

15.055233 71.269375 139.900000   

15.211238 71.104072 151.500000   

15.367243 70.938769 164.200000   

14.581676 71.440349 101.800000   

14.737680 71.275046 119.700000   

14.893685 71.109744 132.800000   

15.049690 70.944441 148.000000   

15.205695 70.779138 164.200000   

15.361700 70.613835 178.800000   

14.576133 71.115415 117.200000   

14.732138 70.950112 133.000000   

14.888142 70.784809 148.000000   

     

Scire et al., 2016    

08.000000 71.000000 660.000000 P-wave tomography  

08.500000 70.900000 660.000000   center of slab high  

09.000000 70.750000 660.000000   velocity anomaly  

09.500000 70.650000 660.000000   below sea level 

10.000000 70.500000 660.000000   

10.500000 70.350000 660.000000   

11.000000 70.250000 660.000000   
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11.500000 70.000000 660.000000   

12.000000 69.750000 660.000000   

12.500000 69.500000 660.000000   

13.000000 69.200000 660.000000   

13.500000 68.250000 660.000000   

14.000000 66.750000 660.000000   

14.000000 65.500000 660.000000   

14.500000 65.000000 660.000000   

15.000000 64.650000 660.000000   

15.500000 64.500000 660.000000   

16.000000 64.500000 660.000000   

16.500000 64.300000 660.000000   

17.000000 64.150000 660.000000   

17.500000 63.900000 660.000000   

18.000000 63.750000 660.000000   

18.500000 63.500000 660.000000   

19.000000 63.350000 660.000000   

19.500000 63.250000 660.000000   

20.000000 63.250000 660.000000   

08.000000 71.400000 605.000000   

08.500000 71.250000 605.000000   

09.000000 71.200000 605.000000   

09.500000 71.100000 605.000000   

10.000000 71.000000 605.000000   

10.500000 70.850000 605.000000   

11.000000 70.750000 605.000000   

11.500000 70.500000 605.000000   

12.000000 70.250000 605.000000   

12.500000 70.000000 605.000000   

13.000000 69.750000 605.000000   

13.500000 69.000000 605.000000   

14.000000 67.750000 605.000000   

14.500000 66.500000 605.000000   

14.500000 65.500000 605.000000   

15.000000 65.000000 605.000000   

15.500000 64.750000 605.000000   

16.000000 64.750000 605.000000   

16.500000 64.650000 605.000000   

17.000000 64.500000 605.000000   

17.500000 64.250000 605.000000   

18.000000 64.000000 605.000000   

18.500000 63.850000 605.000000   

19.000000 63.750000 605.000000   
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19.500000 63.700000 605.000000   

20.000000 63.700000 605.000000   

08.000000 71.600000 555.000000   

08.500000 71.500000 555.000000   

09.000000 71.400000 555.000000   

09.500000 71.300000 555.000000   

10.000000 71.250000 555.000000   

10.500000 71.150000 555.000000   

11.000000 70.900000 555.000000   

11.500000 70.750000 555.000000   

12.000000 70.500000 555.000000   

12.500000 70.250000 555.000000   

13.000000 70.000000 555.000000   

13.500000 69.500000 555.000000   

14.000000 69.000000 555.000000   

14.500000 67.500000 555.000000   

15.000000 66.250000 555.000000   

15.000000 65.750000 555.000000   

15.500000 65.350000 555.000000   

16.000000 65.250000 555.000000   

16.500000 65.100000 555.000000   

17.000000 64.900000 555.000000   

17.500000 64.600000 555.000000   

18.000000 64.400000 555.000000   

18.500000 64.250000 555.000000   

19.000000 64.100000 555.000000   

19.500000 64.050000 555.000000   

20.000000 64.000000 555.000000   

08.000000 71.800000 505.000000   

08.500000 71.750000 505.000000   

09.000000 71.650000 505.000000   

09.500000 71.550000 505.000000   

10.000000 71.400000 505.000000   

10.500000 71.300000 505.000000   

11.000000 71.050000 505.000000   

11.500000 70.850000 505.000000   

12.000000 70.650000 505.000000   

12.500000 70.400000 505.000000   

13.000000 70.150000 505.000000   

13.500000 69.850000 505.000000   

14.000000 69.500000 505.000000   

14.500000 68.600000 505.000000   

15.000000 67.250000 505.000000   
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15.500000 66.000000 505.000000   

15.500000 65.750000 505.000000   

16.000000 65.550000 505.000000   

16.500000 65.400000 505.000000   

17.000000 65.250000 505.000000   

17.500000 65.000000 505.000000   

18.000000 64.750000 505.000000   

18.500000 64.550000 505.000000   

19.000000 64.400000 505.000000   

19.500000 64.300000 505.000000   

20.000000 64.250000 505.000000   

08.000000 72.000000 455.000000   

08.500000 71.900000 455.000000   

09.000000 71.800000 455.000000   

09.500000 71.650000 455.000000   

10.000000 71.500000 455.000000   

10.500000 71.350000 455.000000   

11.000000 71.200000 455.000000   

11.500000 71.000000 455.000000   

12.000000 70.750000 455.000000   

12.500000 70.500000 455.000000   

13.000000 70.300000 455.000000   

13.500000 70.000000 455.000000   

14.000000 69.750000 455.000000   

14.500000 69.000000 455.000000   

15.000000 68.000000 455.000000   

15.500000 67.000000 455.000000   

16.000000 66.000000 455.000000   

16.500000 65.750000 455.000000   

17.000000 65.550000 455.000000   

17.500000 65.350000 455.000000   

18.000000 65.100000 455.000000   

18.500000 64.900000 455.000000   

19.000000 64.750000 455.000000   

19.500000 64.650000 455.000000   

20.000000 64.500000 455.000000   

08.000000 72.150000 410.000000   

08.500000 72.150000 410.000000   

09.000000 72.000000 410.000000   

09.500000 71.800000 410.000000   

10.000000 71.600000 410.000000   

10.500000 71.450000 410.000000   

11.000000 71.300000 410.000000   
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11.500000 71.100000 410.000000   

12.000000 70.800000 410.000000   

12.500000 70.600000 410.000000   

13.000000 70.400000 410.000000   

13.500000 70.200000 410.000000   

14.000000 69.850000 410.000000   

14.500000 69.300000 410.000000   

15.000000 68.500000 410.000000   

15.500000 67.600000 410.000000   

16.000000 66.750000 410.000000   

16.500000 66.250000 410.000000   

17.000000 66.000000 410.000000   

17.500000 65.750000 410.000000   

18.000000 65.500000 410.000000   

18.500000 65.250000 410.000000   

19.000000 65.100000 410.000000   

19.500000 64.900000 410.000000   

20.000000 64.750000 410.000000   

08.000000 72.750000 365.000000   

08.500000 72.650000 365.000000   

09.000000 72.400000 365.000000   

09.500000 72.100000 365.000000   

10.000000 71.700000 365.000000   

10.500000 71.550000 365.000000   

11.000000 71.400000 365.000000   

11.500000 71.200000 365.000000   

12.000000 70.850000 365.000000   

12.500000 70.650000 365.000000   

13.000000 70.500000 365.000000   

13.500000 70.300000 365.000000   

14.500000 69.500000 365.000000   

15.000000 68.900000 365.000000   

15.500000 68.150000 365.000000   

16.000000 67.500000 365.000000   

16.500000 66.850000 365.000000   

17.000000 66.500000 365.000000   

17.500000 66.200000 365.000000   

18.000000 65.800000 365.000000   

18.500000 65.650000 365.000000   

19.000000 65.500000 365.000000   

19.500000 65.350000 365.000000   

20.000000 65.200000 365.000000   

08.000000 73.250000 320.000000   
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08.500000 73.150000 320.000000   

09.000000 73.000000 320.000000   

09.500000 72.500000 320.000000   

10.000000 72.000000 320.000000   

10.500000 71.650000 320.000000   

11.000000 71.450000 320.000000   

11.500000 71.250000 320.000000   

12.000000 71.000000 320.000000   

12.500000 70.750000 320.000000   

13.000000 70.600000 320.000000   

15.000000 69.500000 320.000000   

15.500000 68.750000 320.000000   

16.000000 68.000000 320.000000   

16.500000 67.250000 320.000000   

17.000000 66.750000 320.000000   

17.500000 66.500000 320.000000   

18.000000 66.250000 320.000000   

18.500000 66.150000 320.000000   

19.000000 66.000000 320.000000   

19.500000 65.850000 320.000000   

20.000000 65.650000 320.000000   

08.000000 73.900000 280.000000   

08.500000 73.800000 280.000000   

09.000000 73.600000 280.000000   

09.500000 73.250000 280.000000   

10.000000 72.300000 280.000000   

10.500000 71.750000 280.000000   

11.000000 71.500000 280.000000   

11.500000 71.350000 280.000000   

12.000000 71.100000 280.000000   

12.500000 70.850000 280.000000   

13.000000 70.650000 280.000000   

15.000000 70.000000 280.000000   

15.500000 69.250000 280.000000   

16.000000 68.500000 280.000000   

16.500000 67.900000 280.000000   

17.000000 67.350000 280.000000   

17.500000 67.000000 280.000000   

18.000000 66.750000 280.000000   

18.500000 66.600000 280.000000   

19.000000 66.400000 280.000000   

19.500000 66.250000 280.000000   

20.000000 66.100000 280.000000   
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08.000000 74.050000 240.000000   

08.500000 74.050000 240.000000   

09.000000 73.950000 240.000000   

09.500000 73.500000 240.000000   

10.000000 72.500000 240.000000   

10.500000 72.000000 240.000000   

11.000000 71.600000 240.000000   

11.500000 71.450000 240.000000   

12.000000 71.150000 240.000000   

12.500000 70.900000 240.000000   

15.000000 70.100000 240.000000   

15.500000 69.750000 240.000000   

16.000000 69.000000 240.000000   

16.500000 68.500000 240.000000   

17.000000 68.100000 240.000000   

17.500000 67.600000 240.000000   

18.000000 67.250000 240.000000   

18.500000 67.100000 240.000000   

19.000000 66.900000 240.000000   

19.500000 66.750000 240.000000   

20.000000 66.650000 240.000000   

08.000000 74.200000 200.000000   

08.500000 74.200000 200.000000   

09.000000 74.200000 200.000000   

09.500000 73.750000 200.000000   

10.000000 72.750000 200.000000   

10.500000 72.150000 200.000000   

11.000000 71.700000 200.000000   

11.500000 71.500000 200.000000   

15.000000 70.500000 200.000000   

15.500000 70.500000 200.000000   

16.000000 70.000000 200.000000   

16.500000 69.350000 200.000000   

17.000000 68.800000 200.000000   

17.500000 68.250000 200.000000   

18.000000 67.900000 200.000000   

18.500000 67.650000 200.000000   

19.000000 67.500000 200.000000   

19.500000 67.350000 200.000000   

20.000000 67.200000 200.000000   

08.000000 74.400000 165.000000   

08.500000 74.400000 165.000000   

09.000000 74.400000 165.000000   
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09.500000 74.200000 165.000000   

10.000000 73.000000 165.000000   

10.500000 72.300000 165.000000   

11.000000 71.750000 165.000000   

11.500000 71.600000 165.000000   

12.000000 71.400000 165.000000   

16.500000 70.750000 165.000000   

17.000000 70.000000 165.000000   

17.500000 69.250000 165.000000   

18.000000 68.500000 165.000000   

18.500000 68.200000 165.000000   

19.000000 68.000000 165.000000   

19.500000 67.850000 165.000000   

20.000000 67.750000 165.000000   

08.000000 74.850000 130.000000   

08.500000 74.750000 130.000000   

09.000000 74.600000 130.000000   

09.500000 74.500000 130.000000   

10.000000 74.500000 130.000000   

10.250000 74.000000 130.000000   

10.250000 73.500000 130.000000   

10.500000 73.000000 130.000000   

11.000000 72.250000 130.000000   

11.500000 71.900000 130.000000   

12.000000 71.650000 130.000000   

17.000000 70.700000 130.000000   

17.500000 69.900000 130.000000   

18.000000 69.250000 130.000000   

18.500000 68.900000 130.000000   

19.000000 68.750000 130.000000   

19.500000 68.500000 130.000000   

20.000000 68.350000 130.000000   

08.000000 78.500000 095.000000   

08.500000 78.300000 095.000000   

09.000000 78.050000 095.000000   

09.500000 77.800000 095.000000   

10.000000 77.550000 095.000000   

10.500000 77.300000 095.000000   

11.000000 77.000000 095.000000   

11.500000 74.500000 095.000000   

11.000000 74.000000 095.000000   

10.500000 73.300000 095.000000   

11.000000 72.500000 095.000000   
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11.500000 72.200000 095.000000   

12.000000 71.850000 095.000000   

17.000000 71.000000 095.000000   

17.500000 70.400000 095.000000   

18.000000 69.850000 095.000000   

18.500000 69.600000 095.000000   

19.000000 69.400000 095.000000   

19.500000 69.250000 095.000000   

20.000000 69.100000 095.000000   

08.000000 79.500000 060.000000   

08.500000 79.250000 060.000000   

09.000000 79.000000 060.000000   

09.500000 78.750000 060.000000   

10.000000 78.500000 060.000000   

10.500000 78.250000 060.000000   

11.000000 77.950000 060.000000   

11.500000 77.500000 060.000000   

17.000000 71.800000 060.000000   

17.500000 71.000000 060.000000   

18.000000 70.550000 060.000000   

18.500000 70.300000 060.000000   

19.000000 70.100000 060.000000   

19.500000 70.000000 060.000000   

20.000000 69.900000 060.000000   

13.000000 71.000000 130.000000   

13.500000 70.900000 130.000000   

14.000000 70.900000 130.000000   

13.500000 70.750000 165.000000   

14.000000 70.600000 165.000000   

14.500000 70.750000 165.000000   

     

Hayes et al., 2012    

08.000000 81.360000 003.405200 Best-fit surface for  

08.000000 80.960000 009.781220   depth to top of 

08.000000 80.940000 010.096000   subducting oceanic  

08.000000 80.300000 019.960200   crust   
08.000000 80.280000 020.318200   

08.000000 79.860000 029.727100   

08.000000 79.840000 030.273600   

08.000000 79.520000 039.903400   

08.000000 79.500000 040.548100   

08.000000 79.220000 049.835200   
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08.500000 81.100000 005.740570   

08.500000 80.820000 009.901410   

08.500000 80.800000 010.159700   

08.500000 80.100000 019.729100   

08.500000 80.080000 020.107300   

08.500000 79.680000 029.735200   

08.500000 79.660000 030.296900   

09.000000 80.880000 007.258980   

09.000000 80.640000 009.942840   

09.000000 80.620000 010.142300   

09.000000 79.900000 019.789600   

09.000000 79.880000 020.205200   

09.000000 79.480000 029.772600   

09.000000 79.460000 030.296800   

09.500000 80.640000 007.217330   

09.500000 80.300000 009.948280   

09.500000 80.280000 010.131400   

09.500000 79.640000 019.844100   

09.500000 79.620000 020.234300   

09.500000 79.200000 029.545600   

09.500000 79.180000 030.046600   

10.000000 80.320000 006.612060   

10.000000 80.000000 009.770000   

10.000000 79.980000 010.040200   

10.000000 79.320000 019.866000   

10.000000 79.300000 020.261300   

10.000000 78.940000 029.434800   

10.000000 78.920000 030.099500   

10.500000 80.020000 007.354470   

10.500000 79.800000 009.854930   

10.500000 79.780000 010.062900   

10.500000 79.100000 019.931300   

10.500000 79.080000 020.414100   

10.500000 78.800000 029.342300   

10.500000 78.780000 030.133800   

11.000000 79.760000 008.105120   

11.000000 79.540000 009.865530   

11.000000 79.520000 010.037400   

11.000000 78.940000 019.559400   

11.000000 78.920000 020.145600   

11.000000 78.660000 029.416600   

11.000000 78.640000 030.225500   

11.000000 78.420000 039.534300   
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11.000000 78.400000 040.394700   

11.000000 78.180000 049.563800   

11.500000 79.440000 007.136870   

11.500000 79.140000 009.793500   

11.500000 79.120000 010.061300   

11.500000 78.680000 019.947800   

11.500000 78.660000 020.543700   

11.500000 78.380000 029.451900   

11.500000 78.360000 030.104200   

11.500000 78.040000 039.977200   

11.500000 78.020000 040.527900   

12.000000 79.060000 005.854620   

12.000000 78.780000 009.833930   

12.000000 78.760000 010.178400   

12.000000 78.280000 019.762100   

12.000000 78.260000 020.187200   

12.000000 77.800000 029.837700   

12.000000 77.780000 030.284000   

12.500000 78.740000 006.301250   

12.500000 78.460000 009.742900   

12.500000 78.440000 010.003100   

12.500000 77.760000 019.845900   

12.500000 77.740000 020.162700   

13.000000 78.400000 005.824850   

13.000000 77.980000 009.837410   

13.000000 77.960000 010.053800   

13.500000 78.020000 004.949140   

13.500000 77.360000 009.996450   

13.500000 77.340000 010.205800   

14.000000 77.560000 004.700290   

14.000000 77.020000 009.961600   

14.000000 77.000000 010.325000   

14.500000 77.080000 005.839500   

14.500000 76.780000 009.962710   

14.500000 76.760000 010.287600   

15.000000 76.600000 006.817820   

15.000000 76.260000 009.824050   

15.000000 76.240000 010.046900   

15.500000 76.140000 006.079780   

15.500000 75.800000 009.817200   

15.500000 75.780000 010.073300   

16.000000 75.620000 006.460810   

16.000000 75.180000 009.908820   
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16.000000 75.160000 010.122100   

16.000000 74.540000 019.790400   

16.000000 74.520000 020.181700   

16.500000 75.040000 006.856580   

16.500000 74.740000 009.972730   

16.500000 74.720000 010.198900   

16.500000 74.060000 019.703400   

16.500000 74.040000 020.070500   

17.000000 74.400000 008.315340   

17.000000 74.220000 009.833380   

17.000000 74.200000 010.018500   

17.000000 73.420000 019.797500   

17.000000 73.400000 020.109500   

17.000000 72.880000 029.852000   

17.000000 72.860000 030.307200   

17.000000 72.480000 039.913500   

17.000000 72.460000 040.452600   

17.000000 72.120000 049.678800   

17.500000 73.760000 008.272060   

17.500000 73.580000 009.903980   

17.500000 73.560000 010.092800   

17.500000 72.800000 019.700200   

17.500000 72.780000 020.031900   

17.500000 72.260000 029.745700   

17.500000 72.240000 030.153600   

17.500000 71.780000 039.700500   

17.500000 71.760000 040.101400   

17.500000 71.320000 049.746400   

18.000000 73.060000 008.793510   

18.000000 72.960000 009.798730   

18.000000 72.940000 010.003400   

18.000000 72.120000 019.957300   

18.000000 72.100000 020.271500   

18.000000 71.560000 029.701700   

18.000000 71.540000 030.092400   

18.000000 71.140000 039.461800   

18.000000 71.120000 040.030700   

18.000000 70.840000 049.279700   

18.500000 72.480000 008.644500   

18.500000 72.360000 009.811340   

18.500000 72.340000 010.016600   

18.500000 71.620000 019.719400   

18.500000 71.600000 020.035200   
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18.500000 71.120000 029.732000   

18.500000 71.100000 030.258700   

18.500000 70.800000 039.696500   

18.500000 70.780000 040.419700   

18.500000 70.540000 049.828600   

19.000000 72.000000 009.499990   

19.000000 71.980000 009.753110   

19.000000 71.960000 010.002700   

19.000000 71.260000 019.653200   

19.000000 71.240000 020.043900   

19.000000 70.880000 029.354200   

19.000000 70.860000 030.005700   

19.000000 70.600000 039.507900   

19.000000 70.580000 040.306600   

19.000000 70.360000 049.547600   

19.500000 71.640000 009.581460   

19.500000 71.620000 009.796800   

19.500000 71.600000 010.015400   

19.500000 71.020000 019.859500   

19.500000 71.000000 020.392500   

19.500000 70.720000 029.472200   

19.500000 70.700000 030.218500   

19.500000 70.460000 039.880100   

19.500000 70.440000 040.730600   

19.500000 70.240000 049.433800   

20.000000 71.420000 009.080370   

20.000000 71.360000 009.844760   

20.000000 71.340000 010.117600   

20.000000 70.900000 019.528000   

20.000000 70.880000 020.143100   

20.000000 70.620000 029.356900   

20.000000 70.600000 030.142000   

20.000000 70.380000 039.226500   

20.000000 70.360000 040.080300   

20.000000 70.140000 049.529300   

08.000000 67.000000 700.000000   
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ABSTRACT 

Foreland deformation has long been associated with flat-slab subduction, but the 

precise mechanism linking these two processes remains unclear. One example of foreland 

deformation corresponding in space and time to flat subduction is the Fitzcarrald Arch, a 

broad NE-SW trending topographically high feature covering an area of >4 × 105 km2 in 

the Peruvian Andean foreland. Recent imaging of the southern segment of Peruvian flat 

slab shows that the shallowest part of the slab, which corresponds to the subducted Nazca 

Ridge northeast of the present intersection of the ridge and the Peruvian trench, extends 

up to and partly under the southwestern edge of the arch. Here, we evaluate models for 

the formation of this foreland arch and find that a basal-shear model is most consistent 

with observations. We calculate that ~5 km of lower crustal thickening would be 

sufficient to generate the arch’s uplift since the late Miocene. This magnitude is 

consistent with prior observations of unusually thickened crust in the Andes immediately 

south of the subducted ridge that may also have been induced by flat subduction. This 

suggests that the Fitzcarrald Arch’s formation by the Nazca Ridge may be one of the 

clearest examples of upper plate deformation induced through basal shear observed in a 

flat-slab subduction setting. We then explore the more general implications of our results 

for understanding deformation above flat slabs in the geologic past. 

Keywords: Basal shear, Flat slab, Andes, Crustal thickening, Lithosphere, Fitzcarrald 

Arch 

1 Introduction 

The link between flat-slab subduction and the associated overriding plate’s 

response has been the focus of many studies of both modern and ancient flat slabs (e.g. 
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Ramos and Folguera, 2009; Sébrier et al., 1988; Yonkee and Weil, 2015). Many models 

of flat-slab subduction (e.g. Dickinson and Synder, 1978; Humphreys et al., 2015; Noury 

et al., 2017) have assumed that, inboard of the forearc, the top of sub-horizontal slabs 

remained at a depth of ~100 km to 200 km along the base of the overriding plate’s 

lithosphere before re-steepening to descend into the deeper mantle. While this 

configuration could transmit compressive stress to the overriding plate and cause faulting 

in the crust of the backarc or foreland (e.g. Dickinson and Snyder, 1978; Sébrier et al., 

1988; Yonkee and Weil, 2015; though see Margirier et al., 2017 for a complicating view), 

these models did not call for the slab to directly modify the mid-to-lower continental 

crust inboard of the forearc. In the context of modern flat-slab occurrences, these models 

are consistent with observations of the slab’s spatial relationship to the broken foreland 

(i.e. basement cored uplifts) associated with the Chilean-Argentine Sierras Pampeanas 

flat slab (e.g. Jordan and Allmendinger, 1986; Ammirati et al., 2015). However, 

observations of the Peruvian flat slab (e.g. Bishop et al., 2017) and Argentina 

Precordillera (the western portion of the Pampean flat-slab region, Allmendinger and 

Judge, 2014), suggest that these models do not provide an adequate explanation for all 

examples of upper plate deformation associated with flat-slab subduction. 

The southern segment of the Peruvian flat slab extends horizontally for ~500 km 

northeast and inboard from the trench (Antonijevic et al., 2015; Barazangi and Isacks, 

1976 Gutscher et al., 1999; Gutscher et al., 2000; Scire et al., 2016), with the shallowest 

portion directly in line with the projected location of the 200 km wide subducted Nazca 

Ridge. The oceanic Moho of the subducted slab, as determined by receiver functions, lies 

at <80 km depth. The overriding continental Moho lies at ~50–55 km depth (Bishop et 
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al., 2017). Given that the oceanic crust of the Nazca Ridge offshore is ~18 km thick 

(Hampel et al., 2004; Woods and Okal, 1994), this suggests that the continental mantle 

lithosphere, and possibly portions of the lower continental crust, have been removed or 

displaced by this segment of the Peruvian flat slab (Bishop et al., 2017). The ongoing 

deformation of the overriding plate associated with the southern portion of the Peruvian 

flat slab near the subducted Nazca Ridge represents an analogue for similar flat slab 

processes whose records of deformation have been preserved in the geologic record. One 

example of this comes from the recent discovery of forearc-derived schists originally 

emplaced at mid-to-lower crustal depths during the North American Cretaceous-

Paleogene Laramide flat slab in western Arizona (Haxel et al., 2015). These schists have 

been interpreted as the top of the Laramide subduction interface (Haxel et al., 2015). This 

requires the complete removal of the lower continental crust several hundred kilometers 

inboard of the Cretaceous-Paleogene trench. In both locations, this lower crustal 

deformation requires significant lateral displacement of lithospheric mantle and mid-to-

lower crust. 

In this study, we investigate the Peruvian foreland where a broad uplift, the 

Fitzcarrald Arch, is present (Fig. 1). The Fitzcarrald Arch is a broad, dome-like uplift 

ENE of the Andean deformation front within the Amazonia foreland that lies above and 

inboard of the flat slab, in line with the projection of the subducted Nazca Ridge (Espurt 

et al., 2007a). The uplift of the Fitzcarrald Arch has been ongoing over the last ~4 Myrs, 

contemporaneous with subduction of the Nazca Ridge and formation of the flat slab in 

this part of Peru (Espurt et al., 2007a). We evaluate existing explanations for the 

formation of the Fitzcarrald Arch (i.e. Espurt et al., 2007a; Regard et al., 2009; Dávila 
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and Lithgow-Bertelloni, 2015) that principally focus on dynamic and isostatic effects 

associated with a buoyant subducted Nazca Ridge. Based on new seismic constraints on 

the geometry of the flat slab, we also consider two additional possible mechanisms for 

the arch’s formation: 1) uplift due to serpentinization and 2) uplift caused by basal shear 

and crustal thickening. We calculate the extent of rock uplift (including eroded material) 

represented by the arch and use this to constrain the most likely mechanism for the 

formation of the Fitzcarrald Arch.  

1.1 Geologic background 

The Fitzcarrald Arch has a maximum elevation ~500 m above the surrounding 

basins and covers an area of ~4 × 105 km2. The initiation of the Fitzcarrald Arch’s uplift 

is consistent with onset of flat-slab subduction in the region (Espurt et al., 2010; Hampel, 

2002). The Amazonia foreland inboard of the Peruvian flat slab may be divided into two 

segments based on deformation style (Fig. 1A). North of ~11.5˚S, the eastern extent of 

Andean thrusting shifts eastward from the thin-skinned Subandes (Gautheron et al., 2013) 

to incorporate reactivated Paleozoic faults as far east as the Acre Basin (e.g. Hermoza et 

al., 2006). The Fitzcarrald Arch lies east of these faults and is characterized by little to no 

Cenozoic surface faulting (Espurt et al. 2007a; Gautheron et al., 2013) despite the uplift 

and erosion of Miocene tidal deltaic and estuarine deposits (Espurt et al., 2010; see Fig. 

1B for locations of sedimentary units). 

Early interpretations of the arch as the product of propagation of Subandean 

folding and faulting (Dumont et al., 1991) or reactivation of Paleozoic or earlier 

structures (Jacques, 2003) are inconsistent with the truncation of basement faults by a 

Cretaceous erosional unconformity and the lack of significant faulting in Cenozoic strata 
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as interpreted from seismic reflection and well data (Espurt et al., 2007a, 2010). The 

interpretation of the arch as an alluvial megafan (Picard et al., 2008) is inconsistent with 

the observed pattern of drainage networks on the arch, the uplifted Mesozoic strata 

approximately paralleling the arch’s topography, and the arch’s comparatively high 

characteristic slope (Regard et al., 2009). These observations are, however, consistent 

with the interpretation of the arch as a Pliocene to present crustal upwarp resulting from 

the subduction of the Nazca Ridge (Espurt et al., 2007a, 2010). The aseismic Nazca 

Ridge comprises ~18 km thick oceanic crust that has been subducting along the Peruvian 

Trench for at least ~11 Myrs (Hampel, 2002; Hampel et al., 2004) and possibly for ~15 

Myrs (Rosenbaum et al., 2005). The subduction of the Nazca Ridge is a contributing 

factor to flat subduction, which has resulted in the termination of the overlying volcanic 

arc since ~3-4 Ma (Rosenbaum et al., 2005). According to Espurt et al., (2010), the arch 

developed after a switch in the foreland basin from Miocene (~9 Ma) tidally influenced to 

Pliocene (~3 Ma) fluvial conditions. The resulting uplift led to ~700 m of Miocene 

deposits being removed from the eastern side of the arch (Espurt et al., 2010) and 400 m 

to 500 m of surface uplift relative to the surrounding foreland basin (Espurt et al., 2007a). 

The timing and southeastward propagation of the arch’s growth is consistent with the 

predicted arrival of the subducted Nazca Ridge and onset of the associated flat slab 

subduction in the region (Antonijevic et al., 2015; Espurt et al., 2010; Hampel, 2002). 

While studies using global teleseismic earthquake locations have previously 

identified the rough geometry of the Peruvian flat slab (e.g. Barazangi and Isacks, 1976; 

Gutscher et al., 1999; Gutscher et al., 2000) the recent temporary deployment of seismic 

arrays containing >140 broadband seismic stations in southern Peru have provided the 
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opportunity to develop a much more detailed understanding of the slab’s geometry 

between ~10.5°S and ~17°S, directly over and adjacent to the location of the subducting 

Nazca Ridge. Receiver function and tomographic studies (Antonijevic et al., 2015; 

Bishop et al., 2017; Scire et al., 2016) utilizing these deployments have shown that the 

subducting Nazca oceanic plate remains nearly flat at a depth of <80 km along the 

inboard projection of the Nazca Ridge before plunging at a high angle (~70˚) into the 

mantle. While there is still some uncertainty on the exact location where the slab starts to 

re-subduct, these new results suggest that the northeastern most extent of the flat slab 

associated with the subducted ridge may extend partly under the southwestern edge of the 

Fitzcarrald Arch (Fig. 1A, B). 

2 Proposed mechanisms for the formation of the Fitzcarrald Arch 

The spatial correspondence between the unsubducted Nazca Ridge, the shallow 

portion of the flat slab, and the Fitzcarrald Arch is readily evident (see Fig. 1A). However 

the mechanisms responsible for the arch’s uplift are still debated. Limited Cenozoic 

faulting on the arch, its large spatial half-wavelength (>500 km), and its low amplitude 

indicate involvement of the entire crust or lithosphere (Espurt et al., 2007a,b). Three 

mechanisms for arch uplift have been proposed: (1) dynamic subsidence of the 

surrounding basins (Espurt et al., 2007a); (2) dynamically and isostatically induced uplift 

due to the buoyant oceanic crust of the subducted Nazca Ridge (Dávila and Lithgow-

Bertelloni, 2015); and (3) a combination of subducted ridge buoyancy and plate coupling 

(Regard et al., 2009). We consider each of these models in light of new seismic 

constraints on the geometry of the flat slab, and then discuss additional possible 

mechanisms for the arch’s formation. 
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The first model links the deep geometry of the subducted slab to the deformation 

observed at the surface through dynamic topography. Espurt et al. (2007a) propose that 

the uplift of the Fitzcarrald Arch is due in part to the dynamic subsidence of its 

surrounding basins. This mechanism follows the numerical model of Pysklywec and 

Mitrovica (2000) that found that stagnation of a subducting slab at the base of the mantle 

transition zone at 660 km depth could produce areas of isolated dynamic uplift within a 

larger region of dynamic subsidence. However, recent teleseismic tomography (Scire et 

al., 2017; see Fig. 2) finds that the subducting plate beneath the Central Andes penetrates 

through the mantle transition zone to at least 900 km depth, indicating this model is not 

applicable to the Fitzcarrald Arch. 

The second model (e.g. Espurt et al., 2007a; Dávila and Lithgow-Bertelloni, 

2015) suggests that the Fitzcarrald Arch may have developed due to neutral or positive 

buoyancy of the flat slab associated with the subducted Nazca Ridge even though much 

of the arch lies northeast of the flat slab and the slab descends steeply into the mantle 

towards the arch’s southwestern edge (Fig. 2A). Dávila and Lithgow-Bertelloni (2015) 

propose a dynamic topography model for the entire South American margin that also 

incorporates the potential isostatic effects of lithospheric density variations in the slab 

and overriding plate. In their model the crust of the subducted Nazca Ridge remains un-

eclogitized, and thus positively buoyant, despite being subjected to eclogite-facies 

pressure and temperature conditions (metastable). The additional buoyancy from the 

thick un-eclogitized crust of the Nazca Ridge produces localized uplift that they suggest 

can explain the uplift of the Fitzcarrald Arch. 
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The existence of metastable subducted oceanic crust has been proposed as an 

important contributing (if not sufficient) factor in the formation of flat subduction (e.g. 

Arrial and Billen, 2013; van Hunen et al., 2002). Other numerical models (e.g. Currie and 

Beaumont, 2011; Manea et al., 2012) indicate that factors including overthrusting of the 

upper plate and mantle wedge suction forces are capable of inducing flat subduction even 

in eclogitized slabs, suggesting that un-eclogitized crust is not a necessary component of 

flat slab subduction. Receiver function analysis indicates that the subducted Nazca Ridge 

crust becomes significantly eclogitized <400 km from the Peruvian Trench (Bishop et al., 

2017; see Fig. 2), ~300 km west of the arch. This suggests that alternative sources of 

buoyancy may support the eastern extent of the flat slab. A low velocity body beneath the 

subducted Nazca Ridge imaged in teleseismic (Scire et al., 2016) and surface-wave 

(Antonijevic et al., 2015; Antonijevic et al., 2016) tomography has been suggested to 

provide additional support for the flat slab (Antonijevic et al., 2016).  The ability of this 

low velocity body to support the inboard extent of the flat slab, much less the uplift of the 

overriding portions of the Fitzcarrald Arch or the arch’s northeast extension, is poorly 

constrained without more detailed geodynamic modeling of the newly determined slab 

geometry. However, given that most models of flat slab subduction suggest subsidence is 

more likely than uplift (e.g. Eakin et al., 2014a), we currently consider this model less 

likely than those discussed below to be responsible for the arch’s uplift. 

The third model relates the uplift of the arch to purely isostatic forces. These 

isostatic mechanisms of arch uplift invoke a decrease in the average density of the 

overriding lithosphere (e.g. due to the partial serpentinization of the overriding 

lithospheric mantle or due to the thickening of the middle to lower continental crust 
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resulting from basal shear). Similar mechanisms have been suggested to explain 

deformation associated with Laramide flat-slab subduction and the deformation 

associated with Pampean flat-slab subduction. 

Density decrease and volume increase due to hydration-induced serpentinization 

of lithospheric mantle during flat subduction has been invoked as a mechanism for 

weakening the lithosphere of western North America and uplifting the Colorado Plateau 

during Laramide flat subduction (e.g. Schulze et al., 2015). Similarly, for the Pampean 

flat slab, a low shear–wave velocity region in the mantle above the Sierras Pampeanas 

flat slab may indicate a similar hydration event, although no surface uplift has been 

linked to this process (Porter et al., 2012). The role of such serpentinization on the uplift 

of the Fitzcarrald Arch has not previously be investigated in the literature in detail. We 

investigate these effects (section 4.1) and discuss the applicability of this mechanism to 

this particular tectonic setting. 

The creation of topography through localized basement cored thrusting of the 

overriding plate’s crust due to increased plate coupling above a flat slab has been 

proposed as a mechanism to explain foreland deformation in the Sierras Pampeanas 

above the present Chile-Argentinian flat slab (e.g. Jordan and Allmendinger, 1986) and in 

Laramide structures above the proposed Cretaceous to mid-Cenozoic Farallon flat slab 

beneath parts of western North America (e.g. Dickinson and Snyder, 1978). In both 

locations, interplate coupling has been used to explain the formation of basement cored 

uplifts—structures which are characterized by faults that place basement rock on younger 

sedimentary units with spatial wavelengths of 100s of meters to 10s of kilometers (e.g. 

compilation in Bump, 2003). 
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Recent seismic observations of the southern margin of the Peruvian flat slab 

associated with the subducting Nazca Ridge indicate that the overriding and subducting 

plates are coupled in this location to a degree that appears to exceed the hypothesized 

general increase in plate coupling associated with the whole of the Peruvian flat slab (e.g. 

Gutscher et al., 2000; Martinod et al., 2010). The localization of coupling above the 

subducted Nazca Ridge is also consistent with models that call for changes in the location 

and degree of coupling above the Peruvian flat slab through time (e.g. Margirier et al., 

2017). Around the subducted ridge, the slab’s oceanic Moho and the overriding 

continental Moho in the region within the Andes west of the arch appear to parallel each 

other with a separation of <20 km (Bishop et al., 2017; Ma and Clayton, 2015), implying 

strong mechanical coupling. This observation is consistent with Regard et al. (2009) who 

suggest that increased plate coupling above the subducted Nazca Ridge may have helped 

to form the Fitzcarrald Arch. However, we note that crustal thickening related to the arch 

must occur on a spatial scale more than an order of magnitude broader than the 

thickening documented in the basement cored uplifts of other settings and without any 

associated faulting of the upper crust. This suggests that the surface and upper crustal 

expression of crustal thickening may be significantly influenced by characteristics of the 

overriding plate (e.g. alignment of pre-existing faults (Gautheron et al., 2013; Eude et al., 

2015)). Given the difference between the observed uplift above the southern part of the 

Peruvian flat slab and those seen above other flat slabs, we investigate the possible 

effects of basal-shear-induced crustal thickening on the uplift of the Fitzcarrald Arch 

(section 4.2) in order to better understand the relationship between this surface uplift and 

the recently improved constraints on the underlying flat slab’s geometry. 
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3 Methods for quantifying arch uplift 

Before we can investigate new models for the formation of the Fitzcarrald Arch, 

we must first quantify the amount and location of rock uplift experienced by the arch. 

The present topography of the Fitzcarrald Arch does not represent the full uplift of the 

arch; a significant amount (~1 km) of sedimentary rock has been eroded from the 

northwest portion of the arch (Espurt et al. 2007a; see Fig. 1). This material must be 

accounted for when calculating rock uplift. In establishing the timing of the uplift of the 

Fitzcarrald Arch, Espurt et al. (2007a, 2010) identified a set of unit contacts that may be 

used as an initial set of benchmarks to constrain the magnitude of the arch’s uplift. We 

build on these benchmarks to calculate the geometry of the arch’s rock uplift relative to 

the surrounding basins (section 3.1).  

In conjunction with existing lithospheric plate parameters calculated for the 

region, the geometry of rock uplift allows us to evaluate the mechanism for arch 

formation. We describe how we quantify the amount of uplift that might be expected 

from mantle serpentinization (section 3.2.1) or crustal thickening due to basal shear 

(section 3.2.2). We then discuss the results of these model calculations in sections 4.1 and 

4.2 respectively. 

3.1 Gaussian approximation of rock uplift 

Topographic uplift and associated erosion rapidly increase and then gradually 

decrease from northwest to southeast across the Fitzcarrald Arch (Espurt et al., 2010). 

The northwestern portion of the arch may have been obscured by earlier episodes of 

faulting and by post-Miocene erosion and deposition associated with the major Ucayali 

River system (Fig. 1). Because of this, we choose to model the arch’s uplift along and 
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parallel to the Andean mountain front as a 2-D Gaussian curve centered on the area of 

deepest structural exposure (Fig. 3). This profile has the advantage of lying in a swath 

where the most structural constraints are available, including a seismic reflection profile 

and two boreholes (Espurt et al., 2007a). In addition, the range parallel orientation 

removes the necessity of modeling the flexural subsidence effects of the mountain load. 

A Gaussian curve allows us to easily accommodate and characterize to a first-order the 

observed fall-off in rock uplift from northwest to southeast. While the volume of the arch 

could potentially be modeled as a 3-D volume described by the rotation of a Gaussian 

curve, with a potentially varying inboard extent, the lack of published Miocene formation 

thicknesses in the eastern part of the arch prevents us from investigating this possibility. 

A 2-D Gaussian curve is defined by: 

f(x) = a * exp ( - ( x – b )2 / ( 2 * c )2 ). (1) 

The constant a is the highest value of the Gaussian’s peak, b is the position of the 

peak relative to the origin of a Cartesian x-y grid, and c is the standard deviation of the 

Gaussian which controls the curve’s width. As b is an arbitrary offset, Eq. (1) requires us 

to determine only parameters a and c to model the arch. 

To determine parameters a and c we begin by examining the amount of uplift that 

has occurred in the Fitzcarrald Arch. In addition to the current topography, the uplift of 

the arch also includes a significant amount of eroded Miocene tidal deltaic and estuarine 

deposits (Espurt et al., 2010). Accounting for these yields a reference, pre-erosional 

Miocene surface that corresponds to the top of Espurt et al.’s (2010) Late Miocene Madre 

de Dios Formation. 
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We calculate the amount of uplift experienced by this Miocene surface by first 

finding the average topography for a cross-section striking approximately parallel to the 

Subandean thrust front and passing through the highest topographic expression of the 

Fitzcarrald Arch (profile 2-2’, see Fig. 1B for location). Fig. 3 shows the averaged 

topographic swath for profile 2-2’. The thick black line in Fig. 3 marks the average 

topography of the arch found by averaging the Global Multi-Resolution Topography 

(GMRT) v.3.2 (Ryan et al., 2009) along 81 parallel profiles (profile 41 corresponds to 2-

2’ with additional profiles spaced at 1 km increments to a distance of +40 km/-40 km 

away from profile 2-2’ to cover the current location of the arch’s highest topography and 

minimize incorporation of Subandes topography into the swath); the gray region marks 

the maxima and minima of the topography encountered by these profiles. 

We then marked the location where topographic profile 2-2’ intersects the 

stratigraphic contacts between: 1) the Miocene Upper Ipururo—Miocene Lower Ipururo 

Formations (vertical red lines), 2) Upper Ipururo—Miocene Madre de Dios Formations 

(vertical orange line), and 3) Madre de Dios—Pliocene Juanjui/Corrientes Formations 

(red star) (Espurt et al., 2010). Exposure of these formations indicates that ~400 m of 

material from the Madre de Dios and ~300 m from the Upper Ipururo Formations above 

the Lower Ipururo has been eroded during the arch’s formation (Espurt et al. 2010), and 

we use these values to find that the uplifted and eroded Miocene surface is at ~900 

a.m.s.l. over the base of the Madre de Dios and at a maximum of ~1160 a.m.s.l. over the 

base of the Upper Ipururo (vertical dashed black lines in Fig. 3A). After correcting for 

isostatic rebound due to erosional unloading following the method of Molnar and 

England (1990), these values reduce to ~840 a.m.s.l. and ~970 a.m.s.l. respectively. 
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Given the elevation of the surrounding basins is ~210 a.m.s.l., the maximum amount of 

uplift along this section of the Fitzcarrald Arch is ~760 m. We use these four formation 

contacts to provide the basis for our estimates of Gaussian parameters a and c. 

Parameter c is relatively well constrained from the location of maximum uplift 

and the present exposure of the Madre de Dios Formation—Juanjui/Corrientes Formation 

contact along our topographic cross-section (red star in Fig. 3A). The mapped outcrop of 

the contact between these formations is highly irregular, indicating its surface exposure is 

largely dependent on the location of streams incising into the arch. The transparent pink 

box in Fig. 3A marks the approximate range of locations where streams near our cross-

section have exposed the contact. We consider any value of parameter c that produces a 

Gaussian that intersects the average surface (black line) within this box to be a reasonable 

representation of the uplifted Miocene surface. The Gaussian curves shown in Fig. 3A 

have been calculated using the relationship: 

c = w / ( 2 * sqrt ( 2 * ln 2 ) ), (2) 

where w is the full width at half maximum or the distance at which the value of the 

Gaussian curve has decreased to one-half its maximum value. The values of w shown in 

Fig. 3A range from 360 km (black curve) to 440 km (orange curve), centered around our 

preferred value of 400 km (red curve) which passes directly through the outcrop of the 

contact along our cross-section (red star). As this value controls how rapidly the Gaussian 

defined by Eq. (1) decreases from its peak value but not the amplitude of this peak value, 

it has little effect on our calculation for the maximum amount of modification of the 

foreland necessary to uplift the Fitzcarrald Arch. 
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Parameter a in Eq. (1) describes the peak value of the Gaussian and is more 

important than c in modeling the amount of alteration necessary to create the arch. This 

parameter can be determined based on the arch’s current topography and the amount of 

eroded Miocene material, ~760 m relative to the elevation of the surrounding basins. We 

recognize both that the uncertainty in the amount of eroded Miocene material and our 

assumption that removal of this material has been isostatically compensated may vary, 

and as a result have investigated the sensitivity of our uplift values. Fig. 3B shows values 

of parameter a, ranging from 660 m to 860 m, and their effects on the resulting Gaussian 

curves. All of these curves are consistent with outcrops of the Madre de Dios—

Juanjui/Corrientes contact as their intersection with the land surface falls within the 

region where stream incision controls contact exposure (pink box in Fig. 3B); we 

consider the a = 660 m Gaussian curve (black curve) a lower bound and the a = 860 m 

Gaussian curve (orange curve) an upper bound for a. 

In summary, we find that the Fitzcarrald Arch has ~760 m of associated rock 

uplift and can be characterized by a Gaussian half-width of ~200 km. Next, we evaluate 

potential causes of this uplift. 

3.2 Quantitative models of arch uplift 

As noted in section 2, the uplift of the Fitzcarrald Arch may result from one of 

two isostatic mechanisms. The first mechanism, serpentinization of the base of the 

foreland mantle lithosphere, may be most easily modeled as a case of Pratt Isostasy in 

which the density of the lithosphere beneath the arch has been decreased relative to the 

surrounding basins. The second mechanism, crustal thickening at depth requires the use 

of Forsyth’s (1985) equation for subsurface loading of an elastic plate. 
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3.2.1 Uplift due to mantle lithosphere serpentinization 

Partial serpentinization of the lithospheric mantle beneath the Fitzcarrald Arch 

would lower the average density of the lithospheric column beneath the arch, causing it to 

rise relative to its surroundings. The thickness of this column would be determined by the 

elastic thickness in the area (which may be interpreted as the depth of compensation for 

isostatic calculations) and the relationship between the present elevation of the arch and 

its initial elevation may be described by the Pratt equation for isostasy: 

ρi * z = ρf ( h + z ) (3) 

with ρi representing the initial average density of the column, ρf representing its final 

average density following partial serpentinization of its mantle lithosphere component, z 

representing the thickness of the column, and h representing the elevation of the arch 

above its reference datum. 

3.2.2 Uplift through emplacement of material in the lower crust 

Forsyth (1985) provides a method for the calculation of the amount of uplift 

produced by the emplacement of a load at depth within a plate that exploits multiplication 

in the spatial wave number (k) domain to avoid the need to calculate fourth order 

derivatives in the spatial frequency domain (related to topography) simultaneously over a 

wide range of spatial frequencies. This method relies on the equation: 

Wb (k) = -ρc * Hb (k) * ϕ / Δρ, (4) 

where 

ϕ = 1 + (D * k4) / (ρc * g). (5) 

In these equations, constants are limited to ρc (crustal density), Δρ (difference 

between mantle and crustal densities), g (gravitational acceleration), and D (flexural 
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rigidity). The constant D is defined in relation to the material parameters of the plate E 

(its Young’s modulus), Te (its elastic thickness) and ν (its Poisson’s ratio) through the 

equation: 

D = ( E * Te
3) / [ 12 * ( 1 – ν2 ) ]. (6) 

The variable k (spatial wave number) in Eqs. (4) and (5) defines both functions Wb(k) (the 

Fourier transform of the amplitude of Moho deflection from some reference depth) and 

Hb(k) (the Fourier transform of topography). 

For our investigation of the Fitzcarrald Arch only a single value of k (here 

interpreted as the spatial wavelength of rock uplift related to the arch’s areal extent) is of 

interest. This further simplifies Eqs. (4) and (5) by rendering the term D * k4 in Eq. (5) a 

constant. Observing the linearity property of Fourier transforms we find that: 

Ƒ-1(Wb(k)) = Ƒ-1(-ρc * Hb(k) *ϕ / Δρ) = -ρc * ϕ / Δρ * Ƒ-1(Hb(k)). (7) 

This makes Eq. (4) equivalent to: 

Wb(x) = -ρc * ϕ / Δρ * Hb(x), (8) 

further simplifying calculation. Wb(x) is the downward deflection of the Moho resulting 

from the addition of material given an observed topographic uplift of Hb(x). In our case, 

Hb(x) is the Gaussian function defined above and the term -ρc * ϕ / Δρ acts to scale the 

peak amplitude of this Gaussian (the Gaussian parameter a discussed above). We 

investigate the relationship between this scaling factor and physical parameters below. 

4 Results 

4.1 Mantle serpentinization models 

Following Sacek and Ussami’s (2009) evaluation utilizing geologic and 

geophysical observations of existing elastic thickness models for South America, we use 
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the best fit value of 50 km for our study region’s elastic thickness (Stewart and 

Watts,1997) and assign h our preferred value of arch uplift, 760 m. We then find that the 

ratio ρi / ρf equals 1.015. Assuming that the crust is 35 km thick and has a density of 2670 

kg/m3 and that the unserpentinized mantle had a density of 3300 kg/m3 we find that the 

average density of the initial column would be 2860 kg/m3 and further that the density of 

the partially serpentinized mantle lithosphere would be 3170 kg/m3 (a density change of 

~4%). This value corresponds to ~20% by volume antigorite in the lithospheric mantle 

and a shear wave velocity of ~4.4 km/s (Abers and Hacker, 2016). Assuming the lowest 

estimate of arch uplift consistent with geological data, 660 m, yields an equivalent value 

while assuming a significantly thicker elastic thickness (70 km), yields partially 

serpentinized lithospheric mantle with a density of 3230 kg/m3. This value corresponds to 

~10% by volume antigorite and a shear wave velocity of ~4.5 km/s (Abers and Hacker, 

2016). Halving the elastic thickness would result in a thickness less than our crustal 

thickness, meaning that the depth of isostatic compensation would occur predominately 

within the crust. This would largely decouple surface uplift from processes within the 

mantle like serpentinization. Surface (shear) wave tomography results (Antonijevic et al., 

2015) for the region do not have sufficient resolution to test these predictions. However, 

there are three prior observations that suggest that the slab dehydrates several hundred 

kilometers west of the arch and is not dehydrating under the arch itself (see Hasegawa 

and Nakajima, 2017 for review of the general relationships between seismic observations 

and slab dehydration): 1) the lack of earthquakes in the slab beneath the arch (Kumar et 

al., 2016, see also Fig. 2); 2) high seismic velocities in the slab’s crust well west of the 

arch (Bishop et al., 2017, see Fig. 2) suggesting the oceanic crust has transformed to 
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relatively anhydrous eclogite; and 3) the presence of a thin supra-slab mantle hydration 

layer, associated with water released from the dehydrating slab (Dougherty and Clayton, 

2015), that disappears well to the west of the arch. This suggests that hydration of the 

mantle is an unlikely source of arch uplift and an alternate model of arch uplift is 

necessary. 

4.2 Crustal thickening models 

Calculation of the amount of uplift produced by the emplacement of a load at 

depth within a plate requires a total of six independent physical parameters (see Eq. (6) in 

Section 3.2.2.), three of which (Young’s modulus (E), elastic thickness (Te), and 

Poisson’s ratio (ν)) are necessary to calculate the flexural rigidity parameter, D. We begin 

by assigning these parameters based upon prior studies of the Andean foreland and our 

Gaussian approximation of the rock uplift associated with the Fitzcarrald Arch. We then 

use alternate, geologically reasonable values of these parameters to examine how 

departures from these regional observation-based values may affect our estimate of 

crustal thickening beneath the Fitzcarrald Arch (see Fig. 4). 

We again use Stewart and Watts’s (1997) parameters for the region around the 

arch (E = 1×1011 Nm, ν = 0.25, g = 9.81 m/s2, ρc = 2670 kg/m3, ρm = 3300 kg/m3, Te = 50 

km) and assign k and derive HB(x) values from the topographic expression of the arch 

(~600 km) and our estimate for the uplifted Miocene surface (~760 m at apex relative to 

neighboring basins, full width at half-maximum ~200 km). These values result in ~4.9 

km of crustal thickening beneath the maximum observed uplift (Fig. 4B). We treat this 

result as a reference value and now examine the effects of alternating the values of our 
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model parameters (see Table 1). We first examine the three parameters that define D, the 

plate’s flexural rigidity. 

Our preferred value of E (1×1011 Nm) is fairly typical for crustal materials. 

Lithospheric mantle values may reach nearly double this value (Tesauro et al., 2012). 

Likewise, while ν is on average around 0.25, varying compositions and 

pressure/temperature conditions may cause ν to vary by approximately ±0.05 

(Christensen, 1996). Table 1 shows that varying the value of E by ×0.5 or ×2 has an 

effect comparable to modifying the value of Te by ±10 km. Alternatively, halving Te to a 

value of 25 km yields 3.4 km of crustal thickening. Varying the value of ν has no 

significant effect. This indicates that variation in D may change our estimated value of 

crustal thickening by ~1 to 1.5 km yielding a range of potential thickening values from 

~4 km to 6.5 km. 

Comparable ranges of estimated crustal thickening values are obtained by 

variation in the spatial wave number, k (equivalent to 2π/spatial wavelength). The 

topographic expression of most of the Fitzcarrald Arch is clear in the Global Multi-

Resolution Topography data set (Ryan et al., 2009), however the low amplitude flanks of 

the arch may be partially obscured by the topography of the Subandean foothills. To 

investigate potential errors in determining the spatial wavelength of the arch, we test 

wavelengths of ±100 km differences from our estimate of 600 km. We find that a 500 km 

wavelength would require 6.6 km of crustal thickening to account for the Arch’s uplift 

and a 700 km wavelength would require 4.1 km of thickening. 

The final parameters that may affect our calculation are the average densities of 

the crust and mantle lithosphere beneath the Fitzcarrald Arch. As our calculation depends 
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on the difference between the crust and mantle density, we report pairs of values in Table 

1. We find that most combinations of crust and mantle densities yield thickening 

estimates in the same range (~4 to 6.5 km) as the other parameters we examined above, 

however in an extreme case with high-density crust (2800 kg/m3) and unusually low-

density mantle (3200 kg/m3) requires 7.9 km of thickening to produce the arch. 

The above investigation of parameters suggests that a minimum of ~4 km of 

thickening is likely to have occurred to support the uplift of the Fitzcarrald Arch, and 

suggests that our preferred value of ~4.9 km is reasonable. The values calculated for all 

parameters are noticeably different from the value of 3.2 km of thickening required to 

support the arch’s uplift assuming local Airy isostasy (equivalent to setting the flexural 

rigidity parameter D or elastic thickness parameter Te to 0). Improved seismic coverage 

of the arch and neighboring basins may be able to distinguish between the Airy isostatic 

estimate and a number of the flexurally supported estimates. Flexural estimates of 

thickening based on the range of geologically reasonable values that we have examined 

are comparable in magnitude to the localized ~5 km thickening observed southeast of 

subducted Nazca Ridge beneath the high Andean Cordillera (Bishop et al., 2017), 

suggesting that similar processes may have been responsible for thickening both 

locations. 

5 Discussion 

5.1 Thickening foreland lower crust with minimal upper crustal faulting 

We propose that the uplift of the Fitzcarrald Arch was likely driven by ~4 km to 

6.5 km of crustal thickening beneath the arch, and given that the arch lacks significant 

post-Cretaceous faulting and crustal seismicity (Espurt et al, 2007a,b) this thickening 
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would need to be accommodated ductiley. This thickening is consistent with Regard et 

al.’s (2009) suggestion that the arch is a product of increased coupling between the flat 

slab and the overriding plate. However, the extension of the Fitzcarrald Arch beyond the 

point at which the flat slab resteepens (see Fig. 2) raises a further question: how can a flat 

slab trigger significant thickening of the overriding plate’s lower crust beyond the slab’s 

subduction hinge without corresponding faulting in the upper crust? 

Numerical modeling of a shallowly subducting plate mechanically coupled to an 

overriding plate may provide an explanation. Bird (1988) has shown that basal shear can 

displace a volume of material sufficient to thin the overriding plate’s crust by up to >20 

km near the trench and to thicken it by up to >20 km where the subducting plate steepens 

and decouples from the overriding plate. Changes in lithospheric mantle thickness follow 

a similar, though more extreme, pattern (Bird, 1988). This thickening may extend beyond 

the point of decoupling, decreasing with distance beyond the slab hinge (Bird, 1984). 

Absolute magnitudes of thickening and thinning vary based on the rheology of the 

overriding plate as well as on the extent of coupling between the two plates, but 

significant shear strain is likely to accumulate in the lower crust of the overriding plate 

(Bird, 1984). In locations where the flat slab extends to the foreland and where the 

subducting and overriding plates are partially coupled, Bird’s (1984,1988) models predict 

both crustal thickening and associated topographic uplift. This model differs from 

channel flow models of crustal thickening (see Jamieson and Beaumont, 2013 for a 

review of channel flow) in maintaining coupling between the ductilely deforming layer of 

crust and a stronger underlying lower crust or mantle lithosphere, imparting a single top-
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towards-the-trench sense of shear to the deforming layer (Bird, 1984; Allmendinger and 

Judge, 2014). 

Observations of the forearc and high Andes above the subducted Nazca Ridge 

along the southern edge of the Peruvian flat slab are largely consistent with the deep crust 

and mantle structure predictions of Bird’s models. While variations in the crust and 

lithospheric mantle thickness prior to flat subduction have likely lead to greater 

heterogeneity than modeled by Bird (1984, 1988) with a uniform upper plate, these 

simple models are a good first-order match for the Fitzcarrald Arch region. Extensive 

removal of the South American lithospheric mantle along the inboard projection of the 

Nazca Ridge (Bishop et al., 2017; Eakin et al., 2014b) and thinning of South American 

crust above the subducted Nazca Ridge (Bishop et al., 2017) is consistent with the basal 

shear models’ thinning predictions in the overriding plate where the plate and flat slab 

along the Nazca Ridge are coupled. Evidence for thickening of the Andean crust by ~5 

km inboard of the southeast edge of the flat slab (Bishop et al., 2017) is consistent with 

the models’ prediction for crustal thickening in the direction of convergence immediately 

beyond the region of interplate coupling. 

A lack of seismic array coverage in the foreland prevents direct observation of the 

South American continental Moho beneath the Fitzcarrald Arch, preventing us from 

directly investigating the crustal thickness beneath the arch. Array coverage does allow 

examination of the crustal thickness at the Subandean deformation front, where crustal 

thickness range between ~50 and 55 km (Bishop et al., 2017; see Fig. 2). Immediately 

north of the Fitzcarrald Arch James and Snoke (1994) found that the crustal thickness at 

Subandean deformation front ranged between ~40 and 45 km while south of the arch 
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Ryan et al. (2016) likewise found crustal thickness of ~40 and 45 km at the deformation 

front. These observations are consistent with our model’s predictions of >5 km of crustal 

thickening beneath the arch. In addition, by scaling Bird’s (1984) model to a point 

between 80 km and 90 km depth contour for the slab’s subducted oceanic Moho from 

Bishop et al. (2017) and Antonijevic et al. (2015), we can compare the topographic 

expression of the arch and the potential area of basal shear induced crustal thickening 

caused by the subducted ridge (Fig. 5). Bird’s (1984) model is dimensionless, so its 

contours represent qualitative estimates of an instantaneous crustal thickening rate (which 

depends on the strength of the overriding plate and magnitude of basal shear stress, the 

values of which are both presently unknown) rather than total crustal thickening. As such 

it only allows us to determine whether the potential “footprint” of deformation has a 

location and geometry that is consistent with the arch. While complications seem to exist 

on the southeastern edge of the flat slab, Fig. 5 highlights how the “footprint” of active 

crustal thickening predicted by the coupling model is a good match for the region of high 

topography associated with the arch. A comparison of topography and exposed Miocene 

sedimentary units suggests there is a discordance between the areas of highest topography 

and highest structural exhumation. This discordance appears to the northeast of predicted 

high present rates of crustal thickening—consistent with southeastward propagation of 

the arch through time as the Nazca Ridge migrates with respect to stable South America 

(Espurt et al., 2007a, 2010). 

5.2 Broader implications 

We show in Fig. 6 our schematic cross-section of the southern segment of the 

Peru flat slab where the Nazca Ridge is subducting and the proposed basal shear that 
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could account for the uplift of the Fitzcarrald Arch. The development of the Fitzcarrald 

Arch through thickening of the lower crust represents one of the most spatially extensive 

examples of crustal thickening due to flat slab induced basal shear. This mechanism is 

structurally quite different from the basement cored uplifts attributed to basal shear 

associated with other flat slab regions (e.g. Dickinson and Snyder, 1978; Jordan and 

Allmendinger, 1986; and see Erslev, 2005 for a critical review). The lack of significant 

faulting within the ~2.5 km thick Cretaceous to late Cenozoic sedimentary layers (Espurt 

et al., 2010) or of reactivation of pre-Cretaceous basement faults present on the arch 

(Gautheron et al., 2013) indicates that thickening must be accommodated in the mid-to-

lower crust. This contrasts with both basement cored uplifts and other occurrences of 

shallow crustal faulting observed in other flat slab localities, including the northern 

segment of the Peruvian flat slab (Hermoza et al., 2006; Eude et al., 2015; see Figs. 1 and 

5). The differences in deformation style in the upper plate above the same flat slab may 

reflect structural (e.g. orientation of pre-existing faults (Gautheron et al., 2013)) or 

rheological differences (e.g. variations in the relative strength of the lower crust and 

mantle lithosphere) between the Fitzcarrald Arch and the region immediately to the north 

and west. In addition, the differences between the two regions may reflect differences in 

the structure of the flat slab. The flat slab around the subducted Nazca Ridge is 

significantly shallower than the region immediately northwest of the ridge (Gutscher et 

al., 1999). Although the Nazca Ridge began to enter the trench near ~10°S around 15-11 

Ma (Hampel, 2002; Rosenbaum et al., 2005), the volcanic arc remained active between 

~10°S and ~14°S until 4 Ma (Rosenbaum et al., 2005). This delay is consistent with 

analogue and numerical models (Espurt et al., 2008; Hu et al., 2016) that find several 
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million years elapse between initial ridge subduction and full flattening of the slab and 

with the approximate timing of the Fitzcarrald Arch’s uplift (Espurt et al., 2010). Prior to 

flattening and the closure of the convecting mantle wedge, the slab and overriding plate 

would be largely uncoupled, preventing basal shear above and inboard of the ridge. This 

possibility does not explain why the shallow northern segment of the Peruvian flat slab, 

associated with the hypothesized subducted Inca Plateau (Gutscher et al., 1999), has 

failed to form a comparable arch-like feature near 5°S. Further geological and 

geophysical investigation of the region may help to clarify the evolution of the Peruvian 

flat slab and the conditions necessary for the formation of foreland arches and basement 

cored uplifts. 

The differences in foreland deformation style between the southern segment of 

the Peruvian flat slab associated with the subducted Nazca Ridge and the northern 

segment highlight the variability in responses to ridge subduction. This variability is 

further highlighted when examining the subduction of other ridges in South America (see 

Gutscher et al., 2000 and Spikings and Simpson, 2014 for overviews). While both the 

Nazca Ridge and Juan Fernandez Ridge (Allmendinger and Judge, 2014) show evidence 

for basal shear, there are major differences between the two. At a depth of ~100-110 km, 

the Pampean flat slab associated with the subducting Juan Fernandez Ridge is deeper 

than that associated with the Nazca Ridge and a significant thickness of mantle 

lithosphere is present between the continental crust and the Pampean flat slab (Gans et 

al., 2011). In addition, crustal deformation is accommodated by basement cored uplifts 

and abundant deep crustal earthquakes above the eastern portion of the Pampean flat slab 

and east of where the flat slab re-steepens (e.g. Alvarado et al., 2009; Bellahsen et al., 
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2016). The subducting Juan Fernandez Ridge associated with the shallowest portion of 

the Pampean flat slab thus appears to show both ductile crustal thickening beneath the 

western Precordillera fold belt and basement cored faulting to the east in the Sierras 

Pampeanas region. 

There is little evidence for significant basal shear occurring within the Andean 

foreland inboard of the subducting Carnegie and Iquique Ridges. We note that at both 

locations the volcanic arc remains active (though broadened near the Carnegie Ridge) 

(Gutscher et al., 2000). This indicates that in these locations the subducting and 

overriding plates likely remain decoupled by an intervening mantle wedge, and hence 

would not be expected to cause any basal shear. Perhaps the subducting Carnegie and 

Iquique Ridges have either just begun to subduct or have otherwise not had time to cause 

the associated slab to become flat, consistent with models that find a delay between the 

initial subduction of a buoyant feature and the establishment of flat slab geometry (e.g. 

Espurt et al., 2008; Hu et al., 2016). Comparison of these four ridges indicates: (1) that 

the onset of ridge subduction may not immediately produce a response in the overriding 

plate, other than offshore and near the coast; and (2) the upper plate may respond through 

variable styles of deformation, both within a single flat slab system and between separate 

flat slab segments along the same subduction zone. 

In light of the observations we have presented above and recent evidence for flat 

slab related basal shear induced thickening in the Argentine Precordillera above the 

Sierras Pampeanas flat slab (Allmendinger and Judge, 2014), it may be useful to 

reconsider the importance and expression of flat slab induced basal shear in the evolution 

of Cordilleran mountain belts. Bird’s (1984,1988) model of basal shear thickening was 
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originally developed as an explanation for flat slab related Laramide structures in western 

North America and the continued presence of a thick continental mantle lithosphere in 

the region has been difficult to explain (see Erslev, 2005 and references therein). Both 

our observations of the Fitzcarrald Arch and observations of basal shear induced 

thickening of the Argentine Precordillera above the shallow portion of Pampean flat slab 

(Allmendinger and Judge, 2014) suggest that the effects of basal shear may be 

concentrated over the shallowest portions of a flat slab. In these two cases, the evidence 

for basal shear corresponds with the location of subducting aseismic ridges or hot spot 

tracks and associated sub-slab low velocity bodies in both Peru (Antonijevic et al., 2015; 

Scire et al., 2016) and Argentina (Anderson et al., 2007; Portner et al., 2017) rather than 

over the entirety of a flat slab region. 

Recent geological observations from western North America may be consistent 

with this localized form of basal shear. Subduction complex-derived schists emplaced at 

mid-to-lower crustal depths in western Arizona (Haxel et al., 2015) lie along the center of 

the proposed Laramide flat slab and the predicted path of the subducted oceanic plateau 

associated with the formation of this flat slab (Liu et al., 2010). Extensive Laramide age 

shearing observed in mantle xenoliths found near the center of the Colorado Plateau 

(Behr and Smith, 2016) are also located above the path of the subducted oceanic plateau. 

We suggest basal shear deformation in the Laramide flat slab may have been 

concentrated—and therefore most disruptive of the overriding plate’s lithosphere—

directly above the central portion of the subducting Laramide oceanic plateau, just as 

observed in the modern Peruvian flat slab and in the Pampean flat slab (Allmendinger 

and Judge, 2014). 
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The concentration of deformation in the upper plate directly above subducting 

aseismic ridges or oceanic plateaus may explain the contradiction between the general 

preservation of the western North American continental lithosphere and the evidence of 

severe local disruption of the continental lithosphere represented by these schist and 

mantle xenoliths. Analogous to Peru and Argentina, outside of a relatively narrow 

corridor directly over the subducted plateau, disruption is likely to have been limited. 

Other less extensively documented occurrences of flat subduction in the geologic record 

(e.g. the compilation by Ramos and Folguera, (2009) for examples from South America) 

may exhibit similar patterns of deformation as further details of these occurrences are 

uncovered. 

6 Conclusions 

We illustrate an overall view of the relationship between the Fitzcarrald Arch and 

the subducting flat slab in Peru (Fig. 6). The formation of the Fitzcarrald Arch in the 

foreland of the Andes occurs along the projection of the subducted Nazca Ridge. We 

suggest that the Fitzcarrald Arch is the result of thickening on the order of ~5 km in the 

foreland’s mid-to-lower crust as the result of top-to-the-west basal shear and shortening 

between the shallowest portion of the flat slab, coincident with the subducted Nazca 

Ridge, and the South American lithosphere. A lack of seismicity and surface faulting 

associated with the Fitzcarrald Arch indicates that this basal shear and shortening is 

accommodated ductilely in the mid-to-lower crust and dissipates before significantly 

affecting the brittle upper crust. This process suggests that basal shear induced 

deformation in the overriding plate in a flat slab setting is concentrated along only the 

shallowest segment of the flat slab. In Peru, this corresponds to the shallow subducted 
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Nazca Ridge, and elsewhere is likely to correspond to other shallow subducted aseismic 

ridges or oceanic plateaus. Other styles of upper plate deformation may be important 

when the flat slab segments are deeper. 
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TABLES 

Table 1 Sensitivity analysis for thickening estimate.  

Parameter Assumed Value Resultant Thickening  

(km) 

Elastic Thickness (km)                         25 3.4 

Elastic Thickness (km)                         40 4.1 

Elastic Thickness (km)                         60 6.1 

Young’s Modulus (Pa*s)          2.0×1011 6.5 

Young’s Modulus (Pa*s)          5.0×1010 4.0 

Poisson’s Ratio                0.2 4.8 

Poisson’s Ratio                0.3 4.9 

Topographic Wave 

Number (km-1) 

                    2*π / 500 6.6 

Topographic Wave 

Number (km-1) 

                    2*π / 700 4.1 

Crustal, Mantle Density 

(kg/m3) 

                    2670, 3200 5.8 

Crustal, Mantle Density 

(kg/m3) 

                    2670, 3400 4.2 

Crustal, Mantle Density 

(kg/m3) 

                    2700, 3200 6.2 

Crustal, Mantle Density 

(kg/m3) 

                    2700, 3300 5.1 

Crustal, Mantle Density 

(kg/m3) 

                    2700, 3400 4.4 

Crustal, Mantle Density 

(kg/m3) 

                    2800, 3200 7.9 

Crustal, Mantle Density 

(kg/m3) 

                    2800, 3300 6.3 

Crustal, Mantle Density 

(kg/m3) 

                    2800, 3400 5.3 
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FIGURES 

 

Fig. 1. A. Tectonic setting of the Fitzcarrald Arch. Globe hemisphere inset marks study 

area. Blue line is boundary of uplifted Miocene to Pleistocene units associated with the 

arch (from Espurt et al., 2010). White line is inboard boundary of Andean faulting 

(modified from Hermoza et al., 2006; Gautheron et al., 2013; McQuarrie et al., 2008). 

Orange line is 80 km depth contour of subducted Nazca oceanic crustal Moho (from 

Bishop et al., 2017). Red line is 90 km depth contour for subducted Nazca plate based on 

surface-wave tomographic anomaly (Antonijevic et al., 2015). Green line is the outline of 

the unsubducted segment of the Nazca Ridge (from Hampel, 2002). Purple line 1-1’ 

marks location of geophysical cross-section in Fig. 2 and was selected because it is 

coincident with the densest line of seismic stations. The 5 to 0 Ma average convergence 

of 8.5 cm/yr between South American and Nazca Plates (black arrows) is from Somoza 

and Ghidella (2012). Topography from Global Multi-Resolution Topography (GMRT) 

v.3.2 (Ryan et al., 2009). B. Topographic and geologic expression of Fitzcarrald Arch. 
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Light blue to dark blue lines are uplifted and exposed Pliocene (light blue) to mid-

Miocene (dark blue) sedimentary units (from Espurt et al., 2010). Line 2-2’ show location 

of topographic profile in Figs. 3 and 4, lines with black dots parallel to 2-2’ mark swath 

used to obtain averaged topography in Figs. 3 and 4. 
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Fig. 2. Geophysical cross-section through segment of flat slab along profile 1-1’ in Fig. 

1A combining P-wave teleseismic tomographic results (modified from Scire et al., 2017), 

surface (shear) wave tomography results (replotted from Antonijevic et al., 2015), and P-
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wave receiver function results (modified from Bishop et al., 2017). Color of tomography 

results represents percent differences from starting model. A: Receiver function results 

scaled to teleseismic tomography results. Filled circles mark location of slab seismicity as 

shown in Scire et al. (2017) and Bishop et al. (2017) (purple and white fill respectively). 

Blue line in receiver function results marks the Bishop et al.’s (2017) continental Moho 

while the magenta line marks the subducted slab oceanic Moho (dashed where inferred). 

The near vertical high-velocity feature near 70°W marks the steeply dipping slab 

immediately inboard of the area of flat subduction (Scire et al., 2017). This high velocity 

feature penetrates into the lower mantle (>660 km depth) without flattening at the base of 

the mantle transition zone. The slab hinge marking the transition from flat to steep 

subduction occurs near the present eastern edge of Andean faulting, indicating the slab 

cannot provide direct support to the entire Fitzcarrald Arch. B: Receiver function results 

scaled to surface wave tomography results. Rapid decrease in slab Moho amplitude 

indicates a decrease in the velocity contrast between the subducted slab crust and 

underlying slab mantle, consistent with the onset of significant eclogitization >300 km 

from the Fitzcarrald Arch (Bishop et al., 2017). A weak slab Moho arrival continues to 

the location of the slab hinge as inferred from the tomography results before becoming 

indistinguishable from other arrivals. The similar geometries of the continental and slab 

Mohos and <20 km separation between the features throughout the flat slab region 

indicates strong coupling between the two plates. Surface wave results indicate that the 

slab begins to re-steepen in the transitional area between the Subandes and the Fitzcarrald 

Arch, >100 km east of a sub-slab slow velocity, potentially buoyant, mantle anomaly. 
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Fig. 3. Comparison of alternate Gaussian models used to approximate the uplifted 

Miocene surface associated with the development of the Fitzcarrald Arch. Vertical lines 

mark calculated elevation of contact uncorrected for isostatic unloading (dashed black 

lines) and corrected for isostatic unloading (solid red and orange lines). This correction 

accounts for the isostatic rebound associated with erosion of overlying sediments on the 

northern side of the arch. Star marks contact of Miocene and Pliocene units along profile 

Line 2-2’ from Fig. 1B, with pink box marking contact exposures within a swath 

extending ±40 km from the profile. Black line is average topography for Line 2–2’, 

calculated from the same swath. Light gray shading marks maximum and minimum 

values within swath. Dark gray shading marks area affected by significant post-Miocene 

faulting, which is not accounted for in our modeled uplift. A) Comparison of differing 

half-width (used to derive c parameter) values: orange line = 220 km, blue line = 210 km, 
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red line (preferred value) = 200 km, green line = 190 km, black = 180 km. B) 

Comparison of differing maximum uplift (a parameter) values: orange line = 860 m of 

uplift, purple line = 810 m of uplift, blue line = 785 m of uplift, red line (preferred value) 

= 760 m of uplift, yellow line = 735 m of uplift, green line = 710 m of uplift, black line = 

660 m of uplift. See text for discussion. 
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Fig. 4. A: Miocene surface (red curve) uplifted during formation of the Fitzcarrald Arch 

calculated from surface exposures of Miocene contacts and corresponding erosion 

documented by Espurt et al. (2010) (topography and other features as in Fig. 3). B: 

Calculated amount of crustal material needed to support the uplift in A assuming range of 

differing plate properties. Red line marks our preferred model (4.9 km maximum 

thickening), blue lines mark range of values obtained from alternate models (see Table 1, 

range extends from ~4 to 6.6 km of maximum thickening). Black lines mark extreme 

values, with shallowest (~3.2 km of maximum thickening) corresponding to pure Airy 

isostatic support for the arch and the deepest (~7.9 km of maximum thickening) 

corresponding to extreme values of mantle and crustal densities (3200 kg/m3 and 2800 

kg/m3 respectively). See text for discussion. 
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Fig. 5. Topographic and geologic expression of the Fitzcarrald Arch (as in Fig. 1B) 

compared to Bird’s (1984) basal shear model scaled approximately to the Nazca plate’s 

subducted oceanic Moho 80 km depth contour (Bishop et al, 2017) and the Nazca plate’s 

90 km surface wave tomographic depth contour (Antonijevic et al., 2015). Note that as 

shown in Fig. 2 the irregularities in the 80 km slab Moho contour along the eastern edge 

occur in an area where the slab remains in close contact with the overriding continental 

crust. Green line show the area of plate contact scaled from Bird (1984) to match slab 

contours; purple lines show qualitative crustal thickening contours caused by basal shear 

scaled from Bird (1984). See text for discussion. 
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Fig. 6. Schematic cross-section approximately following strike of the subducting Nazca 

Ridge. Solid black lines above topography mark boundaries between geomorphic 

features, dashed black line marks inferred location of the edge of the stable Brazilian 

Craton. Light blue on subducting Nazca plate and slab represents basaltic crust, purple 

represents eclogitized crust associated with end of intermediate depth Wadati-Benioff 

zone seismicity (black circles representing hypocenters from Kumar et al. (2016) ±150 

km from cross-section, see Fig. 2 above for discussion of eclogitization). Dark blue 

represents oceanic mantle lithosphere, with broadening slab velocity anomaly in the 

mantle transition zone (Scire et al, 2017) and deep seismicity (International 

Seismological Center, 2011) interpreted as representing deformation of the slab as it 

begins to enter the lower mantle. Red feature below the slab represents potentially 

buoyant low seismic velocity feature (Antonijevic et al., 2015, Scire et al., 2016) beneath 

the flat slab. Within the crust of the over-riding South American plate (gray, note change 
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in vertical exaggeration at 8 km depth to accommodate topography/bathymetry), solid red 

lines mark the location of active (reactivated?) Subandean thrust faults while dashed red 

lines mark inactive pre-Cretaceous faults (following Devlin et al., 2012) while area in 

orange marks the approximate location of mid-to-lower crustal thickening we predict to 

drive the uplift of the Fitzcarrald Arch. Purple arrows provide sense of motion for the 

region of crustal thickening beneath the Fitzcarrald Arch; note that this motion would 

impart a top-to-the-west sense of shear to the ductilely deforming mid-to-lower crust, 

opposite to the overall top-to-the-east sense of shear caused by Subandean thrust-faulting 

in the neighboring upper crust. The thickness of the cratonic lithosphere (light blue 

beneath overriding plate) is uncertain, however gradually increasing elastic thicknesses 

towards the east (see Sacek and Ussami, 2009 for compilation) suggest it may be 

somewhat tapered, with an increasing thickness towards the east. See text for discussion. 
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ABSTRACT 

Subduction along the active margin of a continental plate occurs in a context 

where the overriding plate’s crust and lithospheric mantle may contain inherited 

structures significantly predating the present tectonic conditions that occur at the margin. 

These structures are persistent over very long-term time scales (>105 to >106 years) and 

thought to play an important role in both seismogenic processes on the megathrust and in 

development of topography along the coasts. We use receiver functions calculated from 

broadband seismic data collected along the Chilean forearc between ~33°S and 38.5 °S in 

the vicinity of the 2010 Mw 8.8 Maule earthquake to determine the structure of the 

overriding South American continental plate and subducting Nazca oceanic plate along 

and inboard of the seismogenic portion of the megathrust. We show that the Chilean 

forearc is divided into three distinct zones: a northern zone where the continental crust 

intersects the subducting plate well inboard of the coast at ~35-40 km depth, a central 

zone where the continental crust tapers to <20 km thickness at the coast before 

intersecting the subducting plate at 15-20 km depth, and a southern zone where the 

continental crust forms a wedge-shaped feature beneath the rapidly uplifting Arauco 

Peninsula associated with ~35-40 km crust and intersecting the subducting plate well 

inboard of the coast at ~40 km depth. The thin crust of the central zone is associated with 

a dense, high velocity mantle body (the Cobquecura anomaly) that may have played an 

important role in stabilizing the Chilean forearc since the late Paleozoic. 

INTRODUCTION 

The forearc and subduction zone in central Chile (Fig. 1) represents a transition 

between the accreting active margin of southern Chile and the erosive active margin of 
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northern Chile separated by the subducting Juan Fernandez Ridge at ~33°S (e.g. 

Contreras-Reyes et al., 2010; Clift and Vannucchi, 2004). The forearc south of ~34°S—

35 °S exposes old (~300 Myr) pre-Andean subduction complex structures (including a 

paired metamorphic belt, intruding batholith, and set of strike-slip faults inactive since 

~275 Ma) at the present coastline, indicating that the margin has overall been largely 

stable for much of the Mesozoic and Cenozoic (Hervé, 1988; Glodny et al., 2008; Willner 

et al., 2009; Hervé et al., 2013). In this study we investigate the potential lithospheric 

scale expression of these persistent structures and their potential to affect seismogenic 

processes on the megathrust in central Chile and coastal uplift over very long-term time 

scales (>105 to >106 years) along the segment of the central Chilean megathrust ruptured 

during the 27 February 2010 Maule Earthquake. 

The great 27 February 2010 Maule Earthquake was an 8.8 MW event that ruptured 

a section of the locked megathrust zone (Fig. 1B) over an along-strike length of ~500 km 

and to a depth of 40 to 50 km (Fig. 1C). Multiple analyses of the Maule 2010 earthquake 

have shown that the event ruptured bilaterally and that the greatest magnitude of slip was 

concentrated in 2 to 3 patches (magenta contours in Fig. 1C). The highest slip patch (>15 

m of co-seismic slip) lay offshore to the north of the hypocenter (Delouis et al., 2010; 

Kiser and Ishii, 2011; Lorito et al., 2011; Koper et al., 2012; Moreno et al., 2012; Yue et 

al., 2014: Huang et al., 2017). The second, lower magnitude region of slip occurred south 

of the hypocenter. Different studies have determined varying amounts of co-seismic slip 

in this region (Delouis et al., 2010; Lorito et al., 2011; Koper et al., 2012; Moreno et al., 

2012; Yue et al., 2014; Huang et al., 2017). The hypocentral region has lower co-seismic 

slip and most rupture models generally confine the slip to the down dip region of the 
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plate interface. Hence, the rupture can be divided into at least two or three segments, 

indicating that the megathrust rupture varies significantly from north to south. 

Prior to the 2010 Maule earthquake, this region of the plate boundary failed in a 

series of historic earthquakes in 1835, 1928, and possibly partially in a 1906 earthquake 

rupture as estimated from reported damage and shaking intensity (Comte et al., 1986; 

Beck et al., 1998 and references therein). The Mw=7.9-8 1928 earthquake occurred north 

of the 2010 hypocenter. The central and southern segment of the 2010 rupture zone 

corresponds to the region last ruptured in 1835. The Mw=9.5, 1960 Chile earthquake may 

have ruptured into the very southern end of the 2010 event in the region of the Arauco 

Peninsula (Beck et al., 1998, Melnick et al., 2009). In addition, the region downdip of the 

2010 hypocenter was the site of an 80-100 km depth intraplate earthquake in 1939 that 

killed ~30,000 people (Beck et al., 1998). This indicates that this part of the plate 

boundary has shown variable rupture segmentation between earthquake cycles. 

Local seismic tomography has identified two high seismic velocity anomalies 

within the upper plate that appear to correspond in part to these rupture segments (Hicks 

et al., 2012; Hicks et al., 2014). The observation of this segmentation during a single 

great earthquake has encouraged interest in the role of inherited structure on subduction 

zone processes and segmentation over multiple earthquake cycles (e.g. Hicks et al., 2014; 

Jara-Muñoz et al., 2015; Saillard et al., 2017). In order to understand the plate boundary 

segmentation, we present new teleseismic receiver function results for the Chilean forearc 

between ~33°S and ~38.5°S covering the length of the forearc that ruptured during the 

Maule 2010 earthquake. Our goal is to identify large scale forearc structure that might 

relate to long term subduction segmentation. 
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While a number of geophysical studies have targeted the Maule region following 

the 2010 earthquake, many of these studies have focused on understanding processes 

related to megathrust rupture propagation (Delouis et al., 2010; Kiser and Ishii, 2011; 

Lorito et al., 2011; Koper et al., 2012; Moreno et al., 2012; Yue et al., 2014; Huang et al., 

2017), and locking or coupling (e.g. Moreno et al., 2010; Métois et al., 2012). Others 

have focused on providing a better understanding of the marine forearc and determining 

its structure in relation to both the Maule 2010 earthquake and broader questions of 

subduction zone development (e.g. Contreras-Reyes et al., 2010; Becerra et al., 2013; 

Contreras-Reyes et al., 2017). Onshore in the region the International Maule Aftershock 

Deployment (IMAD, see fig. 1A) consists of a set of >140 temporary stations deployed 

along the Chilean forearc from March 2010 to September 2010 (Roecker and Russo, 

2010; Vilotte and RESIF, 2011) to relocate aftershocks for the 2010 earthquake (e.g. 

Lange et al., 2012; see Fig. 1C) and to perform local earthquake tomography (e.g. Hicks 

et al., 2012; Hicks et al., 2014) to better understand the megathrust and overriding plate. 

We have utilized data from the IMAD deployment and other seismometers 

deployed in the region both prior to and after the 2010 Maule earthquake to calculate 

teleseismic receiver functions (RFs) and image the large-scale structure of the subducting 

Nazca oceanic plate and overriding South American continental plate. RFs are sensitive 

to velocity contrasts across major boundaries in the Earth at depth, making them ideal for 

imaging the Mohorovičić discontinuity (Moho) that marks the transition between crust 

and mantle rocks. By imaging the Moho of the South American continental crust and that 

of the subducted Nazca plate’s oceanic crust, we are able to constrain the approximate 

position of the megathrust-continental Moho intersection—a feature that has been called 
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upon to play an important role in models of megathrust seismogenic behavior (e.g. Kato 

et al., 2010; Peng and Gomberg, 2010; Gao and Wang, 2017) and in explanations of 

forearc deformation resulting in permanent coastal uplift (e.g. Melnick, 2016). In 

addition, models for long-term (>100 kyr or 1 Myr, much greater than the length of the 

earthquake cycle) forearc segmentation frequently call for the existence of large, 

persistent structures in the upper plate of the forearc which are likely to be reflected in the 

upper plates crustal structure near the megathrust (e.g. Jara-Muñoz et al., 2015; Saillard 

et al., 2017; Dura et al., 2017). Our study offers a way to further investigate and refine 

these models for this portion of the Chilean subduction zone. 

Prior RF studies have only partially examined this part of the Chilean forearc, 

utilizing only between four and eleven broadband seismic stations within the forearc 

(Gilbert et al., 2006; Heit et al., 2008; Dannowski et al., 2013). This has resulted in 

extremely limited spatial coverage of the region. Our data set utilizes more than 100 

temporary and permanent broadband seismic stations, providing nearly uniform coverage 

of the coast to approximately the western edge of the volcanic arc (see Fig. 1) with a 

lateral resolution of ~15 km, greatly improving upon prior RF studies of the region. 

DATA AND METHODS 

We have utilized the data from broadband seismic stations deployed as part of the 

temporary International Maule Aftershock Deployment (IMAD) (Roecker and Russo, 

2010; Vilotte and RESIF, 2011) archived at the Incorporated Research Institutions for 

Seismology Data Management Center along with broadband stations located between 

~32°S and ~39°S from an 2000-2001 temporary deployment (Chile/Argentina 

Experiment (Beck et al., 2000), the permanent Chilean National Seismic Network, and 
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the permanent GEOSCOPE Network (Institut de Physique du Globe de Paris and Ecole et 

Observatoire des Sciences de la Terre de Strasbourg, 1982). This yielded a total of 94 

IMAD, 9 Chile/Argentina Experiment, 22 Chilean National Seismic Network and the 

single GEOSCOPE station in this region with recorded data of sufficient quality to 

calculate at least one RF. To assess data quality, we first filtered our data using a 

bandpass filter with corner frequencies of 0.05 and 5 Hz to minimize the effects of noise, 

then visually inspected records for all arrivals at each station for ≥ 5.0 MW teleseismic 

earthquakes recorded from distances of 30° to 90° for P-phase arrivals, 90° to 150° for 

PP-phase arrivals, and 110° to 160° for PKP-phase arrivals. We first excluded records 

lacking clear P-wave arrivals on all three components, records containing local 

earthquake arrivals in addition to the teleseismic arrivals (a significant problem for the 

IMAD stations due to aftershock activity), and records containing clear artifacts of 

instrument malfunction. 

We then rotated the remaining seismic records to the radial-tangential-vertical 

(RTZ) coordinate system and used the iterative time domain deconvolution (Ligorría and 

Ammon, 1999) to calculate P-to-S RFs using the data which passed our initial quality 

control evaluation. We used Gaussian pulse width of 2.5, which acts as a low-pass filter 

with a corner frequency of 1.2 Hz (equivalent to ~1 km of vertical resolution for layered 

structures). We then excluded all RF pairs with variance reductions of <70% for the 

radial component and <50% on the tangential component. We then visually inspected all 

RF pairs to eliminate all pairs where the majority of energy was on the tangential 

component, the initial radial component peak was not the largest arrival or was 

significantly delayed from the zero lag time, and any pair with periodic arrivals on the 
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radial component or a highly correlated radial and transverse arrivals. 1300 RF pairs 

passed our inspection and we then used the radial components to calculate common 

conversion point (CCP) stacking (Dueker and Sheehan, 1997; Sheehan et al., 2000) with 

a method capable of migrating RFs through a 3-D velocity model (Frassetto et al., 2011; 

Frassetto and Thybo, 2013; Ryan et al., 2016). We used a 15 km bin spacing in the CCP 

stacking, with an overlap of 1.25x the bin spacing. 

Uncertainty in the depth of features imaged in an RF CCP stack is largely a result 

in uncertainty in the velocity structure used to migrate the RFs. Because of this, the 

incorporation of a spatially varying 3-D velocity structure, where available, can be 

extremely helpful in accurately resolving structure. For our study region, we use the 

ambient noise tomography S-wave velocity model of Ward et al., (2013) to 50 km depth. 

This model covers the entirety of our study area including the arc-ward portion that may 

be poorly sampled by local tomography in the area (e.g. Farías et al., 2010a; Hicks et al., 

2012; Hicks et al., 2014). Below between 50 to 55 km we incrementally merge the Ward 

et al. (2013) model into the Hicks et al. (2014) Vs model. To constrain P-wave velocity to 

S-wave velocity ratio (Vp/Vs), we utilize the best fit 1-D Vp/Vs structure reported by 

Hicks et al. (2014) based on local earthquake tomography. The model incrementally 

merges into the AK135 1-D global velocity model below 80 km depth. We finally note 

that Ward et al.’s (2013) S-wave model is calculated assuming a uniform Vp/Vs model. 

Varying this model resulted in changes in the S-wave model of at most ~75 m/s in our 

study region (Ward et al., 2013), which would result in a change of <1 km in our RF 

depths. 
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Figure 2 provides an example of the influence that changes to the migration 

velocity structure may cause in an RF CCP stack. Fig. 2A was migrated using a half-

space obtained by averaging the best fit 1-D velocity structure for the Maule region 

(Hicks et al., 2014); Fig. 2B used a 40 km layer over a half-space obtained by averaging 

the top 40 km and bottom 40 km of the Hicks et al. (2014) 1-D velocity model separately; 

Fig. 2C used the best fit 1-D velocity model (Hicks et al., 2014) incrementally merged 

with the AK135 1-D global velocity model at 80 km depth; finally, Fig. 2D used the 

combined Ward et al. (2013) 3-D S-wave velocity model and Hicks et al. (2014) 1-D 

Vp/Vs model. Fig. 2E provides a comparison between the two prominent, laterally 

continuous positive RF arrivals imaged by this cross-section. On average, a slightly 

greater change occurs when moving from a half-space to a layer of a half-space model for 

both layers (change of ~3 km for the upper arrival and ~2 km for the lower arrival 

relative to the 3-D model result), possibly because this change begins for the first order 

velocity structure by including the difference between the crust and mantle. However, 

moving from a layer over half-space to a full best fit 1-D velocity model also causes a 

noticeable change (~2 km for both arrivals). The incorporation of the 3-D S-wave 

velocity model has a relatively minor average change compared to the 1-D model for the 

upper arrival (~1 km) and a more significant change for the lower arrival (~3 km). This 

appears to reflect the 3-D model’s ability to account for a low velocity region 

immediately above the deeper RF arrival (the top of this low velocity region may be 

imaged by the RFs as a negative arrival above the deeper positive RF arrival). We note 

that the overall configuration of the prominent positive arrivals are consistent no matter 

which velocity model is used for migration; the 3-D model allows relatively small scale 
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velocity structures to be accounted for, enhancing the continuity of arrivals by helping to 

correct for the “stair-step” that may appear in dipping layers beneath these small scale 

velocity structures. 

RESULTS 

Figures 3, 4 and 5 show our trench perpendicular CCP cross-sections showing the 

continental Moho and the subducted slab oceanic Moho. Line A-A’ (Fig. 3) passes 

through the Pichilemu anomaly, previously identified in local earthquake tomography 

(Hicks et al. 2014; see Fig. 3) and associated with active surface normal faulting (Aron et 

al., 2015). Beginning at ~35 km depth near the coast to a depth of 45-50 km, a high 

amplitude positive RF arrival appears to lie slightly below the Slab1.0 surface (Hayes et 

al. 2012) and correspond to the change from a Vp of 7 km/s to 8 km/s in local earthquake 

tomography results (Hicks et al. 2014). This feature is somewhat discontinuous below 

~50 km depth, however a series of positive arrivals continue to follow the Slab1.0 surface 

to a depth of ~80 km. This feature likely marks the Moho of the subducting oceanic crust 

of the Nazca plate. 

A continuous positive RF arrival at ~40 km depth extends beneath the Coastal 

Cordillera and Central Depression before beginning to deepen to 50-55 km beneath the 

Cordillera Principal. This feature marks the continental Moho and appears to intersect the 

top of the subducting Nazca plate ~140 km from the trench within the limits of our CCP 

stack’s 15 km lateral resolution. These values are broadly comparable, though slightly 

deeper, than the ~35-40 km continental Moho depth observed by Dannowski et al. (2013) 

approximately 100 km southeast of our cross-section A-A’. Given Dannowski et al. 
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(2013) stacked RFs from stations >25 km apart and using a less detailed velocity model 

more detailed comparisons with our current study are not warranted. 

The location of the intersection of the continental Moho and the slab occurs 

approximately below the center of the Coastal Cordillera and 30-40 km from the 

coastline. Near the coast, we image a positive RF arrival near 10 km depth while beneath 

the Central Depression we image a shallow negative RF arrival and a positive RF arrival 

at ~15 km depth which appears to extend and slightly shallow beneath the Cordillera 

Principal. These features appear to be truncated by a region beneath the Coastal 

Cordillera where we image an absence of RF arrivals. This region lacking RF arrivals 

stretches from 25-30 km depth to <10 km depth and appears to correspond to the location 

of the Pichilemu anomaly (outline labeled “PA” in Fig. 3B) identified by Hicks et al. 

(2014). The cross-cutting relationship that this feature has with the mid-crustal arrivals 

beneath the coastline and the Central Depression and its presence above the continental 

Moho arrival indicate that the Pichilemu anomaly is embedded within the continental 

crust. We also note that both Maule aftershock seismicity (Lange et al., 2012) and long-

term seismicity, above the likely location of the megathrust, are very limited within this 

anomaly.  

We also note the presence of a relatively broad negative RF arrival near 50-55 km 

depth beneath, and clearly separated from, the continental Moho below the eastern most 

Coastal Cordillera and the Central Depression. At >50 km depth this feature is unlikely to 

represent the first multiple of the prominent shallow crustal negative arrival observed 

below the Central Depression. It is possible that this arrival represents an area of 

relatively slow, possibly hydrated, mantle material overlying the subducting plate. We 
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consider this possibility, in conjunction with similar observations along other cross-

sections, in the discussion below. 

Line B-B’ (Fig. 4) samples the region down dip of the Maule Earthquake 

hypocenter (Duputel, et al., 2012) and through the Cobquecura anomaly identified in a 

prior local earthquake tomography study (Hicks et al., 2014). A pair of gradually dipping, 

nearly continuous positive RF arrivals stretch from the coastline to the edge of the 

Cordillera Principal. The positive arrival appearing at ~35 km depth at the coast and 

reaching ~80 km depth near the edge of the high Cordillera largely follows the Slab1.0 

surface (Hayes et al., 2012) at this location, and we again interpret this as the oceanic 

Moho of the subducting plate. We interpret the shallower positive arrival to be the 

continental Moho. This discontinuity begins at ~15 km depth at the coast and dips 

gradually beneath the Coastal Cordillera and Central Depression before flatting out at 

~45-50 km depth beneath the Cordillera Principal. 

The pronounced taper of the continental crust along this profile is in contrast with 

the crustal structure observed in Line A-A’ and indicates that the continental crust 

remains well above the plate interface beneath the onshore portion of the forearc. This 

configuration also clearly indicates that the Cobquecura anomaly must lie within the 

forearc mantle, suggesting that this feature has a fundamentally different origin than the 

Pichilemu anomaly. The Cobquecura anomaly may represent a composition or hydration 

related mantle heterogeneity. We note that a negative RF arrival within the forearc mantle 

at ~40 km beneath the Coastal Cordillera and ~50 km beneath the Central Depression 

appears to terminate at the eastern edge of the Cobquecura anomaly, indicating a 
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relatively abrupt lateral change in the mantle material, supporting Hicks et al.’s (2014) 

interpretation of the Cobquecura anomaly as a mantle heterogeneity. 

Line C-C’ (Fig. 5) passes through the Arauco Peninsula, a feature consistently 

associated with the southern limit of slip during the Maule Earthquake (Delouis et la., 

2010; Lorito et al., 2011; Moreno et al., 2012; Yue et al., 2014) and identified as a 

possible long-term impediment to the rupture of large megathrust earthquakes (Dura et 

al., 2017). As in the above cross-sections, we associate the positive RF arrival 

immediately below the Slab1.0 surface with the Moho of the subducted oceanic crust. 

This feature appears at ~30 km depth at the coast and dips eastward beneath the Coastal 

Cordillera to a depth of 50-55 km before the RF arrival becomes discontinuous at a depth 

of 65-80 km beneath the Central Depression. Beneath the Central Depression, the 

continental Moho appears as a very prominent high amplitude arrival that dips gradually 

from ~35 km depth at the eastern edge of the Coastal Cordillera to ~40 km depth at the 

western edge of the Cordillera Principal. We observe no clear arrival for the continental 

Moho beneath the Coastal Cordillera, suggesting continental crust and the subducting 

oceanic crust are in contact at this location. This is consistent with geophysical results 

from 38.2°S, ~60 km south of the location of C-C’, which show continental crustal 

material extending to the top of the subducting slab beneath the Coastal Cordillera (Groß 

et al., 2007; Haberland et al., 2009). Clear layering is present in the Coastal Cordilleran 

continental crust, and the lower layer near ~25 km depth may truncate westward against 

the plate interface. Structures within the Central Depression’s continental crust may be 

obscured by basin-induced reverberations, making it difficult to interpret the eastward 

continuation of features in the Coastal Cordilleran crust. As in Lines A-A’ and B-B’, we 
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note that a negative RF arrival appears within the forearc mantle beneath the continental 

Moho of the Central Depression near ~50 km depth. 

Line 1-1’ (Fig. 6) and Line 2-2’ (Fig. 7) approximately parallel the trench 

(presumably approximating the strike of the megathrust) and sample, respectively, the 

downdip edge of significant pre-Maule Earthquake plate coupling (Fig. 1; Moreno et al., 

2010) and 60 km further inboard. This distance insures no overlap in the RFs stacked to 

calculate the two cross-sections, highlighting differences in the geometry of the 

subducting oceanic plate’s Moho. Along Line 1-1’ the subducted plate’s oceanic Moho 

appears consistently at a depth of ~45-50 km while along 2-2’ this feature appears at a 

depth of ~70-80 km with noticeable variations in depth along the length of the cross-

section. 

To better understand this variation, we first plotted a set of thirteen trench parallel 

RF profiles in our study region and identified the slab oceanic Moho along each profile. 

In order to compare slab Moho depths along each profile, we then calculated mean depth 

of the slab Moho for each profile, subtracted this from each slab Moho pick on each 

profile, and finally calculated the average deviation for the slab Moho picks along each 

profile (see Table 1 for maximum, minimum, and average deviation, as well as number of 

slab Moho observations of all profiles). The average deviation for each profile can be 

interpreted as a measure of the degree of trench parallel upwarping or downwarping that 

has occurred in the slab. We exclude profiles 1-3 and 13-14 from further consideration as 

they sample less than half of our study region. The remaining profiles can be divided into 

two distinct groups: profiles 4-6 with average deviations of 2 km to 3 km and profiles 7-

12 with average deviations between 5 km and 8 km. The rapid transition between these 
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two groups falls between profiles 6 and 7, approximately at the switch from high (>75%, 

largely sampled by profile 6) to low (<75%, largely sampled by profile 7) coupling 

between the overriding and subducting plates (Moreno et al., 2010). 

DISCUSSION 

The observations that we have presented above have a number of implications for 

the understanding of forearc seismicity and the long-term (100 kyr to >1 Myrs) evolution 

of forearcs. Below, we consider different aspects of the Chilean forearc between 32°S 

and 39°S separately before considering how these aspects may be tied to large-scale, 

inherited structures within a forearc’s upper plate. 

The Continental Moho and Seismogenic Megathrust 

The precise relationship between the depth at which the continental Moho of an 

overriding plate intersects the subduction interface and the depth to the bottom of the 

seismogenic megathrust has been a point of interest in understanding great earthquakes 

(e.g. Wang and Tréhu, 2016 and references therein) and, within the Andean forearc, in 

understanding the processes driving large-scale uplift of the coast over many earthquake 

cycles (e.g. Melnick, 2016). As shown in our results (Figs. 3, 4, and 5), the relationship 

between the continental Moho and the megathrust throughout the region ruptured by the 

8.8 MW Maule earthquake and subsequent aftershocks varies significantly from north to 

south and as a result presents a significant challenge (well beyond our abilities to resolve 

in the present study) to any model proposing to explain earthquake (see Wang and Tréhu, 

2016; Gao and Wang, 2017 for review of these models) or coastal uplift processes (e.g. 

Melnick et al., 2016) on the basis of the intersection of the continental Moho and 

seismogenic megathrust interface. To better visualize the relationship between this 
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intersection and prior geological and geophysical observations of the Maule region, we 

have plotted the trenchward and arcward constraints on its position as determined by a set 

of thirty-nine trench perpendicular RF cross-sections (Fig. 8A). We can constrain the 

intersections location, at best, to a swath of one CCP stack bin width. We recognize three 

distinct regions with characteristics broadly similar to the three trench parallel cross-

sections presented above: a northern zone between ~33.5°S and ~35.5°S similar to Line 

A-A’ (see Fig. 3), though typically lacking the feature we associate with the Pichilemu 

anomaly; a central zone between ~35.5°S and ~36.5°S similar to Line B-B’ (see Fig. 4); 

and, following a structurally complex transition, a southern zone between 37.25°S to ~38. 

5°S similar to Line C-C’ (see Fig. 5). This segmentation appears to define an anomalous 

central segment, bounded by the Cortaderas Lineament and Bio-Bio Fault, where the 

continental Moho is warped upward above the Cobquecura anomaly and the location of 

the Maule earthquake hypocenter (Fig. 8B). 

Continental Moho and Earthquake Processes 

Wang and Tréhu (2016) classify existing definitions of the sesimogenic portion of 

a megathrust into four categories: rate-state frictional properties; large earthquake 

ruptures; interseismic locking; and small-to-medium sized earthquake distribution. The 

latter three of these can be established in our study area based on existing geophysical 

observations of the Maule region. The down dip limit of significant (~4 m) coseismic slip 

caused by the Maule earthquake (Yue et al., 2014) is shown in Fig. 8B as a green line. 

The contours corresponding to 50% and 25% pre-Maule earthquake interseismic locking 

(Moreno et al., 2010) are shown in Fig. 8B as a purple line and pink line respectively. We 

have not plotted Maule earthquake aftershock seismicity in Fig. 8B for clarity, however 
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as shown in our RF profiles (Figs. 3B, 4B, 5B) the limit of significant aftershock 

seismicity generally corresponds to the 50% interseismic locking contour. In the northern 

and southern zone, these measures of the seismogenic section of the megathrust 

approximately match the position of the megathrust—continental Moho interface. In the 

central zone, and possibly in the transitional area between the central and southern zones, 

the seismogenic portion of the megathrust extends well downdip of the megathrust—

continental Moho interface. 

Models of subduction zone megathrusts (e.g. Kato et al., 2010; Peng and 

Gomberg, 2010; Gao and Wang, 2017) generally agree in placing the limit of the 

seismogenic zone at or above the intersection of the megathrust and continental Moho 

while disagreeing on the precise relationship between the intersection and other 

megathrust processes. The northern and southern zones of the Maule region appear to 

agree with these models, however the central zone is a clear exception. This may in part 

be due to the unusually attenuated continental crust in this location (see Fig. 4) which 

tapers to less than 20 km at the coast, allowing forearc mantle material to occupy depths 

more typically occupied by continental crust in continental active margin settings. This 

central segment also contains both the location where rupture initiated during the 2010 

earthquake (hypocenter) and the Cobquecura anomaly as determined by seismic 

tomography (Hicks et al., 2014). It appears that the 2010 earthquake initiated at or near 

the intersection of the continental Moho and the slab and updip of the Cobquecura 

anomaly (Fig. 8B). 

This unusually shallow forearc mantle may help to explain the lack of 

correspondence between the megathrust—continental Moho interface and the bottom of 
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the seismogenic zone. Hyndman and Wang (1993) have shown that a relatively simple 

model is capable of describing the stick-slip frictional behavior necessary to induce 

earthquakes and its transition to stable sliding behavior at temperatures greater than 

~350°C. Subsequent work indicates that this may be a minimum temperature for the 

transition to stable sliding behavior and seismogenic stick-slip behavior may continue up 

to 450°C (Hyndman et al., 1995) or even 600°C for specific dry rock types (Mitchell et 

al., 2015). Numerical modeling of the Chilean forearc in the Maule area (Völker and 

Stipp, 2015) indicates that the megathrust is unlikely to reach the 350°C minimum 

temperature until depths of 35-40 km. This appears consistent with the approximate depth 

to the megathrust—continental Moho interface in the northern and southern zones in the 

Maule region (Figs. 3 & 5). But the seismogenic interface extends significantly below the 

depth of the continental Moho in the central zone (Fig. 4). In addition, 35-40 km is the 

approximate depth at which interseismic locking and aftershock seismicity begin to 

decreases in the central zone (Fig. 4). This suggests that the discordance between the 

megathrust—continental Moho interface and the down dip limit of the seismogenic zone 

in the Maule region’s central zone is a result of the forearc Moho in the zone being 

unusually shallow and therefore ~50-100°C colder than would otherwise be the case. We 

note that this is similar to the model proposed by Gao and Wang (2017) for subduction 

along the Japan Trench where the subduction zone is relatively cold, however in our case 

varying upper plate crustal thickness plays a key role rather than the overall temperature 

of the subduction zone. We also note that a relatively shallow continental Moho at the 

coast (<30 km depth) and intersections with the megathrust offshore have also been 

observed locally along parts of the forearc adjacent to the Japan Trench (e.g. Hasegawa et 
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al., 1994; Nakajima et al., 2002), suggesting that even in the Japan Trench region 

variations in the upper plate’s crustal thickness may be a contributing factor. 

The structural differences at depth between the northern, central, and southern 

zones may also help to explain rupture behavior during the February 2010 Maule 

earthquake. While the absolute rupture velocities reported by Kiser and Ishii (2011) and 

by Huang et al. (2017) for the earthquake differ, both studies found that rupture 

propagated noticeably faster north of ~35.5°S to 36°S than south of these latitudes, 

broadly corresponding with our northern and central zones, respectively. Kiser and Ishii 

(2011) more detailed model for the propagation of the Maule earthquake’s rupture also 

found a rapid change or jump in rupture velocity, possibly indicating a localized lack of 

coeseismic slip, as it moved northwest from 35.5°S to 35°S, corresponding well to the 

relatively sharp boundary between our northern and central zones. 

Continental Moho and Coastal Uplift Processes 

The correspondence between the boundary of our central and southern zones and 

the Bio-Bio Fault (see Fig.8A and C) is interesting in light of recent work identifying this 

fault as the northern boundary of forearc uplift associated with Arauco Peninsula and 

Orocline (Jara-Muñoz et al., 2015). The sudden arcward step in the megathrust—

continental Moho interface at this fault continues north-south trend along ~73°W until 

reaching the Lanalhue Fault. The Lanalhue Fault marks a major change in forearc 

structure where the large pre-Mesozoic left-lateral strike-slip fault juxtaposes Permo-

Carboniferous granitoids against Carboniferous-to-Triassic accretionary wedge materials 

(Glodny et al., 2006; Glodny et al., 2008a). Uplift of the forearc between the Bio-Bio and 

Lanalhue Faults has been constrained by the presence of Pliocene marine sedimentary 
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rocks exposed on part of the uplifted peninsula (Mordojovich, 1981). Glodny et al. 

(2008b) used apatite fission track thermal modeling to determine a rate of rock uplift of 

>0.2 mm/yr (>0.2 km/Myr) for the Coastal Cordillera between these two faults. Jara-

Muñoz et al. (2015) dated of uplifted Pleistocene marine terraces and found an uplift rate 

of 1.59 m/kyr (1.59 km/Myr) for the peninsula. Both studies indicate that uplift of the 

Arauco Peninsula and adjacent Coastal Cordillera is a Pleistocene to Holocene process. 

A number of mechanisms have been called upon to explain the uplift of the 

peninsula. Melnick et al. (2009) suggested that northward movement of a forearc sliver 

since ~4 Ma and its collision with stronger segment of the forearc. This stronger forearc 

segment could be either the abrupt transition in basement rocks across the Lanalhue Fault 

or due to relatively shallower slab beneath the peninsula (Melnick et al., 2009). Based on 

a gravity derived model for the depth to the subducting Nazca plate, Jara-Muñoz et al. 

(2015) refined the shallow slab model and suggested that the Arauco Peninsula lies above 

a segment of slab that is shallower than the region to the north. This could increase 

permanent deformation of the upper plate during large earthquakes (Jara-Muñoz et al., 

2015). 

In contrast to these structural models, Saillard et al. (2017) argue that peninsulas 

like the Arauco Peninsula represent areas where the megathrust has a different rheologic 

character. Beneath peninsulas, the megathrust tends to creep or slide aseismically and this 

leads to the concentration of permanent deformation that can drive forearc uplift. In this 

model, uplift of peninsulas over ~100 kyr to ~1 Myr time scales reflects persistent 

differences in the frictional properties of the megathrust (Saillard et al., 2017). Variation 

in megathrust properties is also an important feature of Melnick’s (2016) model which 
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links the position of interplate earthquakes relative to the Moho with coastal uplift. 

Relatively deep large megathrust earthquakes occurring near the Moho act to uplift the 

coast line while shallower large events (like the 2010 Maule earthquake) lead to coastal 

subsidence (Melnick, 2016). 

While our observations cannot usefully address all aspects of these models, our 

observations of the geometries of the subducting Nazca slab and of the megathrust—

continental Moho intersection are useful in evaluating these models. We find that the 

depth to the subducted Nazca plate’s Moho is relatively flat along trench parallel RF 

profiles. We find only minor variation (no more than +/- 10 km and generally less than 

+/- 8 km from a profile average) along profiles sampling the plate interface to the 

approximately down dip limit of plate coupling (see Table 1). These minor variations do 

not appear to correspond to the Arauco Peninsula. This argues against the plate interface 

acting to strengthen the forearc beneath the peninsula or otherwise promoting uplift of 

this part of the forearc as suggested by Melnick et al. (2009) and Jara-Muñoz et al. 

(2015). 

Our megathrust—continental Moho interface also suggests that the 2010 Maule 

earthquake, while nucleating at a shallow depth, may have occurred at or very near the 

depth at which the continental Moho intersects the megathrust (see Fig. 8). In Melnick’s 

(2016) model an earthquake nucleating near the depth of the continental Moho is 

predicted to be associated with uplift. In the 2010 Maule earthquake the coastline near the 

hypocenter experienced subsidence (Farías et al., 2010b). This suggests that Melnick 

(2016)’s model may need to incorporate additional factors beyond the location of the 

megathrust—continental Moho intersection, possibly including a more variable 
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relationship between the crustal and thermal structures of the megathrust. We note that 

Melnick (2016)’s model assumed a correspondence between the depth to the base of the 

megathrust’s locked zone and the continental Moho. As we discussed in the previous 

section, the depth to the base of the locked megathrust may correspond to a thermally 

controlled change from brittle to ductile behavior and this may or may not be coincident 

with the depth of the continental Moho. In the case of the area around the hypocenter of 

the 2010 Maule Earthquake, the depth of the continental Moho is significantly shallower 

than base of the locked megathrust and the continental crust would not likely experience 

the style of deformation called for by Melnick’s (2016) model of coastal uplift. 

Finally, both the increase in crustal thickness south of the Bio-Bio Fault and the 

corresponding westward jump in the megathrust—continental Moho intersection have 

implications for models calling for abrupt changes in the forearc basement across the 

faults bounding the Arauco Peninsula (Melnick et al., 2009) or for a difference in plate 

interface properties beneath the Arauco Peninsula (Saillard et al., 2017). The high 

velocity, high density mantle of the Cobquecura anomaly (Hicks et al., 2014) lies 

immediately north of the Bio-Bio Fault at a shallow depth, and this could affect both the 

forearc basement and the plate interface’s frictional properties. This material may be 

more resistant to deformation than the forearc crust that lies at a comparable depth 

immediately to its south. If so, it would act as a strong backstop for the forearc sliver 

hypothesized to be moving towards the Arauco Peninsula from the south (Melnick et al., 

2009) north. If the Lanalhue Fault represented the backstop for the forearc sliver, 

compression should occur to the south of this fault. Instead, observed uplift largely 

occurs north of the Lanalhue Fault. This places the uplift just south of the Bio-Bio Fault. 
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Combined with the observation that significant uplift does not extend north of the Bio-

Bio Fault (Jara-Muñoz et al., 2015), this suggest that the Cobquecura anomaly north of 

the Bio-Bio Fault serves as a backstop, leading to deformation within the relatively weak 

material beneath the Arauco Peninsula as the forearc sliver south of the peninsula moves 

northward. 

In addition, beneath the Arauco Peninsula and neighboring Coastal Cordillera the 

intersection between the continental Moho and subducting Nazca plate occurs at a greater 

depth and comparatively greater distance inboard than north of the Bio-Bio Fault. The 

presence of continental crust for a longer down-dip length of the plate interface beneath 

the Arauco Peninsula is likely to lead to a difference in megathrust frictional properties. 

This would be consistent with Saillard et al. (2017)’s model. Alternately, the lower ~10-

20 km of this thicker crust may be underplated trench sediments or off-scraped forearc 

rock as suggested by Haberland et al., (2009). If so, we note that the pre-underplating 

crust beneath the Arauco Peninsula may have been only 20-30 km thick. This is 

comparable to the thin crust we observe in our central zone north of the Bio-Bio Fault. 

We consider this possibility, as well as why it may be localized beneath the Arauco 

Peninsula and adjacent Coastal Cordillera, in the next section. 

One additional area of coastal uplift, not associated with a major peninsula, also 

occurs in Maule rupture region. Jara-Muñoz et al.’s (2015) examination of marine terrace 

uplift identifies the area between the Pichilemu and Topocalma Faults as an area of 

significant (~1.35 m/kyr or 1.35 km/Myr) coastal uplift. This is attributed to a 

combination of basal accretion, forearc sliver motion, or a shallow plate interface (Jara-

Muñoz et al., 2015). While our observations are not able to examine the first two possible 
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mechanism, we can investigate third mechanism. As noted above for the Arauco 

Peninsula, we find that the depth to the Nazca slab along the plate interface has no 

significant trench parallel change throughout the Maule region. This indicates that a 

difference in plate geometry around Pichilemu is not likely to be the cause of uplift. 

Forearc Mantle Heterogeneity: A Key to Long-Term Structure Preservation? 

One of the most striking features of our results for the Maule region is the 

Cobquecura anomaly (Hicks et al., 2014; see Figs. 4 and 8 B and C) and the associated 

shift in the position of the megathrust—continental Moho interface’s relationship to the 

rest of the subduction zone. In prior local earthquake tomography results, this feature is 

associated with P-wave seismic velocities up to ~8.0 km/s and a Vp/Vs ratio of 1.81 and 

lies immediately up dip of an area of low P-wave velocity (<7.25 km/s, dashed purple 

line in Fig. 4B) and high Vp/Vs (~1.81) material (Hicks et al., 2014). This configuration 

is consistent with our RF results for the central zone (Fig. 4) which finds that the 

Cobquecura anomaly’s down dip limit truncates a relatively low velocity layer mantle 

material immediately above the slab. The seismic velocities of the anomaly led Hicks et 

al. (2014) to interpret the Cobquecura anomaly as unserpentinized mantle, and while we 

agree with this interpretation we note that this strong, unserpentinized block of mantle 

lies directly adjacent to an area with seismic velocities more characteristic of a highly 

serpentinized (>40% by volume antigorite (Abers and Hacker, 2016) given the values 

reported by Hicks et al. (2014)) mantle (see Fig. 4B). 

The juxtaposition of these materials over a short (~15 km) lateral distance is 

surprising and suggests that the composition of the Cobquecura anomaly may differ from 

typical mantle peridotite. In continental forearc settings, serpentinization results from the 
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hydration of olivine within mantle rocks to form antigorite (Reynard, 2013), and 

peridotite provides a ready source of olivine for this process. If the Cobquecura anomaly 

is dominantly peridotite, it is difficult to explain why it would remain unserpentinized 

while neighboring mantle materials show evidence for significant (>40%) 

serpentinization. In addition, given continuous subduction in the region since ~180 Ma 

(Ramos and Kay, 2006), modeling of minimum forearc hydration would predict that the 

forearc mantle in this location should be ~20% hydrated (Abers et al., 2017) and at least 

partially serpentinized. However, ultramafic cumulates like garnet pyroxenite (or 

“arclogite”) are free of olivine (Ducea, 2002; Lee and Anderson, 2015), preventing 

serpentinization, while possessing high P-wave (~7.9 to 8.0 km/s) and relatively high 

Vp/Vs (1.79-1.80) values (Frassetto, et al., 2011). The production of garnet pyroxenite 

requires basaltic melts to be trapped at depths of >40 km for the melts to crystallize at 

sufficiently high pressure conditions (Ducea, 2002), requiring crustal thicknesses typical 

of continental arc volcanism. 

The Cobquecura anomaly appears to spatially correspond to the surface exposure 

of a large Carboniferous to early Permian age granitoid batholith in our central zone. 

While Hicks et al. (2014) associated the Cobquecura anomaly with Triassic extension and 

rifting related volcanism due to the spatial correspondence of the anomaly and a set of 

small Triassic intrusive bodies above the anomaly’s western edge, we note that much of 

the anomaly lies below the granitoid batholith. This granitoid batholith likely intruded 

into preexisting continental basement (Glodny et al., 2008), consistent with the 

production of garnet pyroxenite at depth. The interpretation of the anomaly as a garnet 

pyroxenite may be supported by the general lack of subsequent volcanism in our central 
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zone, in contrast to the abundance of Mesozoic igneous rocks disrupting the granitoid 

batholith in our northern zone (Fig. 8C). Models for the development of garnet 

pyroxenite bodies below arcs indicate that these materials may focus volcanism to 

neighboring locations and decrease volume of melt produced (e.g. Karlstrom et al., 

2014). 

We further note that garnet pyroxenite is stronger than peridotite at temperatures 

below <1200K (~950°C) (Farla et la., 2017) and is not be convectively unstable at 

temperatures below ~500°C (Jull and Kelemen, 2001). As this is well above the 

temperature of the forearc, if the Cobquecura anomaly is a pyroxenite body it would form 

a rigid backstop that could stabilize this portion of the forearc. This would help to explain 

how the Coastal Cordillera and associated Paleozoic batholith in our central zone has 

remained stable with a low exhumation rate since the end of late Triassic rifting (Glodny 

et al., 2008). 

Finally, the presence of a consistent, relatively high amplitude negative arrival 

within the forearc mantle wedge beneath the Central Depression (see Fig. 3,4,5) indicates 

that additional heterogeneities are present. These arrivals may mark the top of features 

analogous to the localized low velocity features observed by Haberland et al. (2009) near 

38°S and interpreted as possible pockets of hydrated, serpentinized forearc mantle. This 

interpretation is plausible, however we agree with Dannowski et al. (2013) in noting that 

the continental Moho remains a distinct, positive RF velocity contrast which requires the 

mantle immediately below the crust to remain seismically fast. Improved RF lateral 

resolution is necessary to determine if this negative arrival represents isolated features or 

compositional layering of the forearc mantle. 
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The Role of Large-Scale Inherited Structure in the Maule Forearc 

While the surface expression of the boundary between our central and southern 

zones at the Bio-Bio Fault, uplifting the Arauco Peninsula’s northern boundary (Jara-

Muñoz et al., 2015) is clear, the boundary between our central and northern zone is less 

distinct. The boundary between these two zones may be reflected, as noted above, by the 

presence of Mesozoic plutonic bodies that significantly disrupt the Paleozoic batholith in 

the northern zone (see Fig. 8,B). Additionally, the boundary between these two zones 

may represent the forearc continuation of the Cortaderas Lineament which has been 

proposed to mark a significant division between the Chilean and Argentinean Andes 

(Ramos and Kay, 2006 and references therein; see Fig. 8,B). While both the regions north 

and south of the lineament have experienced alternating periods of compression and 

extension since the Triassic, the region to the south has been characterized by more 

widespread extension than the region north of the lineament (Ramos and Kay, 2006). If 

this extension included the forearc, it is possible that it may have played a role in thinning 

our central zone relative to the northern zone. Alternately, thinning in the central zone 

may have been a result of the mid-Permian (~275 Ma, Glodny et al., 2006, 2008) 

westward displacement of the Carboniferous batholiths discussed above. 

In either case, the pre-Cenozoic, and potentially pre-Mesozoic, has left the 

modern Maule forearc broken into three structural zones, the northern two of which 

center on high velocity, strong bodies at depth. In the central zone the presence of a 

strong, likely garnet pyroxenite, magmatically derived root retained by the Carboniferous 

batholith in this region may explain why the area has remained remarkably stable since 

the Triassic (Glodny et al., 2006; Glodny et al., 2008a,b). The Carboniferous batholith is 
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exposed along a fairly consistent orientation at the surface throughout the central and 

southern zone, but no high velocity body is present at depth in the southern zone. Instead, 

the southern zone shows evidence for extensive basal accretion or underplating of 

material at the base of the forearc crust (see discussion above and Haberland et al., 2009). 

An additional contrast is the differing uplift histories of the batholith in the central and 

southern zones. The batholith in the southern zone was stable from the Triassic to the late 

Cenozoic but, unlike the central zone, the southern zone batholith has rapidly uplifted 

since ~4 Ma. We suggest that these similarities and differences between the central and 

southern zones provide an example of what may happen if inherited structures in the 

forearc are removed or disrupted by subsequent events. 

We propose that the continuing post-Pliocene uplift of the Arauco Peninsula and 

Orocline (Glodny et al., 2006; Melnick et al., 2009; Jara-Muñoz et al., 2015) is a product 

of the removal of previously existing strong body from the forearc mantle in this location. 

The Carboniferous batholith extends from our central zone into the Arauco Orocline 

south of the Bio-Bio fault, however the Cobquecura anomaly we associate with the 

batholith’s root does not (see Fig. 8B,C).We suggest that a similar root may have 

extended south of the Bio-Bio Fault, lying beneath the continuation of the batholith in the 

Arauco Orocline up to the Lanalhue Fault. The Lanalhue fault is likely to have truncated 

this root along with the overlying batholith during Permian left-lateral strike-slip 

displacement (Glodny et al., 2008). The garnet pyroxenite root would have acted as a 

strong block, stabilizing the area throughout the Mesozoic and Cenozoic. This block may 

have been partially disarticulated from the Cobquecura block in the central zone by the 
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Bio-Bio Fault, as it is a left-lateral fault similar in orientation to the Lanalhue Fault 

(Rehak et al., 2008) but with less evidence for large displacements. 

During or immediately before the onset of ~Pliocene uplift in the Arauco 

Peninsula and adjacent part of the Arauco Orocline, the strong mantle block equivalent to 

the Cobquecura anomaly was detached from the batholith’s base and displaced at depth 

away from the trench. This detachment may have occurred as a result of northward 

migration of a forearc sliver (Melnick et al., 2009) or complications related to the 

subduction of the Mocha Fracture Zone (Folguera and Ramos, 2009). Both of these 

processes could potentially increase the horizontal strain rate in the Arauco mantle block, 

a factor shown to cause instability in high density ultramafic materials and promote their 

removal (Jull and Kelemen, 2001). Following detachment from the overriding continental 

crust, the dense garnet pyroxenite block would sink, or be dragged downward, along with 

the subducting Nazca oceanic plate. This would open up space which outer forearc and 

trench materials would rapidly move to fill, leading to the basal accretion or underplating 

observed in our RF results and by Haberland et al. (2009). The rapid shift from strong, 

dense pyroxenitic material to relatively weak, low density outer forearc material would 

significantly change both the properties of the plate interface around the Arauco 

Peninsula, and this change in properties would persist over long periods of time (>1 

Myrs) as suggested by Saillard et al.’s (2017) model for peninsula uplift. This change 

would explain much slower rupture velocity observed in the Arauco region during the 

2010 Maule earthquake (Kiser and Ishii, 2011). This change would also explain how an 

area of the forearc stable for >100 Myrs could be destabilized and begin to uplift ~4 Ma 

(Glodny et al., 2008). This process of high density batholith root removal may be 
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ongoing near the southern edge of the Cobquecura anomaly around the Bio-Bio fault, 

though complexities in this region at depth make this difficult to test with our current data 

set. 

Our model for root removal would predict that the pyroxenitic root detached from 

beneath the Arauco Peninsula would have been moved with the subducting Nazca slab 

eastward relative to the trench, covering the ~100 km distance to the volcanic arc 1 to 2 

Myrs after detachment, given present Nazca plate motion eastward with respect to South 

America (Kendrick et al., 2003, see Fig.1A). Given that detached pyroxenitic root 

materials have been found to impart distinctive geochemical signatures to arc and back 

arc volcanism (e.g. Kay and Mpodozis, 2002; Murray et al., 2015), a potential test of this 

model may be obtained by examining the last 2-3 Myrs of output from the arc volcanoes 

east-northeast of the Arauco Peninsula. While this model is similar to models calling for 

subduction erosion of forearc crust in the Central Andes (e.g. Kay and Mpodozis, 2002; 

Kay and Coira, 2009), we note that the marine forearc in the Arauco region is presently 

accreting rather than eroding (Contreras-Reyes et al., 2008) and has been accreting since 

at least the late Miocene-early Pliocene (Encinas et al., 2008). This may indicate that the 

processes affecting the Arauco region are somewhat different than subduction erosion in 

the Central Andes. 

CONCLUSIONS 

We find that the Chilean forearc between ~33.5°S to ~38.5°S is comprised of 

three distinct zones: a northern zone between 33.5°S and 35.5°S characterized by 

relatively thick continental crust (~35-40 km) intersecting the plate interface ~25-30 km 

inland from the coast; a central zone between 35.5°S and 36.5°S corresponding to thin 
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continental crust (<25-30 km) beneath the Coastal Cordillera which intersects the plate 

interface at the coast or potentially offshore; and a southern zone between 36.5°S and 

38.5°S again characterized by relatively thick continental crust (~35-40 km) , possibly 

thickened by underplating, that intersects the plate interface >30 km from the coast.  

We show that the previously identified Pichilemu and Cobquecura high velocity 

anomalies below the coast most likely have separate origins. The Pichilemu anomaly lies 

within the forearc crust of the northern zone and represents the deep portions of the 

Paleozoic and/or Mesozoic batholiths exposed at the surface. The Cobquecura anomaly 

represents a strong unserpentinized mantle block which forms the core of the central 

zone. Comparison to prior studies of interseismic locking in the region indicates that the 

Nazca slab consistently remains coupled to the overriding plate to a depth of ~40-45 km 

with little trench parallel variation. A comparison with prior studies of coseismic slip 

during the 2010 Maule earthquake and subsequent aftershock locations show that the 

megathrust ruptures through all three zones to a depth of ~40-45 km, however rupture 

velocities appear to vary with the northern zone rupturing at a higher velocity than the 

central or southern zones. The boundary between the northern and central zones 

corresponds approximately to the Cortaderas Lineament— a major boundary in the 

tectonic evolution of the Andes with the region to the north experiencing dominantly 

contractional deformation and the region to the south experiencing greater extensional 

deformation since at least the Triassic. The boundary between the central and southern 

zones corresponds to Bio-Bio Fault, the northern boundary of the Arauco Peninsula 

which has been uplifting since ~4 Ma. The uplift of the Arauco Peninsula may reflect the 
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removal of a strong block of pyroxenite mantle similar to that in the Cobquecura region 

and its replacement by outer forearc materials. 
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TABLES 

 

 

  

TABLE 1. TRENCH PARALLEL SLAB VERTICAL DEVIATIONS 

Line Number Data Points 

(Out of 54) 

Minimum 

Deviation (km) 

Maximum 

Deviation (km) 

Average 

Deviation 

(km) 

1 4 -1.2 1.0 0.62 

2 6 -1.1 1.6 0.97 

3 20 -4.0 6.2 2.52 

4 36 -7.4 5.8 2.66 

5 46 -7.2 8.0 2.6 

6 46 -6.3 10.6 3.14 

7 41 -9.6 16.3 5.75 

8 38 -13.8 15.4 6.67 

9 31 -11.8 13.9 6.23 

10 42 -16.9 18.3 5.48 

11 42 -12.2 19.1 6.56 

12 32 -11.6 17 6.66 

13 20 -12.7 14.5 7.98 

14 5 -2.7 3.8 2.02 
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FIGURES 

 

Figure 1. Maule segment of central Chile. A) Location of seismic stations used in this 

study and major upper plate faults and lineaments. Yellow boxes mark location of IMAD 

(Roecker and Russo, 2010; Vilotte and RESIF, 2011) and CHARGE (Beck et al., 2000) 

broadband temporary seismic stations deployed from March to October 2010 and 

October 2001 to December 2002 respectively. Purple diamonds mark Chilean National 

Seismic Network permanent broadband seismic stations used in this study while cyan 

diamond marks location of the GEOSCOPE permanent station (Institut de Physique du 
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Globe de Paris and Ecole et Observatoire des Sciences de la Terre de Strasbourg, 1982) 

used in this study. Red star marks location of NEIC Maule 27 February, 2010 8.8 MW 

earthquake hypocenter (Duputel et al., 2012). Arrow marks orientation of Nazca plate 

motion with respect to South America (Kendrick et al., 2003). Red triangles are locations 

of active Holocene volcanic centers (Global Volcanism Program (2013)) while red line 

VTF (volcanic thermal front) marks the approximate location of the high lateral thermal 

gradient associated with the arc based on extrapolation from a 2-D thermal model of 

Chilean forearc by Völker and Stipp (2015). Dashed black lines mark axes of Arauco 

Orocline associated with the Arauco Peninsula and adjacent section of the Coastal 

Cordillera (after Jara-Muñoz et al., 2015), while dashed cyan lines mark significant 

forearc faults discussed in our text (QF – Quebrada Honda fault system, PF- Pichilemu 

fault system, BF – Bio-Bio Fault, LF – Lanalhue Fault (after Jara-Muñoz et al., 2015 and 

Aron et al., 2015)). Dashed CL orange line marks Cortaderas Lineament (modified from 

Ramos and Kay, 2006, see text for discussion). Barbed black line marks Chilean Trench. 

B) Geomorphic provinces in central Chile (modified from Ramos and Kay, 2006; Farías 

et al., 2010a; Rehak et al., 2008) and the Pichilemu (orange oval PA) and Cobquecura 

(orange oval CA) forearc high seismic velocity anomalies (Hicks et al., 2014); Arauco 

Peninsula (AP) and adjacent segment of Coastal Cordillera (red plus-sign) marks location 

of rapid uplift (from Glodny et al., 2008; Rehak et al., 2008; Jara-Muñoz et al., 2015) C) 

Locations of RF cross-sections used in this study (see text for discussion) and >= 4.5 M 

hypocenter locations from the NEIC for period from 1970 to December 1, 2016 but 

excluding events from the day of the Maule 8.8 MW earthquake to one year after. Teal, 

purple and pink contours represent 75%, 50%, and approximate down dip limit of pre-
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Maule earthquake locking for the region (modified from Moreno et al., 2010). All other 

symbols as in A. D) Locations of RF cross-sections used in this study and Maule 

aftershocks from March 15, 2010 to September 30, 2010 relocated using the IMAD 

network (Lange et al., 2012). Magenta, cyan, and green contours mark 10 m, 5 m, and ~4 

m (chosen to provide sense of rate of slip decrease) for coseismic slip model of the Maule 

February 27, 2010 earthquake (modified from Yue et al., 2014). All other symbols as in 

A. 
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Figure 2. Example of effects of migrating RFs with differing velocity models using cross-

section discussed in our results (see Fig. 4 for interpretation). A) RFs migrated using a 

half-space model obtained by averaging the best 1-D model obtained by Hicks et al. 

(2014) for the Maule region. B) RFs migrated using a layer and half-space model 

obtained by splitting the Hicks et al. (2014 1-D model at 40 km depth and averaging each 

part separately. C) RFs migrated using the full Hicks et al. (2014) 1-D model. D) RFs 

migrated using our preferred 3-D S-wave velocity model for the region (Ward et al., 

2013) and Hicks et al. (2014)’s 1-D Vp/Vs model for the region. E) Comparison of 

arrivals migrated using each velocity model (colors in E correspond to colors in A-D). 
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Greatest change Note that while all four models are broadly consistent, and unlikely to 

significantly alter interpretation of the relationship between the two identified arrivals, 

incorporation of 3-D velocity structure may locally move a deep (>40 km) arrival by 4-5 

km. 
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Figure 3. Trench perpendicular RF stack cross-section A-A’. A) RF results and 

interpreted positive RF arrivals. Continental Moho is relatively flat feature at ~40 km 

depth from 140 km to 240 km from the trench. Oceanic Moho of the subducted Nazca 

plate is dipping feature from ~40 km depth at left of image to 80 km depth at 190 km 
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from the trench. Dashed where inferred. Vertical dashed line is approximate predicted 

location of volcanic arc high lateral thermal gradient (see Fig. 1). B) Overlay of Maule 

aftershock hypocenters (black dots, Lange et al., 2012). Magenta line is Pichilemu high 

velocity anomaly defined by 7 km/s P-wave velocity contour (from Hicks et al., 2014). 

Slab1.0 surface (Hayes et al., 2012) colored to correspond to degrees of pre-Maule 

earthquake megathrust locking (Moreno et al., 2010, see also Fig. 1B above) with the 

>75% in red, 75% to 50% in orange, 50% to 25% in yellow, and <25% in green. Note 

rapid decrease in aftershock seismicity and change in Nazca plate subduction angle at end 

of strongly coupled (>50% locking) zone. See text for discussion. 
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Figure 4. Trench perpendicular RF stack cross-section B-B’. A) RF results and 

interpreted positive RF arrivals. Continental Moho is upper dipping feature (solid black 

line) at ~15-20 km depth near 50 km lateral distance and 45 km depth at ~ 250 km from 

the trench. Oceanic Moho of the subducted Nazca plate is dipping feature from ~40 km 

depth at left of image to 80 km depth ~220 km from the trench. Dashed where inferred. 
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Vertical line is as in Fig. 3. B) Solid magenta line is Cobquecura high velocity anomaly 

defined by 7.5 km/s P-wave velocity contour (from Hicks et al., 2014). Dashed magenta 

line and dashed purple line mark 7.5 km/s P-wave velocity contour and 7.25 km/s P-wave 

velocity contour respectively (from Hicks et al., 2014) that we interpret as an area of slow 

(partially serpentinized) mantle with a relatively abrupt boundary represented by the 

negative RF arrival ~145 km from trench at ~40 km depth. Other features as in Fig. 3. 

Again, note rapid decrease in aftershock seismicity at the downdip edge of the strongly 

coupled (>50% locking) zone. See text for discussion. 
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Figure 5. Trench perpendicular RF stack cross-section C-C’. A) RF results and 

interpreted positive RF arrivals. Continental Moho is flat and very high positive 

amplitude feature at ~35-40 km depth near 10 km lateral distance to ~240 km from the 

trench. Oceanic Moho of the subducted Nazca plate is dipping feature from ~20 km depth 
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at left of image to 80 km depth at 230 km from the trench. Dashed where inferred. 

Vertical line is as in Fig. 3 B) Features as in Fig. 3. See text for discussion. 
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Figure 6. Trench parallel cross-section 1-1’, approximately following down dip limit of 

strong plate locking (see Fig. 1). A) Continental Moho is extremely heterogeneous at this 

scale and we do not attempt to trace it. The Moho of the subducted Nazca plate’s oceanic 

crust can be followed laterally throughout most of study region and lies near ~40 km 

depth. B) Features as in Fig. 3. Note that Slab 1.0 (black line) exhibits significantly 

greater variation in depth than our RF slab Moho or aftershock seismicity. 
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Figure 7. Trench parallel cross-section 2-2’, beyond the down dip limit of strong 

interplate locking. A) Continental Moho is again extremely heterogeneous at this scale 

and we do not attempt to trace it. The Moho of the subducted Nazca plate’s oceanic crust 

can be followed laterally throughout much of study region, and lies near ~80 km to ~100 

km depth. B) Features as in Fig. 3. Note that in contrast to cross-section 1-1’ (Fig. 6) Slab 

1.0 (solid black line) variation in depth is similar to our RF slab Moho; at this depth, 

aftershock seismicity represents intermediate depth earthquakes and may represent events 

with the subducted slab’s crust or mantle rather than events on the plate interface (e.g. 

Ferrand et al., 2017; Wang et al., 2017). 
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Figure 8. Relationship of northern, central, and southern zones of the Maule forearc to 

other geophysical and geological features. A) Map of RF constrain points used to 

determine the approximate (~15 km to ~30 km) position of the megathrust—continental 

Moho intersection. Southern zone in yellow (characterized by ~35-40 km thick crust and 

an intersection far from the coast); central zone in orange (characterized by <30 km thick 

crust and an intersection at the coast or slightly offshore); northern zone in red 

(characterized by ~35-50 km thick crust and an intersection relatively far from coast). 

Purple points mark the position of RF profiles sampling either complex crustal structure 
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or insufficient coverage near the coast to determine location of intersection; point of 

intersection inferred to smoothly transition between these profiles and neighboring 

profiles with clearer observed megathrust—continental Moho intersection locations. 

Dashed cyan line labeled BF is the Bio-Bio Fault; dashed cyan line labeled LF is 

Lanalhue Fault. Other features are the same as in Fig. 1A.  

B) Intersection as in A, but with green <4 m slip contour (modified from Yue et al., 

2014) and 50% to 25% (purple) and <25% (pink) plate interface locking degree contours 

(modified form Moreno et al., 2010) and Hicks et al. (2014)’s Cobquecura (orange 

feature labelled CA) and Pichilemu (orange feature labelled PA) high P-wave velocity 

anomalies.  

C) Intersection as in A, but with high velocity anomalies from B and simplified surface 

exposure of late Carboniferous (pink), Triassic (red), and Cretaceous (green) intrusive 

bodies (modified from compilation in Hicks et al., 2014) overlain. Dashed cyan line 

labeled BF is the Bio-Bio Fault and dashed cyan line labeled LF is Lanalhue fault, note 

that the Cobquecura anomaly (CA) lies below Carboniferous batholith in only north of 

the Bio-Bio Fault despite batholith continuing south to Lanalhue Fault. Note that 

Pichilemu anomaly is obscured by overlying intrusive body exposures, refer to B above 

for clarification of location. 
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